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* To get the Bonus Booklet worth 
more than $300 in rebates, mention 
the code word "Power Windows" when 
you order Warp from 0S/2 Express. 

This ad was written by Edwin Blacl< in DeSctibe 5.0. designect 
by Elizabeth Black in QuarkXPress, and produced in 48 hours 
al a cost of under $1,000, including p/Jolograp/Jy fee and 
prepress production. 

OS/2 is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. 
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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BY MARCELO RODRIGUEZ 
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Managing OS/2 Programs and Sessions 
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Pixelink 

120~ 
TM 

Xcellerated Document Imaging Display System 

The only document imagin~ 
display system compatible with ... 

. . . any operating system ... 
(Windows®, OS/2®, WindowsNTM) 

.. . any PC bus ... 
(!SA, MicroChannel, Local, PC!) 

... any software ... 
(no AP Is required) 

... any colors ... 
(optional choice o/256 colors or 256 shades of gray) 

... any budget . 
(upgradeable from gray scale to color) 

The Pixelink 120XDS™ is a high-resolution, two-page display system with 
highly accelerated performance. By incorporating the Matrox MGA Series of 

graphics accelerators, the 120XDS provides ultra-high-speed, 64-bit performance 
on any bus (achieving as much as 12 times the throughput of competitor 32-bit controllers); 
Windows, OS/2, and Windows NT support; Seamless Windows at 1600 x 1200 resolution; 
on-the-fly switching of 
resolution and color depth; 
and hardware pan and zoom. 
For more information, or 
to arrange a demonstration, 
call (508) 562-4803. 

::: r:n •"":!--~--~----~~ 
r rr::1 

The MGA s control 
panel allows you 
to easily select a 
host of advanced 
productivity features. 

• • PIXELINK 
CORPORATION 

Circle #228 

Pixelink Corporation, 577 Main Street, Hudson, MA 01749 • Telephone: 508-562-4803 FAX: 508-568-0514 

120XDS is a trademark of Pixe link Corporation. Windows is a registered trademark and Windows NT is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of lntemational Business Machines Corporation. 



How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to our Input section are best sent by e-mail to one 
of the Input addresses below. Please indicate in your 
e-mail where you live and how we can reach you by 
phone. Letters can also be submitted by fax (to 301-770-
7062) or mail (addressed to Input, OS/2 Professional, 172 
Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852). Letters should be 
signed, on Jetterhead, contain your telephone number and 
be no longer than two-double-spaced pages. All letters, by 
whatever means submitted, become the property of 0S/2 
Professional and will be edited for length, content, and 
clarity. We cannot reply individually to Input letters. 

Business, general, or technica1 inquiries should be 
addressed to the appropriate department at 
OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, 
MD20852. 

E-mail addresses: 

Input: 
Internet: cdhermillon@bix.com 

Bradley D . l{)jewer: 
Internet: bkliewer@bix.com 

All unsolicited materials are sent at the risk of the sender 
and OS/2 Professional assumes no responsibility for their 
receipt, storage, or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 
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Subscriptions are $30 in the United States, $45 in Canada 
and Mexico, and $75 airmail to other countries. 
Subscriptions may be paid by check or money order, Visa 
or MasterCard, or billing to a corporate address. 

BY £-NI.AIL. For fastest service, subscription requests 
may be submitted clecttonically to the OS/2 Professional 
MCI mail box (560-3615 or os2sub@bix.com) 
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By FAX. Fax subscription requests w/o cover sheet on a 
single page to (612) 823-0151. Your request must be on 
corporate letterhead and include billing and/or credit card 
information plus a signature and title. Address your 
request to uNew Subscriptions." 

By mail. Send check or money order, corporate billing, or 
credit card information to New Subscriptions, OS/2 
Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

Back issues: Back issues are $7 each (except issues prior 
to August 1993 which are priced according to supply). 
Order back issues by sending check or money order and 
specifying the issue requested. We cannot accept corporate 
billing or credit card charges unless the back issue request 
is part of a new subscription. 

Administrative, Editorial & Production Offices: Edwin 
Black, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Alan S. Kay, 
Executive Editor, Margaret M. Dutcher, Assistant 
Publisher, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852, 
Phone: (301) 770-3333, FAX: (301) 770-7062. 

Editor's Office: Bradley D. Kliewer, Editor, 4604 
Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55407, Phone: 
(612) 823-2657, FAX: (612) 823-0151, MCI Mail: 
470-2447. 

Advertising Sales: Richard B. Dubin, Advertising 
Director, Frank J. Salamone III, Advertising 
Representative, John Muller, Advertising Assistant, 
Pinnacle Place, Suite 205, Albany, NY 12203-3409, 
Phone: (518) 489-4034, FAX: (5 18) 489-4045. 
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Tritus SPF" 1.2.8-the Leader 
in ISPF Downsizing Solutions. 

TRITUS TheSPFtexteditort~;bri - -
the prnt·er of the mainfratnff!g!,fe PC. 

\'Viii ur,rk with any tnM rom/>atih!e PC 
uith llllJ type of memmy, i11 DOS ,md OS/2. 
Fully cmnplltihle with \'Vi,ulou:,. 

T rims SPF 1.2.8 secs the standard for cross platform versions 
of the mainframe ediror ISPF/PDF. While ochers are catch
ing up with our proven code, Trims SPF implements new 

features that are identical in operation between OS/2, UNIX, 
and DOS. 

New list management cools allow automated updating of 
groups of files through the !MACRO facility. Liscs can be created 
by Trims SPF using new search facilities or created from 
scratch by the user. 

OS/2 32-bic and UNIX versions of Trims SPF support regu
lar expressions, a powerful method of performing pattern 

matching operations on files and records within a file. Regular 
expressions can be used in FIND, CREATE, and EXCLUDE pri
mary commands, including edit macros. They are also valid as 
search strings in the search facility. 

Many other features have been included such as SORT pop
up boxes, case-insensitive sorts, integrated keyboard testing, and 
startup-shutdown exits. All features work the same regardless of 
che operating system since cross platform technology was built 
into Trims SPF over three years ago. 

Trims SPF 1.2.8 is available now and includes over 650 pages 
of documentation. Call for your ISPF downsizing solution. 

TRITUS 
Tritm, Inc., 3300 Bee Caves Road, S11ite 650 • Amtin, Texas 78746-6663 USA 

(512)794-5800, l-(800)321 -2100, Fax (512)794 -3833 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 
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PUBLISHER'S MEMO 

Great Team, Wrong Goal Post 

M 
any, including OS/2 Profissional and even senior exec

utives at IBM, have given OS/2 six months to prove 

it can compete with Windows 95. But, perhaps we're 

all focusing on the wrong measurement of success. 

First off, counting boxes is the wrong approach. The latest 

number IBM itself is touting for the Windows installed base is 60 

million. That means OS/2 will never catch up. Forget it! Win

dows has too massive a head start. OS/2 can double its numbers 

again in the next year, as it has in the past few years, but it will 

always lag behind due to the historical fact that Windows is pre

loaded on most PCs. 

Sure, we can batter the statistics as well 

as anyone. We know, for example, that 

those 60 million Windows users include 

hundreds of thousands of OS/2 users who 

don't use Windows at all, but whose OS/2 

2.x includes Windows code. I have more 

than a dozen of those stations right here in 

my office. 

Then again, IBM's OS/2 figure of six 

million is inflated and that's a fact. Those 

of us in the OS/2 mailing list business 

know that many people are counted twice 

and thrice because they have updated from 

2.0 to 2.1 to Ferengi to Warp and IBM 

doesn't remove their duplicated names. We also know that at many 

sites OS/2 remains uninstalled. 

IBM counts users the way the Chicago Democrats used to 

count voters. So does Microsoft. One thing is clear, however-in 

any numbers war, now or a year from now, OS/2 loses. 

Looking for big name apps is also the wrong way to measure 

success. OS/2 Profissional Editor Brad Kliewer has said, "Do you 

want famous, or do you want good?" At OS/2 Profissionalwe have 

opted for good. Hence, we cover with equal vigor any OS/2 ven

dor who reliably produces a quality application regardless of 

whether that vendor is an honest basement entrepreneur, or a 

major software developer conglomerating from the 40th floor of 

a high-rise. 

Waiting for Borland to create an OS/2 version of Paradox, or 

Lotus to gets its knee-braced Ami Pro up to snuff is just like spit

ting in the wind. 

Instead, we should all support quality native apps such as PCX's 

Bakup Wiz, MultiNet's Pmcomm, and DeScribe. The real yard

stick needs to be whether these OS/2 apps are up to the demands 

ofOS/2 users, and we should withhold enthusiasm until they are. 

But in many cases, they've arrived, and deserve our support. OS/2 

now has a reliable word processor, excellent utilities, good com

munications software, superb graphics packages, and several 

effective back-up programs. By focusing our attention on quality 

native apps, we create a realistic perspec

tive for the operating system and encour

age further native development. 

Most of all, we need to ask whether 

OS/2 must be the most numerous OS or 

the best OS. Kliewer's challenge is good 

or famous? My append is: quality or 

quantity? I am reminded of the city of 

Chicago, where I grew up, and the sub

urbs, such as Evanston. The suburbs were 

a better place to live and they offered a 

good quality of life that attracted many. 

But Evanston and other suburbs never 

pretended to compete with Chicago's 

economy or size. By concentrating on 

realistic goals aimed at those who lived, worked, and shopped 

there, Chicago suburbs thrived. Maybe OS/2 should become an 

affiuent suburb of Chicago? 

Indeed, why must OS/2 compete with Windows, except that 

it drives an obsession that IBM can't let go of? 

Even if we adjust the six million figure downward, we know that 

the OS/2 installed base will soon exceed that of Macintosh. 

Although the Apple platform numbers are stagnating, that com

munity is self-contained, independent, and happy. What's wrong 

with an OS/2 installed base oflO million that seeks not to conquer 

the world, but to carve out a better place in which to dwell?Then 

we could spend all our efforts ensuring that the quality ofOS/2 life 

continues to outperform anything Microsoft has to offer. ♦ 

Edwin Black 
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i This is the time to catch your breath. 
. Because while Communications Manager/2 ¼ wi ll keep your 0S/2 system true Blue, it'll al so 
~ keep you crying the blues about host interaction
with complicated setup, just plain boring displays, 

and virtua lly no connections with your PC-based programs. 
RUMBA® for the Mainframe 0S/2, on the other hand, gives 

you direct, friendly, easy access to all your host applications. 

YOU CAN KEEP WAITING FOR 
IBM TO OFFER A VERSION OF 
CM/2 THAT DELIVERS EASY 

HOST-TO-OS/2 CONNECTIVITY. 
OR YOU CAN RELAX. 

For instance, with RUMBA for the Mainframe 0S/2 you can link 
host data to 0S/2 or Windows applications for automatic update. 

Tie Hotspots to host text for running point-and-click macros. 
Run macros or workstation applications from the QuickStep 

pad. Do drag-and-drop file transfers from the 
0S/2 Workplace Shell. And customize host 

application displays for a true 0S/2 
look, feel, and operation. 

Plus, you get resident APPC, CPI-C, 
EHLLAPI, TCP/ IP, and Novell SAA Gate
way support. A convenient graphical 
floating toolbar. And a user interface 

1 that's the same for 0S/2, Windows, 
and NT operating systems. 

So whether you currently 
use CM/2 or are thinking 

about installing it, if you're 
looking for productive host

to-0S/2 connectivity don't hold 
your breath. Speak out. 

I . 
for 05/2 

Call 1-800-48-RUMBA. Get your free 
demo disk or evaluation copy. And hook up with 

the one host-to-0S/2 connectivity program that 
lets you breathe easy. 

RUMBA for the Mainframe 0S/2. 
From Wa ll Data ... naturally. 

Wall Data. 11332 N.E. 122nd Way, Kirkland. WA 98034-6931. (206) 814-9255 
Fax (206) 814-4344 ©1994 by Wall Data Incorporated. All rights reserved. RUMBII 

and the Wall Data logo are registered trademarks of Wall Data Incorporated. All 
other product names and trademarks are the property of their owners. 

AVAILABLE T HROUGH 

EXPRESS 
Circle#255 



What campaign? 
The Warp advertising campaign sucks. 
The TV ad is fun-but I've only seen it 
once and that was two or three weeks 
ago. The magazine ad is awful. I was 
looking for it in PC Magazine and 
flipped right past it. I only found it by 
looking in the advertiser index. The 
blurbs in the ad are too "inside." I've 
been an OS/2 for Windows user since 
the product came out and I didn't 
understand what the blurbs were trying 
to say. The stockbroker/crash, photos, 
and power windows references are just 
confusing. 

There is almost no retailer advertis
ing of Warp. I've searched for ads and 
have only found retailer ads in two 
places: a direct mail catalog from 
Egghead Software and the New York 
Times. I haven't seen a single ad in the 
Washington Post or other D.C. media. 
CompUSA also advertised Warp in the 
New York Times, but on November 20, 
the Alexandria, Virginia CompUSA 
was selling only OS/2 for Windows. 

Edwin Black may have had a good 
time at IBM's launch party, but I think 
he may have inhaled too much smoke 
and stared too long at the mirrors. An 
"impressive launch" it ain't. 
Tom Bradley 
Alexandria, Virginia 

Here's just another example of the 
incredible obtuseness rampant at our 
favorite $60 billion whipping boy. On 
the same day I received the November 
issue of OS12 Professional, I also got the 
Nov/Dec issue of Beyond Computing: 
Integrating Business and I1iformation 
Technology. 

Guess what? Not a single advertise
ment for Warp. How stupid can these 
people be? Beyond Computing is a peri
odical from IBM Magazines with an 
IBM-centric slant, marketed to IBM 
customers, and it has nary a word about 
a product that elsewhere IBM is pro
moting to the tune of millions of 
advertising dollars. Even the editorial 
content, which owes a lot to the 

Comments, criticisms, and observations 

infomercial concept, eschews mention 
ofWarp. 

Am I missing something or are these 
people complete idiots? 
Michael D owning 
Hatboro, Pennsylvania 

Which version? 
What is the actual difference between 
the different versions of Warp? I am 
currently running 2.11 with Novell 
DOS Requesters. Since I must have a 
system that will work on a Novell 
LA , does this mean I have to pur
chase the LAN version of Warp? 

Also, I've been told that the current 
version runs on top of Windows much 
like OS/2 2.1 for Windows. I really 
hope this isn't true. The original OS/2 
for Windows was a huge mess, and 
prone to consistent lock-ups and fail
ures. I re-installed my copy 10 times 
before purchasing the full OS/2 2.1 
version. This version hasn't ever given 
me any problems. Furthermore, I have 
a multitude of Windows apps in the 
WIN-OS2 segment of my current ver
sion. What effect will the new version 
have on these programs? Do I need to 
purchase the full version of the soft
ware? 

IBM still apparently doesn't under
stand it's the 2-10 person shop that will 
either put OS/2 Warp on the map or 
not, and not corporate America, which 
has never pushed an operating system 
to its limits. Therefore, why are the 
prices for this system so outrageous? 
Upgrades for existing users should 
never exceed $40. I don't care how 
flashy the new system is. If I have to 
spend $250 per workstation to upgrade, 
then my people and I will do without. 
When are the people in charge of this 
mega launch going to wake up and 
realize this? 
Fred Brattain 
via CompuServe 

Ue have clarified some of the issues regard
ing the different Warp versions in this 
issue ofOS/2 Professional. In short, you 

do not need the LAN Client version of 
Warp to attach to a LAN and the current 
shipping copy of Warp is essentially the 
replacement far OS/2 2.1 far Windows. 
The core of all Warp versions will be the 
same. What you get from the different 
versions are value-added packages with 
features such as WIN-OS2 on Full Packs 
and/or the latest LAN Requester versions 
and utilities on the LAN Client. The cur
rent version of Warp will not install over 
a full (Borg) version of2.1, so you must 
wait far the Full Pack version of Warp 
unless you reformat your drive or modify 
some key files on your current OS/2 boot 
drive using instructions provided by OS/2 
Express or through the WinGrate pro
gram. -Bradley D. Kliewer 

Biker beef 
I am writing to protest the image you 
used on the cover and and on the inside 
pages of the November issue [The Warp 

Speed Road Warrior, Special Report]. 
As a responsible adult motorcyclist, 

it really gets my goat to constantly have 
to battle the long haired, unhelmeted, 
leather-clad "road warrior" image that 
seems to come to hand so readily in the 
media. The vast majority of motorcy
clists are safety minded riders who take 
every precaution in equipment and 
education to minimize risks to them
selves and others. 

You have done us all a serious injus
tice by using the stereotyped "biker 
outlaw" image on your cover. I hope 
you will have the decency to print an 
apology to your two-wheeled readers. 
Harv Stewart 
McGaw Park, Illinois 

In response to your letter, Harv, I am a 
professional, an OS/2 professional, but not 
an outlaw biker. Please turn to pages 40-
43 of the September 1993 issue ofOS/2 
Professional [In the Fast Lane with OS/2, 
User Profile} and you will get a better 
understanding of who I am. I'm a proud 
backer of IBM and OS/2, and yes, a 
motorcycle enthusiast who rides an 
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Why_wait? 
WinGrate. 

TirC'd of waiting for IB,\tl to release the WIN/0S2 wrsion of 
\forp :3.0 you need to updatC' 2. 1? WinGrate br DK Micro is the 
definitive Windows 111igration software. availablC' C'xdusiwly 
through OS/2 Express. 

If you a lread~- liavr a copy of Microsoft \Vindowb and OS/2 2 . l. 
\\.inGrate eliminates much of the complicatC'd . time-consuming 
file editing m,d reconfigu ration when irntalJing WAHP ,vithout 
Windows over OS/2 2.1. 

OS/2 Express Price ........... $10.00 
or $5.00 with any purchase of Warp without Windows 

WinGrate byDKMicro 

0 .JEXPiiEss Call 1-800-OS2-KWIK 

INPUT 

American-made Harley Davidson motor
cycle. 

I am effended by the stereotyping you 
have just done with me, exactly like that 
which you blame on the media. My wife 
of 17 years and I enjoy riding my 1947 
Harley Davidson that I bought in 1982. 
Yes, I do wear black leather over my black 
slacks and OS/2 T-shirt when I ride to 
work because the temperature at 5:30 AM 

in Washington state is in the 30s. I have 
worked in PC Support at the Hanford 
Nuclear Plant since April 1991. 
Remember, that was the same month 
OS/2 2. 0 went beta, and I was one of the 

first beta testers. 
Where is it written that "long-haired, 

unhelmeted, leather-clad" equates to being 
unsafe? 

As far as my views on wearing a hel
met, it should be my choice where or if I 
wish to wear a helmet,just as it is my 

choice to operate my computer with DOS, 

u .. Ie~sh The Po~er 

Clearloolt -
The Cellular Word Processor •~• 
Fast and designed exclusively for 
32-bit OS/2. Clearlook provides multi
threaded performance for immediate 
response. Its unique document structure 
delivers unparalleled flexibility. 

Features include: 

• Flexible Formal Control 
number of text areas 
simple use interface -
object and move it, size 
it, clone it or place it ! 

• Always see your document 

to 1200%. 
• Powerful text transformation feature for 

mail-merge. envelope printing, tables-of-content, 
and indices. 
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o~ 08/S ! 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

• Multi-lingual spell check and thesaurus in 
the same document. Languages: US English 
included, with UK English, German, French, 
Spanish. and Italian on request. 

• Fast and compact code -- Designed in state
of-the-art, object-oriented technology. 
Requires only 3 MB of hard disk space. 

• Create auto numbered footnotes as you write. 
• And some call it OS/2's first desktop publisher ! 

Order Today 
1-800-818-LOOK 
Te l: 703-425-1163 
Fax: 703-764-3746 

$199 i~:t!:!~d I Visa 
Limited introductory offer ! 

Clearlook' 
C ORPORATIO N 

PO Box 11 2 19 • Burke, VA 22009- 12 19 
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Windows, or OS/2. 
The profassional world of computers 

need not be filled with Yuppie, ''non
American bike" riders in three piece suits. 
We are individuals. Live free, ride free, 
and use OS/2. -Pat Murphy, Richland, 
Washington 

Letter from IBM 
Your OS/2 Warp launch coverage dra
matically captured the atmosphere at 
IBM in Boca and Austin during the 
weeks and days preceding the launch. 
The good news is that the long hours, 
tough decisions, and hard work are pay
ing off. OS/2 Warp is selling out in 
retail outlets around the world. Leading 
OEMs are announcing their plans to 
preload it-in fact, Germany's two lead
ing manufacturers will be preloading 
OS/2 Warp exclusively in 1995. New 
ISVs are committing to develop appli
cations that run on it. And Galactic 

INPUT 

Civilizations, the first commercially 
available game for OS/2 Warp, is one of 
the three most popular game titles 
on the Net PC Games Top 100. Our 
marketing guns are loading and firing, 
and so far, we're on target. Your October 
issue was, too. 
Jo Ann Sager 
IBM Personal Software Products 
Austin, Texas 

Warning! Bad drivers ahead 
I am concerned about the various hard
ware incompatibilities I find when 
working with OS/2. I recently pur
chased a Zeos system with a Diamond 
PCI Stealth 32 video card. I then pur
chased BackMaster from MSR. I now 
find myself in a situation where MSR 
is telling me that there are problems 
with the Diamond card and OS/2. 

When are you going to warn us of 
these problem devices? You should 

Back Again/2 

publish warnings about vendors who 
make products with OS/2 incompati
bilities. In the meantime, I've wasted 
two months fooling with BackMaster 
and still haven't found a successful 
backup. 
Mark Famous 
Street, Maryland 

Letters to our Input section can be sent by 
fax (to 301-770-7062) or mail (addressed to 
Input, OS/2 Profassional, 172 Rollins Ave., 
Rockville, MD 20852). Letters should be 
signed, on letterhead, contain your 
telephone number and be no longer than 
two-double-spaced pages. Letters can also 
be submitted via the Internet to 
cdhermillon@bix.com. Please indicate in 
your e-mail where you live and how we can 
reach you by phone. All letters, by whatever 
means submitted, become the property of 
OS/2 Professional and will be edited for 
length, content, and clarity. We cannot 
reply individually to Input letters. 

The Fear Of 05/2's Infamous Arrange Command 

Simply the best backup software 
for OS/2 Warp ... 

Featuring: 
► 32-Bit /Multi-Threaded 
► HPFS Support 
► Extended Attributes 
► Averages 2:1 Compression 
► Built-in Scheduler 
► Command Line Restore 

► Password Protection 
► SCSI Tape 
► Floppy Disk 

► LAN 

ldmputer * C Data Strategies 

Back Again/2 Pro 
Competitive Upgrade 

*Back Again/2 Personal 

$149.00 
$79.00 
$35.00 

Price does not include shipping & handling 
Call Today 

(612) 730-4156 
Fax: (612) 730-4161 
BBS: (612) 730-4157 

PO Box 25123 Woodbury, MN 55125 
'Does not support SCSI Tape Drives 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #252 

ake the 
trauma 

~ out of position-
" ' ,-...J \ ing icons where 
~ ....... , you want them. 

No more guessing 
where icons will go 

when 05/ 2 arranges 
them. XFolder elimi

nates random ordering. 
Arrange & align icons into 

row, column, or perimeter lay
outs. Position all or selected icons. 

Multiple levels of "undo". Save favorite layouts. 

Get over it , call today! 

1404 Durwood Drive • Reading, PA 19609 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #273 
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Wouldn't it be great 
if one tool could do it all? 

We thought so. 

The MMI to SCADA 
to CIM Solution. 

Don't Settle for Just MMI 
Some software products provide a 
good operator interface, but leave you 
searching for answers when you need 
more. Paragon TNT is the single solu
tion that handles all your applications: 
from basic MMI, to supervisory and 
direct control, to complex plant-wide 
CIM. With one tool for all your jobs, 
operator training is reduced, system 
maintenance is simplified, and integra
tion nightmares are eliminated. 

The Scalable Solution 
Paragon TNT is an exact fit for your 
application, no matter how simple or 
complex. Each of Paragon TNT's 

clients and servers can operate inde
pendently, yet they work together 

in any combination to form a 
fully integrated system -
either on a single station or 

distributed across a network. 

For Today, for the Future 
Can your automation software easily 
adapt to new requirements? With 
Paragon TNT, you won't run out of gas. 
Adding new capabili
ties like supervisory 
control or relational 
database support is 
as simple as enabling 

PARAG~~~ 
TNT ~~~ 

,--,; / I 
;-/ 

-:1 A GIANT 
;tEAP AHEAD 

additional clients and servers. TNT 
even lets you migrate to the newest 
32-bit operating systems, without having 
to scrap your existing application. 

Real 32-Bit True Client/Server. Our free disk tells 1he story, 

Intec Controls 55 West Street Walpole, MA 02081 Tel: 508-660-1221 Fax: 508-660-2374 
Intec Controls Ltd. P.O. Box 33 Chichester, W. Sussex England PO20 7DW Tel: 0243-532763 Fax: 0243-530672 

Circle #192 
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BYTES & PIECES 

Whither 
Warp? 
Following its 

" ·. less than stel
' lar launch, 

\ Warp 

1 
appears to 
be gaining 

converts. Press 
reviews have improved and 

preload agreements are starting to pro
liferate. During fall Comdex in late 
November, PSP General Manager Lee 
Reiswig claimed to have sold 100,000 
shrink-wrapped boxes since the prod
uct's release a month earlier. He also 
reaffirmed IBM's pledge to sell five mil
lion units by year's end. 

Yet as IBM heads into 1995, atten
tion is starting to shift toward the ver
sion ofWarp intended for current OS/2 
2.x users-the "fullpack." 

At press time the product, which will 
be sold in a blue-spined box and incor
porates the Windows 3.1 code that 
IBM licenses from Microsoft, had 
entered gamma testing. "Since the only 
differences involve Windows compati
bility and the installation," explained 
PSP spokesman Rob Crawley, "the 
standard beta tests weren't required." 

Although the product had yet to 
enter production, Crawley in early 
December continued to maintain that 
gold code would be ready by the end of 
this month. He hedged on a firm ship 
date, however, saying only that the full
pack would likely ship "sometime in 
February." Observers expect it to be 
priced at about $200. 

One of the most interesting reports 
surfacing about the fullpack is the sug
gestion that this release will finally 
incorporate peer to peer networking 
capability-technology that has been in 
beta testing for the last year, and that is 
considered critical to establishing Warp 
in the small office/home office market
place. 

Meanwhile, IBM has also been at 

News and trivialities, important and obscure 

work on LAN client and server versions 
for both the Windows version ofWarp 
and the fullpack. Currently, IBM says it 
expects to ship the client versions of 
Warp, which will incorporate the 
requester software for LAN Server and 
NetWare, in late March or early April. 
Sources say that the server versions, 
Warp/LAN Server bundles, may not be 
ready until sometime in the second 
quarter. 

Barnes on tape 
IBM is seeking to leverage the wacky 
marketing antics of David Barnes by 
releasing to the general public a Warp 
video originally targeted toward resellers 
and distributors. 

The 68-minute video, produced 
using beta code and called "Why wait
sell OS/2 Warp," features the man who 
became known on the PC circuit as 
"Mr. OS/2" for his showmanship and 
his vigorous advocacy of the operating 
system. 

The Barnes video is more than a 
compelling sales pitch for OS/2, 
though-it is also a lesson on how to 
educate about a software product, and 
IBM will exploit that by making a limit
ed number of copies available free to 
companies interested in develop-
ing OS/2 courseware. 

The 
video is available 
through IBM's Media 
Center in Atlanta at (800) 456-1426, 
andthroughtheindependentVendor 
League at (203) 384-9996. 

New developer division 
at IBM 
In its newest reorganization, IBM has 
moved its developer relations opera
tions out of PSP and other divisions 
into a single consolidated division to be 
known as Software Developer Support. 
SDS will coordinate developer assis
tance programs across all IBM plat
forms, including OS/400, AIX, and 
OS/2. The entire OS/2 developer assis
tance operation under the baton of John 
Harrington has been merged into the 
unit. The new division will also stage 
IBM conventions, such as the OS/2 
Technical Interchange and the Techni
cal Update. 

The reorganization dovetails with 
Big Blue's realization that the key to a 
credible showing in its duel with Win
dows 95 and Windows NT will be 
applications-and the ISVs who devel
op them. 

Exiting from the meeting planning 
business will be Verna Wright and Paul 
Wilkenson of PSP in Austin. Wright 
and Wilkenson invented the standard 
for OS/2 Interchanges. They also 
staged the first IBM Technical Update, 
attended by some 2,000 people, at Net
World+Interop in Atlanta last fall. The 
next Technical Update will be held at 
spring Interop in Las Vegas. OS/2 Pro
fessional will hold its Update awards 
ceremony at the event. 

The creation of Software Developer 
Support ends a long-running feud 
between the Austin and Boca 
Raton meeting planning offices of 

IBM. The high point of the feud 
came when politics forced the Austin 

group to rename its meetings from 
Technical Interchange to Technical 
Update, allowing the Boca Raton group 
to be the sole IBM unit using that 
name. 

Created late in the fall, Software 
Developer Support is so new an organi
zation within IBM that even by year's 
end, division sources were unsure if the 
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Simple enough for an end-user yet powerful enough for a techie! 

PERFORMANCE PLUS 
vcr· sion 3 

A Tuning and Utility Kit for OS/2 Warp & 2.1 

Features New Simple Interface (GUI) 
•Config optimizer packed on one screen 
• Emergency book disk or partition 
• Workplace shell desktop backup 
•Graphic measure and report programs 

New Uitilities---same simple interface 
• DOS/Win appl ication optimizer 
• Bitmap viewer simple drag & drop $39.95 
•Swap Monitor audible warn ing 
•Automate fi le backup & more 

Tuning book revised for Warp 
•New DOS tuning section 

BONUS: Extra diskette filled with 
spectacular 0512 bitmaps 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #116 

The Object Factory-lDL 
(Version 2.0) 

BYTES & PIECES 

division would retain its name or be renamed Software Devel

oper Operations. 

German PC maker leaves Microsoft behind 
Vobis Microcomputer AG, one of Germany's largest PC manu
facturers, is giving Warp a big boost in the European preload 
market. Having already agreed to a three year contract to preload 
OS/2, the company last month publicly ended its relationship 
with Microsoft. 

Vobis, which controls 40 percent of Germany's PC market, 
will not renew its contracts for operating systems with 
Microsoft, which expired Jan. 1st. Vobis said Microsoft had been 
charging it license fees on the sale of all PCs manufactured by its 
licensees, regardless of whether DOS/Windows was installed. 

But the company's critique of Microsoft covered more than 
its licensing practices. Theo Lieven, Vobis's chairman, pulled no 
punches in describing the situation: "After years of faulty devel
oping and quasi-monopolization, Microsoft's 16 bit operating 
systems are stagnating at a low innovation level while still being 
sold at an excessively high price." 

Microsoft is playing down reports that there has been a breakup 
between the two companies, and has denied Vobis's charge that it 
placed anti-competitive demands on PC manufacturers. ♦ 

11111if IDL Class Browser Tree U1ew 

- --~UA,H I 

The first OS/2 SOM tool continues to expand SOM development with 
the introduction of version 2.0. This feature-packed upgrade forges new 
ground in state-of-the-art OOUI interfaces, allowing the fastest possible 
SOM development. The Object Factory Version 2.0 is $250. 

i • SOMOObject 

C g NewS0MD0b1ect 

L· SOMDChentf'loxy 

• Full-functioning SOM class browser 
• Framework filters & Global class searching 
• Complete IDL support 
• Supports multiple inheritance 
• Includes all SOM 2.0 classes and methods 
• User-customizable class development environment 
• Drag-drop backups & restorations 

Also available from Synaptec: 
The SOM Class Administrator - a complete runtime SOM administration 
utility presented in a heirarchical tree browser with the following features: 
Registers & Deregisters Classes, Creates & Deletes Instances, Optimizes 

~ fd NewClientProxy 

L IJ@twffi/A"®l®;pen • 
• 

f!efreshnow 1¥1 . SOMDSe1ve1 ,_li_•lp---~~, 
La, kopy 
~ NewServer Move ... 

.,......,,,..-----I C1eate1hadow 

• 

v AII Q.elete 
SOMEEMa Co1ect1onOasses 1-----1 

QSOM l==='li=m=ow===•=l 

• 

E.mitter f 1amev,,,orks -+ 
SOMEEMR Event.Management l----"-- ---1 

!nte,face Repos1t01,y ,__Cl_• ss_S_ea,_ch _ _ , 

• 

.Eers1stence 
II) SOMEEve, fieplicat10n 

'tiPS 

,Eroduct lnformahon 

Close 

System Performance and Handles DLL Version Control & Upgrades. The SOM Class Administrator is $79.99. 
You never knew what was inside your machine! Can be used stand alone, or as an integrated component of The Object Factory. 

Call (404)942-8699 for ordering information. sva•APTEC INC 
5085 Forest View Trail Douglasville Georgia 30135 (404)942-8699 1111 , ■ 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #274 
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The shortest distance 

between computers isn't a 

straight line, it's two lines. 

So we created MultiCard~ 

lines, two functions 

and simultaneous operation. Introducing MultiCard® 

from Apex Data, your next step in mobile productivity. 

MultiCard® combines a high speed data/fax modem and 

Ethernet adapter in one card. Connect the modem to the 

phone jack, the Ethernet adapter to the LAN and you're wired 

into a new generation of notebook computing. 

MultiCard® is made for multi-tasking. Log on to any on

line service without logging off the network. Send and receive 

faxes while perusing your E-mail. And for those of you with single 

PCMCIA slot notebooks, we just doubled your productivity. 

MultiCard® comes to you ready to run with 

data and fax software from SotNet. Plus drivers for 

OS/2 LAN Server, Novell and DOS/Windows. 

MultiCard® is truly the next step in mobile 

computing. And when you work with Apex Data, 

you can be sure it's a step in the right direction. 

COMPAQ 

1!1111 a To find out more about two lines being better 

than one call 1-800-841-APEX 
' . 

forOS/2 

Circle #130 
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Introductory Offer 
, Enterprise Edition $1,650.00 

•Bronze Edition ~ 
(Local D82/2 access Only)'-/ 

Regular Price $2,850.00 

Royalty-free runtime 

~ -

TechBridge makes 

.. 
loch1'3tli/']r> IIU!ldet 
~OrorOe ~lrnN <-Cl.-1~s lor111 f llmil'l'<1tJlllU > IDeslgn ·J • - - ---- -- --------- ---

Bal' 

frOflll 111coun1 

ll lant 

E- •~J lck ____ _ 

77 sourcekl object ofclau newblll. 
77 targetld object otclass new3ec1. 
77 newblllbal pie 9(29)V99. 
77 newacctbal pie 9(29)V99. 

1/valldate user Input 

OK If 
1
:;::~1: :se specify amount to payM to msgarea 

else If transamt > blllbat 
move "Specified amoum oullt andlng bHI" to msgarea 

else Ir transamt > lrombat 
move "Specified amount exceeds avaltable lundsH 10 msgarea 

else 
do 

move spaces to msgarea 
per form paybll l 

en<Hio. 

//upda1e blll balance 

Your application is only a few mouse clicks away 
£~ POINT-AND-CLICK TIES GUI FIELDS TO DATA 

Automatically connect GUI fields to your database, and you have a 
form that can view and update data. Or import table definitions and let 
us auto-design a quick form for you to do query or present the data in 
3-D business charts. Access DB2/2 and the whole DB2 family 
through DDCS/2; or Oracle 7 or 50 more data sources through 
EDA/SQL middleware. With Techbridge Builder you can do all this, 
with just drag-and-drop, point-and-click and absolutely NO CODING 
because so much is AUTOMATED. 

E~ VISUAL DEVELOPMENT 

Place a pre-defined control group from your reuse library and attach 
business logic or context sensitive help. Double-click to preview. 
Design a modal dialog or an advanced OOUI workplace with point
and-click. Use drag-and-drop to tie your objects together into an 
application, then let our packager produce the executables for you. 

£~ SCRIPTING 

Double c lick on a form control and enter an event driven script, e.g. 
Multiply Principle by Interest giving Amount. Yes, it's just COBOL. 
Click to compile it. Click again to test it. Click to invoke the debugger. 
Iterative rapid development? You bet! 

1-800-463-8998 

£~ OBJECT TECHNOLOGY 

With TechBridge Builder you get a complete set of classes, the 
practical building blocks that you can tailor to build your 
application. Supporting these classes is a framework with over 
700 base classes and 24,000 methods - a knowledge base of 
technology like CUA '91 , SQL, PM, and human factors . Don't 
waste time crafting your own framework, build on ours and 
jump right into building applications that meet your specific 
needs. 

£~ ON YOUR SYSTEM 

The minimum system requirement is an 8M OS/2 machine with 
lOM of free disk space. It's LAN enabled. 

TechBridge 
Technology Corp. Circle #265 

TechBridge Technology Corp. 5001 Yonge St., Suite 1301 , North York, Ontario. Canada M2N 6P6 Phone: (416) 222-8998 Fax: (41 6) 222-0 168 
Prices and speci fica1ion are subjec1 to change without notice. Price does not include fre ight and taxes where applicable. Prices quoted in US dollars. Tech Bridge. Tech Bridge Technology and Tech Bridge Bui lder 
are reg istered trademarks of Tech Bridge Technology Corp. © 1994 Tech Bridge Technology Corp. All other brand and product names are trademarks or reg istered trademarks of thei r respective companies . 



THE 0 S I 2 

Off Ramp from the 
Information Superhighway 

BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

T 
he pundits have proclaimed 199 5 the year oflnternet, and 

for the first time in recent memory IBM has actually antic

ipated a major industry trend by marketing OS/2 Warp as 

your on ramp to the Information Superhighway. As neophytes 

rush headlong onto the highway, will they manage to keep con

trol over their 28.8kbps speedsters? If so, will they miss some won

derful scenery along the side roads? 

At times, the Internet can be an unfriendly place. If you're 

easily offended, your first glance through 

the newsgroup lists with entries such as 

alt. binaries. multimedia. erotica, alt. bar

ney. dinosaur. die. die. die, alt.sex. bestiality 

(and various combinations of the afore

mentioned) may keep you from proceed

ing any further. 

If you continue, a list of more than 

20,000 messages in an area such as 

comp.os.os2.advocacy may strike you as 

unmanageable. When reading busy news

groups, following a "thread" of related 

messages takes a modicum of skill. If, as a 

stranger in this strange land, you should 

happen to breach the rules of 

"netiquette," you may very well wind up in the center of a flame 

war as other users demean your intelligence or vent their 

frustrations. 

Their frustrations, I hasten to add, are very real. Novice and 

expert alike have had to get used to watching their productivity 

wane as they find themselves having to wade through screen after 

screen after screen of off-topic chatter. 

I've often complained of the low signal to noise ratio in many 

areas of the Internet. But to focus on the problems is to lose sight 

of the benefits and the joys. As the staff at OS/2 Professional has 

increased its publishing-related activities, we've begun to rethink 

our strategy for on-line presence. We're turning off the main 

highway and concentrating our activities around a quiet neigh-

borhood where we can more effectively manage the business at 

hand. Those who watch our masthead may have noticed that 

we've quit publishing our CompuServe and MCI Mail address

es in favor ofBIX ( owned by Delphi Internet Services, which also 

runs the better known Delphi service). BIXconnects to the Inter

net and we publish our e-mail addresses in Internet form. We 

expect that taking the off-ramp will improve our productivity 

while allowing us to remain connected. 

The beauty of the Internet is that we 

can stay in touch with the world from the 

comfort of our electronic home. We will 

continue to travel to other locales, such as 

CompuServe, the Internet news groups, 

and the World-Wide Web. Each has its 

own unique mix of personalities and 

resources. More importantly, expert help 

is often just a few keystrokes away. In 

most cases, the problems you are facing 

will have been successfully solved by other 

members of the worldwide electronic 

community. If you manage to meet in 

cyberspace, you may cut hours or days off 

your troubleshooting tasks. 

BIX is rife with talented computer professionals and aficiona

dos, as are a number of other on-line services. What is key for us, 

though, is that productive discussions on BIX are far less likely 

to get drowned out by noise. 

It's not perfect-BIX has its own conferences, its own flame 

wars, and its own idiosyncratic user interface. However, with a 

smaller user base, the problems tend to be less frequent, the com

munications load more manageable, and hence the experience 

more pleasant. 

As you explore the Information Superhighway, we encourage 

you to find quiet neighborhoods that you can claim as your own. 

Perhaps we'll even see you on BIX. (For information on BIX, 

call 1-800-695-4775 or e-mail info@bix.com.) ♦ 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

While Boca Raton and Redmond are contending over 

whether OS/2 is the operating system for everybody, 

a group of journalists in San Francisco can attest that 

OS/2 was the operating system that helped end a strike 

and the technology that kept news-hungry readers 

satisfied. 

In the process, OS/2 proved it can be a critical tool 

helping any group-corporation, small business, 

trade association, 

governmental unit, 

or nonprofit-to manage a crisis by creating its own 

instant on-line publication. 

Page One 

Early November was from the public's point of view 

the worst possible time for a newspaper strike. The 

NBA basketball season was starting in two days, but 

the Warriors still hadn't signed Chris Webber, last sea

son's rookie of the year. The general election loomed a 

mere six days away. Polls indicated that public opinion 

on Proposition 187, the draconian anti-immigrant 

measure on California's ballot, was tightening. Would 

the nationwide Republican wave also roll over the 

Golden State? Would a little-known Texas oil mil

lionaire named Michael Buffington unseat California 

Senator Dianne Feinstein? 

BY MARCELO RODRIGUEZ 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

On the morning of Wednesday, November 2, there were 

no answers to these questions available with the morning cof

fee. Some 2,600 workers at the morning San Francisco Chron

icle and afternoon San Francisco Examiner, which share non

editorial functions through a third company, the San Francis

co Newspaper Agency, had 

lored to a constantly changing virtual news product and set up 

e-mail routing to ensure that the right stories got to the right 

editors and then onto the pages of the newspaper. And we had 

to pull it all together by programming our available comput

ing resources-a single PC-to act as the main engine behind 

gone on strike the night 

before. 

I made my way to the two 

newspapers' offices to com

miserate with several dozen of 

my colleagues who were on 

the picket line. "Couldn't you 

have waited till after the elec

tion to walk?" I kidded one. 

She shot back, "If you miss 

the newspaper so much, why 

don't you help us produce 

one?" 

Page Two 

HTML coding a story 

The top of a typical HTML coded file looks 
something like this: 

<TITLE>A sample page</TITLE> 
<Hl>A look at an HTML-coded page</Hl> 

<H3>HTML coding is simple to under 
stand, but difficult and tedious to 

execute</H3> 

<H4><b>ByMarcelo Rodriguez</b></h4> 

Putting together the <i>San Francis

co Free Press</i> would have been a 

lot more difficult without OS/2.<p> 

OS/2 allowed us to be journalists by 

freeing us from entering all of these 

characters between the less - than and 
greater-than signs by hand.<p> 

When viewed through a Web viewer, the 
above would look like this: 

A look at an HTML
coded page 
HTML coding is simple to 
understand, but difficult 
and tedious to execute 

By Marcelo Rodriguez 

Putting together the San Francisco Free 
Press would have been a lot more difficult with
out OS;2. 

OS;2 allowed us to be journalists by freeing 
us from entering all of these characters between 
the less-than and greater-than signs by hand. 

the newspaper. 

Step one, getting a server for our 

web site, was easy. My Internet 

service provider, CCNet Inc. of 

Walnut Creek, California, agreed 

to supply an account and space on 

its Sun server. (For a larger orga

nization or one without a friend in 

the Internet access business, this 

task will likely be a bit more expen

sive, but Internet access is readily 

available and increasingly cost

effective.) It was step two that 

almost killed the Free Press. 

Most journalists-like the 

employees in your company

know zilch about computers. And 

what most wordsmiths know is 

DOS and Windows based. So 

despite my personal commitment 

to OS/2, I figured that I had bet

ter produce the newspaper using 

an operating system people were 

familiar with. 

There are a number oflow-cost 

and even free programs available 

for Windows that together can 

manage the complete Internet 

experience. The plan Koon and I 

hastily cobbled together was to 

have stories arrive continuously 

Alas, there's no Undo button 

for the human voice-no way 

for me to take back my casual 

inquiry. So by lunchtime, 

Bruce Koon, a striking associ

ate editor at the Examiner, and 

I were co-editors of the San 

Francisco Free Press on-line 

daily edition. We also had all 

of18 hours to put out our first 

issue. But first we had to cre

ate the newspaper--to design 

a virtual news product that 

would make sense to a reader 

used to the black-and-white

and-read real thing. 

What we had to accomplish in that three-quarters of a day 

was formidable: We had to find a local Internet provider with 

a server that would store the megabyte or so of newspaper files 

for each day we would be on-line. We had to create a design 

for the on-line paper and develop the graphics content. We had 

to put in place a system of story assignments and editing tai-

via Eudora for Windows e-mail, 

have two or three telnet sessions open to the server to perform 

story placement and cut-and-paste operations, keep Microsoft 

Word version 6.0 fired up for basic editing and hypertext 

markup language (HTML) coding, and use Netscape, the 

most advanced Windows web browser, to have the paper itself 

on screen at all times. 
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Just try to run any two of the above at the same time in Win

dows! It was a laborious exercise in futility. Six hours and more 

than 50 General Protection Faults later, I gave up on Windows 

in frustration. I might have to teach a neophyte or two OS/2, but 

at least-come rain or GPF-the newspaper would get out. 

Beta level though it may have been, Warp worked like a clock. 

We used native OS/2 programs (such as Semware's <2f:dit for 

OS/2) to automate the process so that the tedious task of coding 

was almost eliminated. The File Transfer Protocol (ftp) and tel

net programs bundled with IBM's TCP/IP for OS/2 version 2.0 

permitted concurrent file transferoperations and blindingly quick 

cut-and-paste jobs over the modem. The clunky but effective ver

sion 3.0b of Lotus's Ami Pro for OS/2 served well as an all-pur

pose editor. IBM's WebExplorer, 

REPORT 

majority of readers log in via relatively slow modems, so the exten

sive use of photographs (which can take several minutes each to 

transmit over a phone line) can make the reading experience 

unnervingly slow. 

Faced with the pressures of time and resources, we created the 

closest thing to a "real" newspaper--sans pictures- that we could. 

The front page carried the SF Free Press logo, the day's major 

headlines, teasers to "inside" stories, and direct links to the front 

page of the sports, arts and features, opinion, and business pages. 

We wrote the headlines and subheads with enough information 

to offer the reader a USA Today-type news digest, and these dis

play elements were themselves links to more comprehensive sto

ries on the subject. 

The other, tougher decision 

a browser still in beta that is avail

able free to Warp owners, allowed 

us to have the newspaper on 

screen at all times, with a simple 

press of the "FS" key instantly dis-

playing the changes we made. _ FREE PRESS 

was how much hyperlinking to 

do. One of the strengths of the 

Web technology is that it 

allows materials residing on 

computer systems dispersed 

around the globe to be com

bined on a single Web "page." 

We knew we could provide 

"links" from our stories to 

background stories, source 

documents, and other materi

als at hundreds of other Web 

sites. But identifying the sites 

where we could link to, 

say, government documents, 

library materials, or sound bites 

of recent record releases 

required a great deal of addi

tional work, as the result of 

Page Three 
Designing a Web document is 

simply a matter of creating a plain 

text file that includes markup tags 

that tell a browsing program 

residing on the reader's terminal 

how to display the text. (The top 

of a typical HTML coded file is 

pictured at left.) 

T1NI ...tllMlt-. ....... F-;....ity ........_ .,..._ 111; 
.....,. ... .--a.-:s.F.-.11111...._,..__ ........ : ......... _..._ ____ ,.: _ _... ..... 
..... _.....T ........... , ....... _.......u,..... 

Designing a newspaper for the 

Web is several steps more com

plex, requiring some tough deci

sions of the kind that would face 

........... _. .. -...... ....... 
The on-line San Francisco Free Press allowed readers to get 
breaking news-in this case, the end of the strike. 

any organization circulating a newsletter, short term newspaper, 

or briefing tool. In our case, we were forced to make two major 

compromises. 

One involved layout: current HTML technology does not 

allow the creation of a text page with typical newspaper pagina

tion-that is, with every page bearing more than one story laid 

out in columns. To mimic the seven-story front page of your local 

daily, we would have to abandon the use of HTML altogether 

and instead use graphical representations of each page. Also, the 

which we'd be pointing our 

readers to information that we could not guarantee was accurate. 

In addition, external links can slow response time for the read

er--and, worse yet, provide a one-way door out of our pages with 

no intuitive way back in. 

We therefore chose to keep external links to a minimum and 

our Web site as self-contained as possible. Most stories had only 

a single link at the end, to take readers back to the page they came 

from. When a reader finished a film review, for example, a link 

took him or her back to an Arts&Features page that contained a 
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half-dozen or so other entertainment stories. Some pieces also 

offered sidebars that were available at the click of a mouse. 

Because we did not have access to any wire services, sports 

results were the single regular exception to the external link 

ban. At the touch of a button, readers could visit Starwave 

Corporation's Satchel's Sportspage, an extraordinary site that 

provides the current results for all major U.S. sports, including 

games in progress. On Election Day, November 8, we also 

provided a link to the California secretary of state's office, where 

Digital Corporation had developed a Web site that offered real 

time election results as the votes were being counted. 

If we'd had more time, more money, or even more energy 

behind the Freep (as we came to call it), we could have pro

duced a newspaper that offered readers several levels of ampli

fication and background material for each story. If you find 

yourself doing a project like this, be sure to explore the uni

verse of data files-text, data, graphical, sound, and video

that your readers will find useful. 

If done by hand, the labor-intensive connect-the-dots gyra

tions needed to maintain the few links in each edition of the 

newspaper ( only about a hundred or so) would have required 

more computer-savvy volunteers then we had on hand and 

would have inevitably led to human error and "broken links." 

Fortunately, a single multitasking 486-based PC with 16mb 

of memory and a Microcom Desporte Fast 28.8kbps modem 

running OS/2 Warp did 90 percent of the heavy lifting. The 

result was a remarkably quick-to-browse newspaper: Even on 

a 14,400kbps modem, full-color pages would appear on the 

reader's screen a second or two after a click of the mouse. 

Page Four 
Building the Freep required that our section editors (one each 

in News, Arts&Features, Columns, Sports, and Business) 

have only a bare minimum of computer knowledge. Once the 

content editing was complete, the section editor put on top of 

each piece a headline and a lengthy and descriptive subhead 

to each story. He or she also made sure that the crucial line 

spacing needed for automatic HTML coding was in place: 

the headline had to be the first line of the story, followed by 

two carriage returns, then the subhead and two carriage 

returns, then the byline and two carriage returns, then the 

story with each paragraph separated by two carriage returns. 

The story would then be e-mailed to the OS/2 machine ( orig-

REPORT 

inally a 286 clone that has, like Topsy, grown over the years to 

become a 486DX2/ 66) in my closet-sized home office in San 

Francisco's Bernal Heights district. 

As each file arrived, I loaded it into Ami Pro for OS/2 for a 

final edit, then saved the story as a text file, ready for HTML 

coding. 

~dit for OS/2, a wonderful text editor by Semware, did all 

the dirty work. ~dit has an option to load a text file in bina

ry mode. It also is a highly programmable editor that allows 

macro programming on the fly. By the second day of produc

tion, I had all the ~dit macros to convert our stories to 

HTML written, debugged, and in place. 

Each type of story (news, arts, business, etc.) had its own 

macro. When invoked, the macro would look for two adjacent 

instances of the ASCII code for a carriage return/line feed 

combination, identifying the text that preceded it as the head

line. It would place the point size HTML codes before the 

headline, and the switch to turn of£ the point size after the 

headline. Then it would look for the carriage returns delimit

ing the subhead and byline in the same manner, placing the 

unique formatting codes before and after each. The macro 

would then move on to the end of each of the paragraphs in 

the body of the story, placing the all-important" <P>" that web 

browsers need to know where to place a blank line (hard car

riage returns and line feeds are ignored by web browsers.) 

That done, the macro would then jump back to the begin

ning of the story and place five lines of heading code preced

ing the headline. Then it would jump to the end of the piece 

and place the ending code, including the link to the icon ( one 

of several small GIF files representing each section of the 

paper) and a link to the main section page. The coding was 

accomplished by a native OS/2 app while the other processes 

in this virtual publishing shop were running as well. 

Coded, the piece was ready to be placed into the current issue 

of the Freep. In another window, a small REXX script auto

matically invoked TCP /IP's file transfer protocol and uploaded 

the file to the appropriate directory on CCNet's server. 

Now the piece was ready for the final step in the publishing 

process. Running from the server in an open telnet window, a 

simple 12-line Unix script read the headline and subhead, 

asked what type of story it was (news, business, columns, 

sports, etc.) and where in the section it should go ( the lead story 

first, followed by the others in order ofimportance). The script 
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then automatically inserted the icons and HTML coding on the 

section page. 

Each morning, the main framework for the day's issue was put 

in place by repeating the steps for each of the stories. In all, it took 

less than two minutes from the time editing was completed on 

each story for it to be available on-line. Over 11 days, a total of 

some 220 stories were moved in this way. 

As news developed and stories needed to be changed, it was 

simply a matter of opening up a second telnet window and using 

the mouse to paste the new information onto the original story. At 

least five separate windows at a time were each giving the operat

ing system and the modem a stren-

REPORT 

of its own (Senator Feinstein's previous use of an undocumented 

immigrant as a housekeeper, though her campaign ads were 

attacking challenger Huffington for doing the same thing). The 

"paper" provided a steady stream of up-to-the-minute news and 

sports results, timely film and television reviews, and gave read

ers the much-missed work of popular columnists such as Herb 

Caen,Jon Carroll, Rob Morse, and Stephanie Salter. We received 

more than 1,000 e-mail messages, many of them urging us to keep 

the Free Press alive even after the strike was over. 

At 4:30 am on the morning of November 12, management at 

the two papers and the nine striking unions reached an agree

ment. News of the settlement 

broke initially on the San Fran-uous workout, but OS/2 did not 

stop to catch its breath even once. 

The TCP/IP protocol allowed a 

file transfer and a cut-and-paste 

operation to flow through the 

modem concurrently without a 

discernible loss of speed. 

.~-=-tr:w, C 

cisco Free Press on-line edition 

less than ten minutes after 

negotiations ended. It was the 

paper's lead story that day and, 

because the technology 

allowed it (and Free Press 

reporter Eric Brazil-now 

back at the Examiner--waited 

outside the negotiating room 

at City Hall), the Freep man

aged to beat every radio and 

television station in town with 

the day's hottest news. 

"· -!:rlq1r,1ph 
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It turned out that OS/2 was 

essential to the Freep in a way we 

had not anticipated: it allowed us 

to work off-line to meet our tight 

deadlines. That's because the 

HPFS support for long filenames 

within OS/2 allowed us to do on 

our PC the work of embedding 

the hypertext calls Web viewers 

use. Those hyperlinks take the 

form of Unix filenames with 

. HTML suffixes-a naming for

mat DOS/Windows does not 

Clarke will cut spending to daw back VAT 
losses 

• Home 

, .. 'f ...... ,1 1:: th< ,-..,1, 

Page Six 

An ever increasing number of dailies are available on-line-in 
this case, the London Telegraph . 

It isn't likely that news deliv

ered on the Internet is going to 

replace the printed newspaper 

altogether- at least not any 

support. Had we stayed with the Windows system, we would have 

had to insert those links, one by one, on-line via the Unix Inter-

net server, testing each link as we went. 

Page Five 
By all accounts, our local daily newspaper on the World Wide 

Web was a remarkable success. More than 250,000 people read 

the on-line edition of the Free Press during its 11 days "on the air." 

The effort was reported on at length by the New York Times, 

Newsweek, the Boston Globe, CBS News, the BBC, and dozens of 

other media. 

The Freep not only became a national news story, it broke one 

time soon. It's difficult to read a computer screen over breakfast, 

or to flip through virtual pages on a laptop in a crowded bus. (Not 

that the major newspaper companies aren't trying hard to make 

the technology work.) 

But an on-line newspaper is able to offer the reader some 

advantages its paper-bound sibling can't: the ability to easily 

archive stories and to travel from stories to other related infor-

mation on the rapidly growing network. 

If nothing else, our experience with the Free Press demonstrat

ed that it is possible, with minimal effort and money, to respond 

to a crisis or a strategic opportunity by using OS/2 and currently 

available IT tools to create a viable on-line publication. The sit-
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MID I Renderer 
CREATE CO QUALITY WAVETABLE SOUND USING YOUR 
EXISTING AUDIO CARD. 

Convert your favorite MIDI files into digital audio WAV files! 
Use MIDI Renderer's 200 MB of 16 bit, 44Khz General MIDI (GM) 
instrument samples, stored on CD-ROM, to bring your files from 
boring to awesome. This software synthesizer allows, for the first 
time, playback of all 128 GM instruments simultaneously. Thus, full 
orchestration capability is at your hands. MIDI Renderer is perfect for 
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uation can be a legislative moment of opportunity and the vehi

cle a lobbying guide, a personnel issue for which HR staffers need 

guidance and resources, or a fast-developing market opening that 

requires reorienting sales and marketing staff. 

And our experience shows that if you build an on-line product 

that is informative and readable, the people will come. The prod

uct need not be a newspaper with a staff of well-trained reporters 

and editors. Any individual or organization that wants to make 

information widely available to an on-line audience that by all 

accounts is growing geometrically can do so at minimal cost. The 

possibilities are endless, and this tactical response is relatively sim

ple and cost effective. 

But there are also a couple of downsides. An on-line publica

tion cannot at this stage of the technology replace the ink-on

paper printed version-too small a percentage of the readers of 

the traditional product have the equipment needed to get on-line. 

In a sense, web publishing is at the same stage VCR technology 

was in its infancy: there were a growing number of tapes out there 

for people to pop into their VCRs, but initially few people had 

the VCRs. When the content available on tape became attractive 

enough and equipment prices dropped, VCR sales soared. 

The most exciting aspect ofon-line publishing is that the tech

nology is already highly accessible, and it continues to improve. 

OS/2 Warp, with its Internet Connectivity Kit, offers most of 

the software a wannabe publisher needs in a single box. With the 

prices for a connection to an Internet service provider plummet

ing (in most urban areas, an individual can purchase an account 

for less than $20 a month with unlimited calling privileges and 

five megabytes of disk space), on-line publishing is affordable to 

anyone with a computer. 

As with almost anything involving computers, when it comes 

to on-line publishing, faster is better. It is possible today to pub

lish the virtual equivalent of a glossy magazine, complete with 

highly defined color photographs. But even at today's highest 

modem rates, the 28.8kbps of a v.34, it is difficult to read such a 

product. 

Nonetheless, we are on the verge of a new telecommunications 

revolution, one through which the modem will become obsolete. 

Already telephone companies around the U.S. are offering Inte

grated Services Digital Network (ISDN), which can offer trans

mission speeds in excess of 112kbps. According to Pacific Bell, 

more than 80 percent of the households in California already 

have access to ISDN telephone technology. In addition, cable 

networks around the country are rushing to provide coaxial Inter-
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Publishing on the Web 
The best way to learn on-line publishing on the World 

Wide Web is to use IBM's WebExplorer to travel to the 
sites below. 

To get WebExplorer, install the Internet Access Kit 
(IAK) that comes with the OS/2 Warp BonusPak. You'll 

need to get an account with an Internet service provider, 
or follow the directions that come with IAK to get an intro
ductory free account with IBM's Advantis system. 

Once you are connected to the Internet with IAK, dou
ble-click on the Retrieve Software Updates object in the 
IBM Internet Connection for OS/2 folder. One of the 
choices that will come up is to get the latest version ofWeb
Explorer. Double clicking on this option will download the 
appropriate files and install Web Explorer on your system. 

ow you're ready to cruise your way through the Web. 
Point yourself to the sites below to get up to speed on 
HTML authoring. 

A Beginners Guide to HTML: 
http : //www . ncsa . uiuc.edu/General/ I nternet/WWW 

/HTMLPrimer . html 

Ian Grahams Guide to HTML: 
http : //www . utirc . utoronto.ca/HTMLdocs/NewHTML 

/htmlindex.html 

The HTML Quick Reference Guide: 
http : //kuhttp . cc . ukans . edu/lynx_help/HTML_quic 

k . html 

Hyper Text Markup Language Specification: 
http : //info.cern . ch/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/Mark 

Up . html 

Composing Good HTML: 
http : //www . willamette . edu/htmlcomposition/ 

strict-html . html 

HTML D esign Notebook: 
http://www.hal.com/-connolly/drafts/html

design . html 

Also, now that you're on the 'net, start following the 
USENET group called comp.os.os2.networking.tcp-ip 
for all the latest on OS/2 and networking. 

One interesting new software program for OS/2 that 
helps take the tedium out of HTML authoring is HTML 
Wizard for OS/2, which is now in beta testing (down
loadable from many OS/2 BBSs or via ftp from 
hobbes.nmsu.edu). This nifty little text editor allows you 
to highlight text with your mouse and then insert the 
appropriate HTML tags by clicking on a button. ♦ 
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Whether you're a product, brand, 
or marcom manager, and whether 
you've just developed your first 
program, or you hold a dominant 
market position, the steps required 
to get your product into the hands 
of the end user are the same. And 
The Product Marketing Handbook 
is the only publication that details all 
the steps in getting your product rec
ognized, accepted and widely sold . 

In total, The Product Marketing 
Handbook is among the finest 
resources available to help you avoid 
mistakes and losses while showing 
you step-by-step how to increase 
sales and profits. It provides you 
with the competitive edge needed to 
launch and sustain your product in 
today's rough and tumble software 
marketplace. 
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• Positioning, Pricing and Naming 
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Review Programs 
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• Sales Promotions 
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designed to help 
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~lishers 
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and 

sustain 
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Software publishing is one of the 
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all the facts contained in The 
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net connectivity at transmission rates surpassing those ofISDN. 

These technologies are still a little pricey for the average 

household (about $1,500 in hardware for ISDN and falling very 

fas t). But within a few years, it is likely that millions of people 

will be able to receive the equivalent of an on-screen magazine, 

supplemented with audio and full-motion video, in a matter of 

seconds. That will change publishing forever. 

A veteran radio personality in San Francisco, Scoop Nisker, 

closes each of his broadcasts with the same appeal: "Remember, 

if you don't like the news, go out and make some of your own." 

For San Francisco's striking journalists, Nisker's words became 

a sort of mantra for 11 days. Thanks to OS/2, the journalists 

not only made the news, they were the news. And they were the 

fu ture. ♦ 

Marcelo R odriguez is a political writer and associate editor far Pacif

ic News Service in San Francisco. H e can be reached on the Internet at 
marcelo@ccnet.com. 

Newspapers on the 'net 
H ere's a list of some newspapers and magazines now 
available on-line: 

Atlanta journal-Constitution 
http: //www . ping . c om/a jc / ajchome . html 

Casper (Wyo.) Star- Tribune 
http: //www . trib . com/ 

Chicago Tribune 
http: //none . coolware . com/ tribune/tcohtml . html 

D etroit Free Press 
htt p: // gopher.det-Freepress . com : 9002 / 

St. Petersburg Press (Russia - weekly} 
htt p: //www .spb.su/ sppre ss / index . html 

The London Telegraph 
http: //www .telegraph.eo.uk/ 20 

Time-Warners Pathfinder ( T ime magazine and other 
offerings) 
http : //www.timeinc.com/ pathfinder / Greet . html 

Plus, you can still read the en tire 11-day run of the San 
Francisco Free Press 
http: //www .ccnet . com/SF_Fr ee_Pre ss / welcome . 
html. 

The on-line Daily published by Chronicle and E xaminer 
management is also available 
http : // sfgate . com. 

Help Desk 
Software 
Comes of 
Age ... 

Your administrators determine 
what server information goes into 
HODstar Supporter 's profiles. 
Help desk staff then use those pro
fi les to support your end-users. 
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SPANS is a registered trademark of 
TYDAC Technologies Inc. 

Powerful spatial analysis at your fingertips 

TYDAC Technologies, world leaders in 
the development of spatial analysis 
software solutions, offers you a 
complete set of resource management 
tools in its SPANS line of products and 
services. SPANS software products are 
true stand-alone systems which allow 
you to integrate, edit and manage your 
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data. SPANS allows you to analyze and 
view geographically-referenced data as 
part of your decision-making process. 
From desktop mapping and 
visualization, through to state-of-the-art 
analysis and modelling, SPANS puts 
powerful spatial analysis processing at 
your fingertips. 

SPANS provides: 

• intuitive, easy to use 
graphical user interface 

• support of raster, vector, 
quadtree and point 
formats 

• links to relational 
database management 
systems 

• high quality, scalable 
output (WYSIWYG) 

SPANS is used 
worldwide for: 

• environmental analyses 

• forestry inventory 

• hydrological modelling 

• geological exploration 

• digital terrain analysis 

• wildlife habitat 
management 

Powerful PC and workstation solutions (for Windows, OS/2 and UNIX) brought to you by 
SPANS from as low as $995. TYDAC and its SPANS business partners are committed to 
providing full applications development, systems integration, training and customer support 
services. SP ANS links directly with PCI's EASI/P ACE software. 

Contact the TYDAC Technologies office nearest you TODAY, and put the power and 
flexibility of a SPANS spatial solution at your fingertips. 

TYDAC Technologies Inc. 
Suite 210, 2 Gurdwara Road 
Nepean, Ontario 
Canada K2E 1A2 

Phone: 1-613-226-5525 
Fax: 1-613-226-3819 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

TYDAC Technologies Ltd. 
Chilworth Research Centre 
2 Venture Road 
Southampton, United Kingdom SOl 7NP 

Phone: 44 703 760824 
Fax: 44 703 760944 Circle #40 



KOCAN'S KORNER 

Windows 95 Compatibility: 
Bane or Blessing? 

BY MICHAEL S. KOGAN 

I tis now 1995, and even though OS/2Warp is here and Win

dows 95 is not, most major software developers are working 

on Windows 95 versions of their products. Why? In antici

pation (or fear) of the market opportunity that Microsoft is cre

ating with Windows 95. 

As a result, whether IBM provides the ability to run Windows 

95-specific programs on OS/2 in the future has emerged as a crit

ical issue for both users and software devel-

opers. 

Microsoft has thrown down the gaunt

let in its continuous beta-marketing of 

Windows 95, declaring loudly that OS/2 

does not have the ability to run Windows 

95 applications. That ploy comes as no sur

prise. But what shall we make of the reali

ty behind the claim? Is it just sucker bait to 

ensure ISVs remain focused on Windows 

95 development? Or will compatibility 

emerge as the key factor influencing 

OS/2's market share? 

At the very least, IBM's direction on this 

key issue will have a dramatic impact on 

the future availability of native OS/2 applications, and important 

ramifications for purchasing decisions in both the business and 

consumer markets. 

Damned Either Way 
Windows 95 support in OS/2 (assuming that IBM could imple

ment it) would be the kiss of death for OS/2 application devel

opment-and ultimately for OS/2 market share. Although OS/2 

would be able to run the latest Windows software and it would 

make OS/2 users feel more comfortable with their investment, 

this capability would ensure that future software would be writ

ten to Win32c, the programming interface ofWindows 95. 

After all, ISVs want to code to the platform that will give them 

the greatest potential for sales, and ifWindows 95 programs run 

on OS/2 there would be no business case for creating native OS/2 

programs-OS/2 would be just another Windows 95 platform. 

This would also carry over into the long term plans of corporate 

programming shops that want to integrate their own custom soft

ware with the leading off-the-shelf products. 

If IBM opts not to implement Windows 95 compatibility, 

though, there is still a business case and good reason for ISVs to 

write native OS/2 application software. With Warp's strong sales 

and an OS/2 installed base approaching 

the ten million mark, there is money to be 

made in native OS/2 applications. IBM 

has also laid out a clear path for moving 

OS/2 software to the PowerPC without 

any Microsoft dependencies. 

But without Windows 95 compatibility, 

what happens to OS/2 users who need to 

run the latest Windows software-or, 

more specifically, Microsoft software? 

Because that's what we're talking about 

here. While other leading ISVs may, like 

Corel, ultimately restart their OS/2 

development efforts given ample reason 

to, it appears that Microsoft will never 

provide OS/2 tools and applications. 

This has the potential to leave OS/2 users that want to run 

Windows 95 software up a creek without a paddle. ForOS/2 users 

that are standardizing on Microsoft applications, most notably 

those from the Microsoft Office suite, it comes down to OS/2 

with Lotus SmartSuite versus Windows 95 with Microsoft 

Office. At the moment, in narrow productivity terms, that's not a 

very good choice. 

Justice Served? 
In this light, it becomes clear how crucial a role the Justice Depart

ment's inaction will play. Microsoft's lack of support for OS/2 

applications, even when Bill Gates promised to create them when 

one or two million OS/2 copies were sold, could certainly be 

viewed as monopolistic and industry controlling. 
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S1MCITY 
CLASSIC The Original City Simulator 

Yes! 
This is the Real Thing. A full native, 32 bit, multi•threaded imple
mentation of the multi platform, multi award winning game almost 
everyone has gotten their hands on and loved to play. 

In SimCity, you become the mayor of an evolving, growing city. 
Seven world famous cities are simulated, or design your own village 
or metropolis. 

SimCity gives you the keys of the city. The rest is up to you. You'll 
need to take action against monsters, earthquakes, pollution, crime, 
traffic gridlock and much more. The sounds, the colors and the 
actions are irresistible. 

Winner of over 40 major industry awards and gaining international 
acclaim has put SimCity in a class by itself. Accept no Substitutes! 

Requirements: OS/ 2 2.1 or 0S/ 2 Warp, IBM or compatible 386 or 486, 8 Mb 
RAM, 2 Mb HD, VGA or greater graphics, Color, OS/2 sound support. 

Call 1-800 543-4999 or (415) 473-1800 

Email: simcity@dux.com ~ 
~ 
DUX: 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #269 

Turn your ideas into reality 
3 times faster. 

Mechanical 
Design 

"C.\ Cabinetry/ 
~ Woodworking 

trr:Il Furniture 
D 8) Arrangements 

~ r:f:-_ E .. J . Electrical 
~ Schematics 

~ Form/Letterhead EJ Design 

~ Construction 
~ Plans 

Home/Office 
Layouts 

Landscape 
Design 

• £ Schedules & 1111 Flowcharts 

Graphic 
Illustrations 

So easy to use ..... yet 
more 2D features than any CAD under $1000 

• Full rrnt11rf'(l to qmckly rnnkf' any :llJ drawmg 

• l~r1cs • . \ n:s. Cun. f's, Sp11hols, E~port to \VI~ .\m1lyt.t', 

,\ ssoeia tiw DimcnsKlning. :lD Boolt•a11s. 011d mun· 

• Pnn.111w1m· pnr1 s. Prue,•n1111l(' -.s macros 

• Patented - Dynamic highlight i11g, Smart redraw 

rrdu("(':!j lt•an1ing tin1c AND slasl1rs drawir1~ ti111t·! 

• Onlinl' !-'Tllphical hn1irrl lrlp, Onlnw Demos 

• .. Outslandmg DXF t-on1pa1il11li1 y♦ 
• DOS \'t' 11'il0II also availaLlt• 

8\"'-Clll rNJUJfl'IHl'l!1\ 18\1 OOIJ\pDUIJlf 
PC .. ,.tJ111\Dl.h "-OJIIUITSSOI'". 8 \{B frtt on 
hard disk. ll"IOll!lt oo•z. b ~18 R\_\1111111 • 
unum. OS. '2 I _;J or lu,-;ill'r DO:, I \IB lt-\_\1 
mmunum (,t \18 rN"Olmrir1Kkd). IX>s 3 :J or lugl}('r 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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r""un7i'7/3 ;';' -$9-95, I t,y ,tfo, l - I 
Pay ouly 

I Sl11ppi11g u11d I 
/ landling now. If you df't· idt• to 
kttp it af1er :w days. pay Jll~I 99. 

LC~ trd:;:;.rso~ - .J 

800-426-2231 ext. 67 
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KOCAN'S KORNER 

If Microsoft had been forced to split off its applications devel

opment operations into a separate company, it would not be able 

to ignore the OS/2 market as a platform for Microsoft applica

tions. The business case for OS/2 applications is nearly as strong 

as that for Apple, and certainly more substantial than that for 

Windows NT. Since many Windows applications are built using 

Microsoft tools that currently are not available on the OS/2 plat

form, adding these to OS/2 would rapidly increase the number 

of applications available for OS/2. 

A Winning Strategy 
IBM must give ISV s a reason to write native OS/2 applications. 

It also must continue to support technologies that make porting 

to OS/2 easier-technologies such as One Up's SMART tool; 

Borland's Object Windows Libraries environment; and perhaps 

even Microsoft Foundation Class interfaces, which could be built 

into future versions ofIBM's CSet++ tool. 

There are other factors that weigh against building in Win

dows 95 compatibility. It's not going to cause any current Win

dows users planning to migrate to Windows 95 to change their 

minds about platforms. It will cost IBM valuable development 

resources at a time when its plate is full supporting Warp and 

developing Warp LAN Client, Warp LAN Server, Warp SMP, 

OS/2 For PowerPC, and OpenDocffaligent. It will also cost 

users, since IBM would likely have to acquire-and pay for

Windows 95 licensing to provide the support. Finally, OS/2 

would forever be stuck playing compatibility catch up-the game 

we have witnessed for the last three years. 

To date, IBM's position has been, "We've investigated Win

dows 95 compatibility and will consider supporting it in a future 

OS/2 if there is significant demand for Windows 95 programs." 

For the time being, this is a safe strategy-Windows 9 5 is not yet 

out. And corporate IS managers will delay any application 

upgrades as long as possible. 

Microsoft's latest OEM and ISV logo programs are obvious 

reactions to OS/2's Warp factor, which makes IBM's strategy also 

a smart one (although it does nothing to change the image of 

PS P's managers as indecisive). However, at some point soon IBM 

must make a choice or it will lose its newly acquired initiative. 

It all comes down to a simple question: does IBM want to go 

head to head with Microsoft? After all, if you don't play to win, 

youwon't. ♦ 



You don't need vveird hair 
to for111 a povverful peer group 

Announcing LANtastic"' for OS/2"' 

Guilty of going to extremes to win peer-to-peer connectivity 

for your team? Then consider LANtastic for 0S/2, a true 32-

bit multitasking, multithreaded peer-to-peer network operat

ing system utilizing OS/ 2's superior power and performance. 

LANtastic for OS/ 2 coexists with Novell~ NetWare 

Requester'" for OS/ 2 and I BM• LAN Server clients and easily 

-------

communicates with LAN Server, Windows NT'" and other 

SM B-based servers. ll has centralized network management 

and nexible security options that are easy lo use. 

Still need more proof? Call 1-800-809-12'+6 for the 

Artisoft Premier '" or Artisoft Advantage '" Partner nearest you. 

Thrn judge for yourself. 

ARTISOFT"' 
Circle #256 
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CPUMonitorPlus 
CPU Monitor Plus is the 
unmatched standard for 
Performance, Analysis and 
Measurement on your 0S/2 PC. 

Easily configure CPU Monitor 
Plus' intuitive, real-time displays. 
Let the powerful analysis engine 
rip through raw system data and 
give you graphs or text, percent
ages, ratios, bytes or seconds. 

• Display real-time CPU utilization 
data for any process and thread. 

• Display real-time RAM utilization 
data including in-use, allocated, 
private and shared for all OS/2, 
Windows and DOS programs. 

• Detect and stop hidden, invisible 
and runaway programs. 

• Monitor all disk, COM port and 
interrupt activity. 

• Show virtual memory, swapfile 
and paging activity. 

• Improve Performance! Start, stop 
and suspend programs. Monitor 
and set execution priorities. 

BonAmi Software Corporation 
60 Thoreau St.• Suite 219 

Concord , MA 01742 USA 

508.371.1997 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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, 
For additional information about an advertised product or service, 
circle the number. When you circle a number, you not only gain 
access to valuable information, you demonstrate to the advertisers 
that their support for OS/2 Professional gains them an important 
visibility in the OS/2 market. To subscribe, check the subscription 
box, and fill out the qualifying information required to fulfill all 
subscription requests. 
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TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

Offical IBM Reseller■ 

EXPRESS 
THE llUICKEST WAY TO ORDER OS/2 APPLICATIONS, TOOLS, BOOKS. & ACCESSORIES. 

OS/2 WARP 
Version 3 
Order number 251, A or B MSR: $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $75.00 ($89.00 after 1 /15/95) 

OS/2 WARP LAN version* 
Order number 261, A or B 
OUR PRICE: $115.00 

OS/2 WARP with WIN-OS/2* 
Order number 262, A or B 
OUR PRICE: $129.00 

OS/2 WARP with WIN-OS/2, LAN version* 
Order number 263, A or B 
OUR PRICE: $149.00 

OS/2 WARP with WIN-OS/2 upgrade 
Order number 278, A or B 
OUR PRICE: $92.00 

MSR$149.00 

• prices and availability subject to change without notice. 
Specify "A" for CD-ROM, "B" for 3.5" diskettes. 

1,,.,,. .. __,~, ..... 
,.,.,,..,,,, .. ..,,.,.,,'..:" 

NIIWI 
fh~ThL 

OS/2 Warp 

~ ~ RESERVE _ -
Your copy of WARP TODAY and get manufacturers' rebates* worth 

more than $300.00-FREE with your WARP delivery. 
• Includes software by Bon Ami, Cirrus, Clear & Simple, Clearlook, Dux, HODStar, IBM-CAD, 

j & ], Multi-Net, PCX, Rightware and others. 

WinGrate 
DK Micro 
Tired of waiting for the Full Pack version of Warp to arrive? WinGrate migrates your 
WIN-OS/2 environment to a format compatible with Microsoft Windows and prepares 
your system for Warp installation. All you need to upgrade OS/2 2.1 (Borg) are copies of 
OS/2 Warp version 3, Microsoft Windows 3.1 or 3.11, and WinGrate. 

Order number 309 MSR: $20.00 

EXPRESS PRICE: $10.00 WARP ADD-ON: $5.00 

Relish 
Sundial Systems, Inc. 
Time management for the way you want to work. Drag-drop convenience. Desktop objects 
for common and customizable views. Everything hot-linked for maximum flexibility. 

Ordernumber320 MSR: $189.00 
EXPRESS PRICE: $69.95 

uary's Special Values! 

was now 
$199.00 $49.00 

$34.95 $27.50 

s 
was now 

$95.00 $29.00 

$49.00 $20.00 

$35.00 $10.00 

$24.95 $15.00 

$39.00 $15.00 

$79.95 $15.00 

$49.00 $4.00 

$69.95 $35.00 

$125.00 $25.00 

$95.00 $29.95 

$179.00 $50.00 

$99.00 $75.00 
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TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

♦ 05/2 

0S/2WARP 
Version 3 
IBM 
Take off at warp speed with IBM's latest 
upgrade to OS/2, WARP. Everything runs 
faster and in less memory with WARP's 
optimized code. Improved device support 
and one-button install will let you hit the 
ground running. New drag and drop func
tions and window management routines 
require less work on your part, further 
enhancing your productivity. Backward com
patibility with previous versions gives you 
everything you loved about 2.1 and adds 
those long-desired features you've requested, 
including a Bonus Pak with enough true 32 
bit applications to run a small office. 
Ordernumber251,AorB MSR: $129.00 

OUR PRICE: $75.00 
($89.00 after 1 /15/95) 

0S/2WARP 
LAN version* 
Order number 261, A or B 

OUR PRICE: $115.00 

05/2 WARP with WIN-05/2* 
Order number 262, A or B 

OUR PRICE: $129.00 

0S/2 WARP with WIN-05/2, 
LAN version* 
Order number 263, A or B 

OUR PRICE: $149.00 

05/2 WARP with WIN-0S/2 
upgrade 
Order number 278, A or B 

WinGrate 
DK Micro 

MSR: $149.00 

OUR PRICE: $92.00 

Tired of waiting for the Full Pack version of 
Warp to arrive? WinGrate migrates your 
WIN-OS/2 environment to a format com
patible with Microsoft Windows and pre
pares your system for Warp installation. All 
you need to upgrade OS/2 2.1 (Borg) are 
copies ofOS/2 Warp version 3, Microsoft 
Windows 3.1 or 3.11, and WinGrate. 

Order Number 309 MSR: $20.00 
OUR PRICE: $10.00 

WARP ADD-ON $5.00 

•prices and availability subject to change 
without notice. Specify "A" for CD-ROM, 
"B" for 3.5" diskettes. 
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♦ BACKUP 

Back Again/2-Pro 
Computer Data Strategies 
Back Again/2-Pro is a graphical 32-bit backup 
program for OS/2. It supports backup to 
LANs, SCSI tape, and other removable media. 
Includes compression, backup scheduling, and 
command line utilities for complete disaster 
recovery. 

Order number 236 MSR· $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

~ e ~ es incremental or comprehensive back
up to diskette, Bernoulli, LAN drives or 
Opticals. Support unavailable. 

O rder number 290 MSR: $49. 00 

BakupWiz 
PCX 

CLOSEOUT PRICE: $20.00 

BakupWiz is the OS/2 solution for backup to 
SCSI tape, Bernoulli, syquest, magneto optical, 
and tape auto-changers. Full support for EAs, 
long names, and networking is included. Your 
OS/2 system partition can be completely 
restored. 

Order number171 MSR: $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

Cheyenne ARCsolo for 0S/2 
Cheyenne Software, Inc. 
ARCsolo is the first substantial native OS/2 
backup solution. Designed with a WPS-like 
front end, it offers drag-and-drop functionali
ty, multithreading, and an object oriented 
approach. 

Order number 240 MSR· $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $225.00 

NovaBack for 0S/2 
NovaStor 
NovaBack for OS/2 is a complete backup solu
tion for all OS/2 workstations or networks. 
Support for OS/2 l.x and 2.x is shipped 
together. NovaBack supports more than 250 
SCSI and QlC-80 tape drives. 

Ordernumber138 MSR· $79.00 
OUR PRICE: $49.99 

Nutshell 
Qyantum Micro Systems 
Nutshell for OS/2 is a quick and easy backup, 
restore, and re-install solution for all LAN, 
tapedrive, and laptop environments, including 
Novell 3.12, and LapLink. 

Ordernumber200 MSR: $85.00 
OUR PRICE: $62.50 

♦ UTILITIES 

ATS for 0S/2 
MHR 
Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 is a pro
duction job scheduling utility that eliminates 
the need for human intervention during rou
tine batch processing. ATS allows you to take 
complete control over how and when each of 
your scheduled programs will run. 

Order number 181 MSR· $349.00 
OUR PRICE: $315.00 

"Bloodhound" 
IBM 
"Bloodhound" (aka 
SearchManager/2) is probably the 
most powerful text finding tool 
you can buy for a PC. Once 
you've indexed your files, this native 32 bit 
OS/2 utility and its Thesaurus will find and 
retrieve with lightning speed files in five lan
guages containing the words you're looking for 
and linguistic variations and synonyms. 

Order number 215 MSR: $300.00 
OUR PRICE: $225.00 

LAN version add-on 
Runs on LAN Server, Novell or IBM TCP/IP. 

O rder number 285 

Chron 
Hilbert 

OUR PRICE: $225.00 

Chron is an OS/2 PM application that will 
schedule other OS/2, DOS, or Windows 
applications to run at a specified time and a 
specified frequency. 

Order number 184 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $89.00 

CPU Monitor Plus 
Bon Ami SoftWare Corp. 
A premium performance 
and analysis package for 
OS/2. CPU Monitor Plus 
permits real time monitor
ing and control of CPU, 
RAM, disks and ports, and 
program and thread control 
for all OS/2, DOS, and Windows programs. 

Order number 108 MSR- $129. 95 
OUR PRICE: $79.95 

, ~ terns 
\! 1~n and resize arrow, wait, I-beam, and 

other cursors. Create new cursors or turn 
graphics, text, signatures, and company logos 
into cursors. Toolkit includes OS/2 and 
Windows versions on one disk. 

Order number 153 MSR: $49.95 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $10.00 



INTERNATIONAL CALL 1-612-823-6255 

Describe - Lights 
DeScribe Inc. 
A unique, unobtrusive CPU activity monitor
ing tool. Takes up only one pixel of screen 
space at the bottom of the OS/2 screen. Acts 
as a thermometer of CPU activity identifying 
CPU overload, hung systems and other mul
titasking activity. 

Ordernumber217 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $25.00 

DeskMan/2 v 1.5 
Development Technologies 
The essential Workplace Shell 
utilities. Dramatically improves 
the ability of corporations and 
users to get the most out of 
OS/2. Manage, secure, backup, and migrate 
the WPS; get organized with virtual desktops; 
more. 

Order number 187 MSR:$79.95 
OUR PRICE: $49.95 

GammaTech File Secure 
for OS/2 
Soffouch Systems, Inc. 
Encrypt your most precious corporate asset
your company data! Using the latest data 
encryption techniques available*, 
GammaTech File Secure protects sensitive 
data from unauthorized viewing. Files are 
encrypted using unique file keys that cannot 
be replicated. Data can be obliterated using 
techniques that conform to U.S. Department 
of Defense 5220.22-M specifications. (*This 
product's use of Data Encryption Standard 
algorithms means its sale, resale, or use out
side the U.S. and Canada is expressly prohib
ited). 
Order number 111 MSR: $39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

GammaTech Power Pack 
for OS/2 
Soffouch Systems, Inc. 
Power Pack is a PM-based application which 
launches applications and executes lengthly 
keystroke operations with a couple of function 
keys. It also includes a sophisticated editor to 
create, delete, or modify OS/2 INI files and 
the Extended Attributes associated with your 
data files. Supports both ASCII and hex. 
Enhanced screen saver with "hot" corners 
included with this offer. 

Ordernumberll0 MSR: $69.95 
OUR PRICE: $59.95 

GammaTech Utilities for OS/2 
Version 3.0 
Soffouch Systems 
GammaTech Utilities for OS/2 
makes it possible to per
form HPFS volume recovery, 
FAT and HPFS optimization, and 
essential maintenance operations easily 

and without extensive hardware and software 
knowledge. 

Order number 109 MSR : $149.00 
INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $99.00 

J&J Utilities for OS/2 
J&J Computer Consulting 
J&J Utilities v 1.5 is a collection of over 20 
utilities including file locate, HPFS and FAT 
file defragmenters, process control automatic 
job scheduling, and more. 

Order number 112 MSR: $49. 95 
INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $99.95 

IBM AntiVirus/2 
ISSC 
IBM AntiVirus/2 uses new "neural net
work technology'' developed by 
IBM Research scientists to 
detect previously unknown 
boot viruses and "learn" how to 
identify infected and uninfected sections 
of software, thus significantly reducing false 
alarms. 

Order number 233 

LinkRight 1.1 
Rightware Inc. 

MSR-$89.95 
OUR PRICE: $85.00 

This parallel/ serial port 
file transfer utility pack
age for OS/2 includes 
three versions: 
Presentation Manager, 
OS/2 command line, and 
DOS. Copy files to/from 
OS/2 and to/from DOS 
systems retaining EAs 
and long file names. Compatible with 
LapLink cables. 

O rder number 113 
MSR (with cables): $189.00 

OUR PRICE (W/CABLES): $99.00 

O rder number 114 
MSR (without cables): $110.00 

OUR PRICE (W/O CABLES): $65.00 

MESA2 
Athena Design 
At last, an important new native OS/2 
spreadsheet which takes advantage of 
SOM, OpenDoc, multithreading 
and Object Oriented User 
Interface. Also includes an object 
library so that you can integrate MESA 
objects into your own line-of-business applica-
tions. 

O rder number 310 MSR: $199.00 
SPECIAL PRICE THROUGH 1/15/95: $98.00 

♦ BUNDLE BARGAINS 

Business Bundle 
Order number 305 
American Heritage Dictionary 
Super Font Library 
Time & Place 

Regular Express price: $156.95 
BUNDLE PRICE: $139.95 

2-Sense Bundle 
Order number 306 
WipeOut 
System Sounds for OS/2 
OS/2 Pro CD-ROM 

R egular Express price: $123.00 
BUNDLE PRICE: $109.95 

Power Bundle 
Order number 303 
Performance Plus for 2 . 1 
Footprints 
OS/2 Pro CD-ROM 

Regular Express price: $72.00 
BUNDLE PRICE: $59.95 

Fun Bundle 
Order number 304 
Trickle Down 
Sim City 
OS/2 Pro CD-ROM 

Regular Express price: $76.50 
BUNDLE PRICE: $69.95 

OS2Tree Lite 
Levine 
OS2TREE Lite is what XTREE Gold is to 
DOS, what Norton Comander missed, and 
more. Dynamic graphic file management for 
OS/2 supporting both FAT and HPFS. 

Order number 141 MSR: $125.00 
OUR PRICE: $39.00 

OS2Tree Pro ,, 
<!)s2TREE Lite plus LAN 

1 n rame file upload/ download support, 
and one year of upgrades and product support. 

Order number 142 MSR- $250.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $89.00 

Performance Plus for 2.1 
Clear & Sim 1 l t . oi· . with the help of this col-

i S 12 REXX Workplace Shell tt ies plus a 100-page manual on finetuning 
OS/2 2.1. Also includes a bonus pack of 
3,000+ OS/2 format icons. 

O rder number 115 MSR: $39. 95 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $15.00 
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Performance Plus for Warp 
Clear & Simple 
Performance Plus is a system tun
ing and utility kit for OS/2 
Warp. Features a new sim
ple Gill, DOS/Windows appli
cation optimizer, bitmap viewer, swap 
monitor with audible warning, and more. 
Plus bonus OS/2 bitmaps. 

Order number 311 MSR· $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $27 .00 

Pegasus Reso" rce Monitor 
OnDeman & Services 

, \ 'Uf , professional performance 
{ 12 ~~1"0S/2 version 2.x. Features: statisti-

cal data logging, pop up, exceptions, and a real 
time graphical display. 

Order number 168 MSR: $149.00 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $75.00 

Priority Master II 
ScheduPer ~e, Inc. 

;\ developers, Priority Master 
( 1:lriority Master I additional auto 

~ riority scanning logic. Take control of your 
development environment and how your pro
grams co-exist. 

Order number 144 MSR: $129.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $4.00 

PrntScrn 
MITNOR Software 
4 Integrated Utilities-1 Low Price! Copy 
any portion of any desktop image; import, 
export, view, print clipboard images and text; 
nine screen saver displays; date/time display. 
LAN installable; includes OS/2 2.x and 1.3 
vers10ns. 

Order number 154 MSR· $115.00 
OUR PRICE: $105.00 

PM Assistant -.............. -- ... - ~,., 

Order number 183 

PM Assistant 
Utilis, Inc. 
A comprehensive and 
integrated suite of 
utilities including: 
hot-key access to 
applications, auto
matic application 
placement on screen, 
keyboard macros, 
task scheduling, 
screen saver, and 
password protection. 

MSRprice: $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 
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QuikSwitch for OS/2 
BitWare Consulting 
Increase productivity by starting and switch
ing between frequently used programs quick
ly by pressing key combinations (hot-keys). 
Works for DOS, Windows, and OS/2 appli
cations. Speech-enabled, works with IBM's 
ICSS speech recognition software and most 
sound cards. 

Order number 180 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

System Sounds for OS/2 
BOCASoft 
System Sounds gives your computer a voice 
by associating audio with system events and 
keystrokes. Includes over one megabyte of 
professionally recorded sound effects in 
Microsoft audio format. Requries an audio 
card supported by MMPM/2 (included with 
OS/2 2.1). 

Order number 252 MSR-$59.00 
OUR PRICE: $46.00 

Secure Workplace for OS/2 
Syntegration 
The Secure Workplace for OS/2 is a collec
tion of workplace objects and program utili
ties designed to provide workplace shell pro
tection, setup, and support. 

Order number 165 MSR: $59.95 
OUR PRICE: $49.95 

10-Station Enterprise Edition: 

Order number 166 MSR: $549. 9 5 
OUR PRICE: $459.95 

SuperType Master Library 
IQ Engineering 
Super Type Master Library contains 96 scal
able, professionally-designed, display, text 
and headline fonts to add style and creativity 
to all your applications in OS/2. 

Ordernumber205 MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $24.95 

Tritus SPF 
Tritus 
Tritus SPF is a 32 
bit ISPF/PDF 
text editor for 
OS/2. Includes 
mappable key
board, unlimited 
UNDO/REDO, 
RE:XX macros, 
EBC-DIC sup-

1 ~ port, Micro Focus 
wo~t~~t'ft'(!l;l~ tion, modifiable panels, 

&~ d i t search, and DOS support. 
' ~ ts files up to 256mb. 

Order number 167 MSR: $195.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $29.00 

Linkwiz (aka UniBeam) 
PCX 
Linkwiz is an OS/2 and DOS/Windows File 
Transfer Utility with an up to 2 mbps transfer 
rate over parallel cable. It's extremely easy to 
install and use. Native OS/2 code supports 
Presentation Manager, extended attributes, 
long file names and 32 bit I/0. Includes both a 
parallel and serial cable. 

Ordernumber239 MSR: $189.95 

WipeOut 
BOCASoft, Inc. 

OUR PRICE: $179.95 

Wipeout is a 32 bit screen saver for OS/2 fea
turing animated displays and video screen 
savers, integrated with multimedia audio, pass
word protection, screen capture, and priority 
manager 

Order number 245 

XFolder 

MSR:$59.00 
OUR PRICE: $42.00 

Rosenberry Consulting, Ltd. 
XF older arranges and aligns desktop and folder 
icons. Select row, column, or perimeter lay
outs. Position all icons or selected icons. 
Multiple levels of"Undo". Save and restore 
favorite layouts. Customize icon spacing. 

Order number 292 MSR $49. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

ZipStream for OS/2 2. 1 
Carbon Based Software 
ZipStream is an OS/2 Installable File System 
(IFS) that mirrors access to existing OS/2 File 
Systems, and simultaneously provides auto
matic transparent file compression and decom-
press10n servtces. 

Order number 295 

♦ CD-ROM 

MSR:$79.95 
OUR PRICE: $68.00 

OS/2 Professional CD-ROM 
More than 1,200 OS/ 2 
shareware, freeware, 
demoware programs, 
tools, and scores of OS/2 
resources. 

Order number 163 

OUR PRICE: $25.00 
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♦ COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications Manager/2 v 1.1 
IBM 
Comprehensive communications processor 
includes improved 3270 and 5250 terminal 
emulation, more APPC functions plus features 
such as Data Compression and Distributed 
Feature Workstation. 

O rder number 280 MSR: $495.00 
OUR PRICE: $310.00 

RUMBA for the 
Mainframe. 
OS/2 version 3 
Wall Data Inc. 
Easy to use OS/2 to Mainframe 
connectivity with drag and drop 
file transfer and paste linking of host and PC 
applications. Interface support for MS SNA 
Server, APPC and CPI-C 2.0, Novell 
Netware for SAA and TCP/IP. 

Order number 286 MSR: $400.00 
OUR PRICE: $365.00 

FaxForward 
Computer Systems Integration, Inc. 
FaxForward is an Interactive Voice 
Response/Fax communication system 
designed to provide a software development 
platform for creating integrated voice, fax, 
database, and host supported applications. 

Ordernumber206 MSR: $3,850.00 
OUR PRICE: CALL FOR PRICING 

FaxWorks for 
OS/2 
SofNet, Inc. 
Faxing from any OS/2, 
Windows, or DOS 
application via a Class 
1, Class 2, or CAS fax 
modem. The software 
also includes annotation 
tools to allow electronic markups, fax broad
casting, and multiple channel options. 

Order number 102 MSR: $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 

10-user LAN version 

Ordernumber103 MSR: $699.00 
OUR PRICE: $495.00 

FaxWorks Pro 
SofNet, Inc. 
Award-winning FaxWorks Pro 
for Windows features advanced 
viewing clarity, extensive fax 
management tools, fax annota

tion, a cover sheet creator, modem diagnos
tics, letterhead merge, and more importantly, 
it's easy to use. 

Order number 104 MSR: $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $65.00 

HODstar™ Pager (single license) 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 
Permits users to quickly and easily send mes
sages to today's standard pagers. Also creates 
standalone programs to add pager functional
ity to any OS/2 batch file, REXX program, 
and commercial application. Supports all 
AT-compatible modems. Also available in 
site-wide and 'unlimited use' license. 

O rder number 255 MSR:$85.00 
OUR PRICE: $80.00 

HyperACCESS/5 V3.1 
Hilgraeve 
Award-winning async comm program 
includes virus protection, host mode, on-the
fly un-zipping, 12 fast file transfer protocols, 
17 terminal emulations. PC Magazine 
Editor's Choice. 

O rder number 161 MSR: $199.00 

• 
OUR PRICE: $129.00 

KopyKat v1 .0 
Hilgraeve 
Anything you can do 
on an OS/2 PC, you 
can now do remotely 
through a modem or 
over a LAN. Displays 
the entire remote 
desktop in a window 
on your desktop. 

Order number 162 MSR: $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $129.00 

PMCOMM 2.30 
Multi-Net Communications 
Pmcomm is a full-functioned, 32-
bit, GUI, PM communica- .-nr.:rrrc 

tions program. It supports 
complete key re-mapping, 
REXX scripting, host mode, pop-up 
menus, various terminal emulations, and file 
transfer protocols. 

Order number 105 MSR: $99. 95 
OUR PRICE: $89.95 

TalkThru for OS '-'/J' 1 Software Corporation of mt:4//JI JIT.l)Ji 
The premier communications product fcJ ✓1J 
OS/2, providing terminal emulation includ
ing DEC VT340, file transfer (IND$file X, 
Y, and ZMODEM etc.), scripting and sup
port for IBM's EHLLAPI for asynchronous 
communications. 

Ordernumber 218 MSR: $350.00 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $150.00 

TE/2 1.30 lZ~1..~,, 
Oberon Software '-'fl,;,1J'/jJ7i r 
Full-featured OS/2 tele-communicaY'~ ; d 
terminal emulation package; supports ANSI, 
VTlO0, IBM3101, and TTY emulations, and 
most common file transfer protocols. 

Order number 107 MSR: $99. 95 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $15.00 

♦ PRODUCTIVITY 

CA SuperProject 
Computer Associates 
CA-SuperProject is a complete set 
of project management and pre
sentation tools that are easy to use 
and learn. 

Ordernumber 208 MSR: $649.00 

Clearlook 
Clearlook 

OUR PRICE: $489.00 

Developed exclusively for OS/2, Clearlook's 
cellular word processor gives users significant 
document processing capabilities. Invoke the 
flexible format control via an unlimited num
ber of text areas and cells. 

Order number 296 MSR: $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $172.00 

Deluxe American Heritage 
Dictionary 
DUX Software 
The 200,000-word Deluxe Edition is the first 
completely new dictionary for the 90's. 
Containing nearly twice as many words as the 
Standard Edition, it is one of the largest and 
most authoritative software dictionaries you 
can buy. 

O rder number 302 MSR: $59.00 
OUR PRICE: $44.95 

Describe 5.0 Subscription 
Edition 
DeScribe, Inc. 
Includes complete software and documenta
tion, plus free upgrades and support through 
Dec. 31, 1995. 

Order number 198 MSR: $299.00 
OUR PRICE: $289.00 
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ule for OS/2 2.1 
~ nc. 

e o n suite for word processing, 
p a sheets, charts, database and a report 

writer now comes in a module for additional 
legacy stations. 

Order number 157 MSR: $149.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $29.95 

Lotus SmartSuite 
Lotus 
Take your native OS/2 applica
tions to a higher level with 
Lotus SmartSuite. One integrat
ed package provides word pro

cessing, spreadsheet, business graphics, and e
mail through Lotus's premiere products: 
AmiPro, Lotus 1-2-3, Freelance, and cc:mail. 

Order number 260 MSR: $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $445.95 

Lotus SmartSuite Upgrade 

Order number260B MSR: $395.00 
OUR PRICE: $258.00 

Person-to-Person for OS/2 
IBM 
It's the ultimate in PC interactivity! Person-to
Person permits up to five users to interact with 
each other-in real time-while viewing the 
same screen contents. Share, annotate, and 
print to common window contents while dis
cussing the work over the phone. 

Order number277 MSR: $280.00 
OUR PRICE: $210.00 

Power Translator Professional 
for OS/2 
Globalink, Inc. 
This powerful application provides idiomati
cally accurate full-sentence foreign language 
translations under OS/2. Get the most accu
rate translations available to computer users 
today, with subject-, industry-, or profession
specific dictionaries. Versions are available 
translating to and from Spanish, French, or 
German. 

Order number 116A- German 

Order number 116B- French 

Order number 116C- Spanish 

MSR: $199.00 

OUR PRICE: $124.00 

PLUS $25 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE 

Relish 
Sundial Systems Corp. 
Time management for the way 
you want to work. Drag-drop 
convenience. Desktop objects for com-
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mon and customizable views. Everything hot
linked for maximum flexibility. 

Order number 320 MSR $189.00 
OUR PRICE $69.95 

SkyScraper ™, Desktop 
Manager for OS/2 
Binar Graphics, Inc. 
Realize the full power of OS/2 with 
SkyScraper. This application gives you practi
cally unlimited screen real estate. Virtual 
desktops at a single click; all your applications 
run maximized on their own desktops! 
Launchpad and many other features. 

Order number 299 MSR $99.95 
OUR PRICE $69.95 

TaxDollars '94 
BT&T Consumer Technology 
Calculate your 1994 income tax return and 
prepare for official tax forms. Includes 1040, 
Schedules A, B, D, E, C, 8829, SE, 2441, 
EIC, Rand 'What If' calculations. Links 
with "Final Forms," available in January. 

O rder number 293A MSR $39. 95 
OUR PRICE $15.00 

Free with any OS/2 Express 
purchase through 1/30/95 
(additional $4.00 s&hJ. 

Tax Dollars '94 Final Version 
BT&T Consumer Technology 
This includes the final versions of all the IRS 
forms needed to file complete 1994 tax 
returns. Companion system to Tax Dollars 
'94 planning version. Available in January. 

Order number 293B 

Time & Place 2 
IBM 

OUR PRICE $7 .95 

This LAN-based calendar displays daily, 
weekly or monthly calendars. It also features 
windows in which meetings can be scheduled, 
room or equipment reservations made, free 
time searched, priorities assigned, and due 
dates set. A memo function also allows you to 
relay event-specific messages between 
worksessions. 

Order number 282 MSR: $120.00 
OUR PRICE: $85.00 

♦ MULTIMEDIA 

MIDI Renderer 
Diacousti~ lf 

o y?\:thesis! MIDI Renderer, a 
C; · 1?iable software synthesizer, pro-
'auces CD-quality digital .wav files from 

MIDI music files . Uses existing audio card. 
OS/2, Windows, and DOS on CD-ROM. 

Order number 155 MSR· $129.95 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $35.00 

IBM CAD/3X: SAME PACKAGE, 
GREAT NEW ADD-ONS! 

IBM CAD/3X 
IBM 
IBM CAD/3X is an easy to use CAD package. 
Yet it gives you more professional 2D features 
than any CAD under $1,000. Recommended 
for plans, sketches, layouts, and more. 

Ordernumber172 MSR: $495.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

Richard Arder Explains 
IBMCAD/3X 
In this video tape, the well-known British CAD 
expert guides you through IBM CAD's power
ful features, and compares it with other CAD 
programs. 

Ordernumber319 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $21 .00 

IBM CAD Draws Cape Cod 
SKP Solutions 
75-page booklet takes you, step-by-step, 
through the process of drawing the floor plan of 
a mid-size home enabling you to understand the 
process and use the tools and techniques avail
able with IBM CAD/3X. 

Order number 318 MSR: $15.00 

Symbol Files 
IBMCAD/3X 

OUR PRICE: $12.00 

Architecture includes doors and windows, 
appliances, lumber, and kitchen and bathroom 
features. 

Order number 311 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

Electrical/Electronic includes outlets, 
switches, fuses, resistors, capacitors, and reostats. 

Order number 312 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

Piping/Welding includes elbows, trees, 
valves. 

Order number 313 MSR- $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

HVAC includes ventillation, heating and aircon
ditioning ductwork from 12" to 48". 

Order number 314 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

Mechanical includes screws, nuts and bolts 
and other fasteners. 

Order number 315 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

Landscape includes trees and bushes, flowe
ing plants and spas. 

Ordernumber316 MSR: $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $22.00 

SYMBOLS BUNDLE Save on all six files!!! 

Ordernumber317 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $75.00 
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♦ GRAPHICS 

See the great new products for 
IBM CAD/3X in the box at Left! 

CorelDRAW! 2.5 
for OS/2 2.0 
Corel Corporation 
One 32 bit illustration 
package does it all: 
Core!DRAW!, 
CorelCHART, and 
Core!PHOTO-P AINT 
in one box, all optimized for 
OS/2. Plus a bonus CD-ROM with more 
than 12,000 clip art images and 250 fonts. 

Order number 100 MSR: $199 
OUR PRICE: $149.00 

Graphic OS/2 
Scientific Endeavors Corporation 
GraphiC is a library of"C" routines for creat
ing every sort of technical plot. High resolu
tion vector format for publication quality. 

Order number 204 MSR price: $49 5. 00 
OUR PRICE: $395.00 

♦ DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

BD/CX (11Baby Driver11
) 

Autumn Hill Software 
BD/CX is the third generation of Baby 
Driver, Autumn Hill's printer toolkit. 
BD/CX provides printer support for your 
application, allowing you to print text and 
graphics on more than 900 printers. 

Order number 178 MSR- $499.00 
OUR PRICE: $399.00 

CSet++ "Bundle" Promotion 
CD-ROM version only. 
Includes CSet++, Experience CSet++, and 
OS/2 for Windows 

Order number 175A MSR: $249. 00 
OUR PRICE: $229.00 

CD-ROM w/ Documentation 

Order number 175B MSR: $279.00 
OUR PRICE: $249.00 

Diskette & Documentation Version 

Order number 175C MSR: $309. 00 

OUR PRICE: $279.00 

■ C/C++ 10.0, CD-ROM Edition 
(CD-ROM with on-line 
documentation) 
Watcom 
Professional C and C++ development environ
ment for 16 and 32 bit DOS, Windows, OS/2, 
Windows NT, and Novell NLMs. lncludes a 
comprehensive toolset with an IDE, debugger, 
C++ class browser, MFC support, and more. 

Order number 212 MSR· $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $189.00 

CA Realizer 
Computer Associates 
CA-Realizer is the ultimate BASIC 
construction set for Windows and OS/2. The 
same CA-Realizer BASIC code that creates a 
Windows application ports instantly to OS/2. 

Order number 207 MSR· $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $79.00 

CEnvi for 0~ 
Nomba ~l'\\) 

c ~\o enhance or replace 
oo - XX programming. Automate any 

session. Exploit 150 internal functions and the 
OS/2 APL Includes hundreds of samples and 
utilities. 

Order number 156 MSR· $45.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $15.00 

tion 
a OS/2 2.x development 

provides unique testing and 
Bugging facilities. It eliminates the need to 

check API Return codes, and no symbol infor
mation is required. 

Order number 117 MSR· $225. 00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $49.00 

GammaTech REXX 
SuperSet/2 for OS/2 
SoITouch Systems, Inc. 
SuperSet/2 contains over 308 functions in 7 
DLLs; extensions include support for 
EHLLAPI, LAN Server, NetBios, TCP/IP, 
and miscellaneous host utilities. It simplifies 
your life by eliminating the need to maintain 
poorly documented DLLs from disparate 
sources. 650-page reference manual included. 
Ordernumber174 MSR·$79.95 

OUR PRICE: $69.95 

GpfRe:xx 
Gpf Systems, Inc. 
A WYSIWYG OS/2 PM visual 
programming tool that uses 
REXX. Point and click to create 
basic or advanced applications 
using OS/2's capabilities. No royalties will be 
owed; configurable run-time capability. 

Order number 118 MSR: $247.50 
OUR PRICE: $125.00 

Hyperwise 
IBM 
Hyperwise lets you create complete multi-media 
presentations with just the click of a mouse to 
link text, graphics, audio and video, create lists, 
tables, and other text elements without typing 
Information Presentation Facility (IPF) script 
tags. It's all done for you! 

Order number 284 MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $215.00 

IPF Editor 
Perez Computing Services 
IPF Editor, a 32 bit PM program, makes it easy 
to create on-line documents and context sensitive 
help for OS/2 applications without learning IPF. 

Ordernumber264 MSR: $150.00 
OUR PRICE: $139.00 

IPF Builder 
Custom Design Software 
IPF Builder is an essential tool for all OS/2 pro
grammers. This specialized editor will save you 
time, money, and frustration when creating the 
source code for your INF and on-line HLP files. 

Order number 265 MSR· $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $85.00 

KASE: VIP for OS/2 
KASE Systems 
KASE: VIP for OS/2 is the indus
try-leading visual design and code
generation tool for developing luV 
OS/2 applications in C. Each pur-
chase includes discount coupon for new products. 

Order number 257 MSR· $1,995.00 
OUR PRICE: $495.00 

MENUET/CX 
Autumn Hill Software 
MENUET /CSX is a C++ application frame
work for OS/2, WINDOWS and DOS. 
MENUET/CX was designed and developed 
under OS/2. 

Order number 179 MSR: $599.00 
OUR PRICE: $499.00 

Notrix 
Percussion Software 
Notrix uses REXX to build Lotus Notes event
driven, server add-in applications. Manipulate 
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Notes data WITH NO Notes API or C pro
gramming. 

Application Developer's Kit: 

Order number 270 MSR· $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $185.00 

Notrix Server Kit: 

Order number 269 MSR: $1,495.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,450.00 

Object Factory-lDL, Version 2.0 
Synaptec, Inc. 
The first OS/2 SOM tool continues to expand 
SOM development with the introduction of 
version 2.0. This feature-packed upgrade 
forges new ground in state-of-the-art OOUI 
interfaces, allowing the fastest possible SOM 
development. 

Order number 300 MSR: $250.00 
OUR PRICE: $237 .50 

OS/2 UCSD Pascal Development 
System 
Cabot Software 
The UCSD Pascal 32 bit professional develop
ment system is for Turbo Pascal users who 
want TP compatibility, a full 32 bit Pascal 
compiler, and links into OS/2's API technolo
gy. Key benefits include: UCSD Pascal links 
into the OS/2 API technology; Turbo Pascal 
compatibility; production of portable program
ming code; and value for money product, with 
a full range of programmers toolboxes. 

Ordernumber267 MSR: $299.00 
OUR PRICE: $275.00 

Objectpm 
Raleigh Systems, Inc. 
The first class library geared specifically for 
OS/2 and the Presentation Manager, 
Objectpm provides more than 200 classes of 
objects encapsulating windows, controls, 
graphics tools, forms, threads, and much more. 
Supports Borland C++ for OS/2 and IBM 
CSet++. 

C Set++ Version with Source 

Order number 119A MSR: $399. 00 
OUR PRICE: $349.00 

Borland Version with Source 

Ordernumber119B MSR: $399.00 
OUR PRICE: $349.00 

C Set++ Version without Source 
Order number 119C MSR: $235.00 

OUR PRICE: $199.00 

Borland Version without Source 
Order number 119D MSR: $235.00 

OUR PRICE: $199.00 
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REXX Diagnostic Commander 
Suitable Alt . 
R~iil!l\l~.~~~LLll!immander is a source 

~'lre!Ur«1'1!.·t t1ve REXX debugging tool. Set 
lifea points, single-step instructions, Jump or 
Run to any instruction. Windows allow vari
ables, monitoring, and alteration. 

Order number 139 MSR: $150.00 
CLOSEOUT PRICE: $25.00 

Rexx.Tools for OS/2 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 
Toolkit of two Rexx development tools. 
RexxPack compresses a Rexx command file . 
RexxComp creates an OS/2 exe from a Rexx 
command file providing secure code. 

Order number 298 MSR $149.00 
OUR PRICE $139.95 

Rexx. VIM: The VIM 
Toolkit for Rexx. 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 
Allows Rexx to access cc:Mail and Lotus 
Notes for message creation, addressbook 
activities, in-box automation, and other e
mail activities. Full VIM capabilities from 
within Rexx. 

Order number 294 MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $279.00 

Source Safe 
One Tree Software 
SourceSafe coordinates developers on a LAN, 
and tracks versions of source code modules 
and entire projects. And SourceSafe's PM and 
commandline interfaces provide easy access to 
your entire development system. 

Single User: 
Ordernumber176 MSR: $395.00 

OUR PRICE: $325.00 
Five User: 
Ordernumber177 MSR: $1,595.00 

OUR PRICE: $1,295.00 

SOM Class Administrator 
Synaptec, Inc. 
The SOM Class Administrator is a SOM 
administration utility to help you visually 
inspect all registered SOM classes running on 
an OS/2 workstation. Registered classes are 
presented in a hierarchiacal tree browser. 

Order number 301 MSR $79. 99 
OUR PRICE $74.50 

SPF/PC v 4.0 
Command Technology 
SPF/PC is a powerful file manager and full
screen text editor that emulates IBM's main
frame ISPF/PDF, providing a familiar envi
ronment for mainframe programmers who are 

faced with the challenge of developing on 
a PC. 

Ordernumber186 MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $189.00 

Unite Image Viewer Object 
Version 1.1 
Cirrus 
The first Document Image Viewer SOM 
developer's object specifically for OS/2. Ready 
for use with Watcom's VX-REXX, IBM's 
Visua!Age, or as an API set. The viewer may 
be used for bi tonal, greyscale and JPEG color 
image display, manipulation, and printing. 

Ordernumber324 MSR-$1,200.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,175.00 

Unite Scanner Object 
Version 1.1 
Cirrus 
The first Scanner SOM developer's object 
specifically for OS/2. Ready for use with 
Watcom's VX-REXX, IBM's Visua!Age, or as 
an API set. The scanner object may be used 
with select SCSI based devices, and includes 
the Unite Image Viewer Object. 

Order number 325 MSR: $2,500.00 
OUR PRICE: $2,399.00 

VisPro/REXX 
Hockware 
VisPro/REXX takes the power 
of OS/2, Workplace Shell, and 
the REXX language and har
nesses them into an easy-to-use visual pro
gramming environment. 

VisPro/REXX, Bronze Edition 

Order number 169 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $89.00 

VisPro/REXX, Gold Edition 

Order number 170 MSR: $299.00 

VisualAge 
IBM 

OUR PRICE: $225.00 

Client/server application devel
opment takes on new power 
with Visual Age, which includes visual program
ming tools, a library of reuseable parts, distrib
uted database support, and graphical user inter
face support. Includes IBM Smalltalk object ori
ented programming environment. 

Order number 281 MSR: $2,495.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,595.00 

VX•REXX for OS/2 
Watcom 
Powerful and easy-to-use integrated envi
ronment for developing OS/2 2.x PM 
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applications, including a project manage
ment facility, visual designer and debug
ger. New to this version are otebooks, 
Containers, Sliders Popup menus, DDE, 
objects and more. 

Order number 211 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

Watcom VX-REXX 
Client/Server Edition 
Version 2.1 
Watcom 
A visual development environ

ment for OS/2. Powerful connection, 
query, and chart objects allow you to access 
several databases, manipulate data and 
chart results quickly and easily. Features 
include drag-and-drop programming; 
bound controls; professional multithread
ed, multi-windowed and drag and drop 
enabled application development. 

Ordernumber266 MSR: $ 299.00 

♦ DATABASE 

OB2/2 
IBM 

OUR PRICE: $289.00 

This industrial-strength database 
management system brings to 
your PC desktop and client/server 
LAN environment the function, reliability, and 
performance that users ofDB2 for mainframes 
have come to expect-at an affordable PC price. 
Supports application access from OS/2, DOS, and 
Windows client workstations as well as NetBios 
and Novell !PX/SPX communications protocols. 

DB2/2CDROM 

Ordernumber271A MSR: $425.00 
OUR PRICE: $265.00 

DB2/2 3.5" diskette 

Ordernumber271B MSR· $425.00 
OUR PRICE: $265.00 

DB2/2, Client Server CD-ROM 

Ordernumber272A MSR: $1,995.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,495.00 

DB2/2, Client Server 3.5" diskette 

Ordernumber272B MSR- $1,995.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,495.00 

HODstar™ Supporter 
(100-user license) 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 
Expands upon the Monitor product by adding 
call tracking. Features automatic call alarming, 
self-updating call queues, and support for 
HODstar Pager. Also available in single-user, 
site-wide, and 'unlimited use' license. 

Ordernumber256 MSR- 685.00 
OUR PRICE: $650.00 

Manage-It! 
Baron Software Services 
Manage-It! provides the Help Desk adminis
trator with the necessary software tools to 
track incoming calls, produce statistical reports 
and maintain a knowledgebase essential to the 
support desk. 

Order number 182 MSR- $150.00 
OUR PRICE: $115.00 

OnCmd xBase for OS/2 
On-Line Data 
A native 32-bit PM implementation of the 
popular Xbase language. OnCmd also offers 
an upward migration of DOS and Windows 
Xbase applications into OS/2 with implicit 
multi-user and GUI support 
Order number 214 MSR: $695.00 

OUR PRICE: $160.00 

SQL for OS/2 Version 3.2 
Watcom 
Watcom SQJ, for OS/2 is a high performance 
standalone SQJ, client/server DBMS for OS/2. 
Watcom SQJ, for OS/2 includes a variety of 
interfaces to access Watcom SQJ, from many 
popular OS/2, DOS, and Windows appilcations 
including embedded SQJ, application develop
ment with popular CIC++ compilers. 

Order number 213 MSR· $395.00 
OUR PRICE: $295.00 

♦ HARDWARE 
I 

Warp Speed Light Pens 
Warp S ec · l'Pens, Inc. 

i d Light Pen runs OS/2 
j " ' j re... cursor, cursor wheres the 

cl rsor?" Just touch and go, double click, drag 
and drop, fast and easy. The Warp Speed 
Light Pen frees up 100 square inches of desk 
space. The first 100 orders will receive a free 
T-Shirt: "I got 100 free inches!" 

Order number 210 
With ISA Adapter card: MSR: $199.00 

CLOSEOUT PRICE: $50.00 

Order number 210A 
With MCA Adapter card: MSR: $199.00 

CLOSEOUT PRICE: $50.00 

♦ NETWORKING 

Desktop Observatory 
Pinnacle Technology, Inc. 
Remotely configure and pass
word-protect desktops. Prevent 
deletes, copies, moves, dragging, 
shadows, or renames, or hide 
objects from view. Launch your own C or 
REXX routines on any network client, based 
on event. 

Order number 124 MSR: $179. 00 
OUR PRICE: $75.00 

IBM LAN Server 4.0 
And Upgrades 

LAN Server 4.0 
IBM 
LAN Server is easy to use and easy to 
grow, making it the best network operating 
system for small and medium sized busi
nesses as well as large and corporate instal
lations. Supports OS/2, Windows, and 
Macintosh, as well as most Ethernet and 
Token Ring adapters. 

Lan Server 4.0-Entry, CD-ROM 

Order number 273A MSR· $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $525.00 

Lan Server 4.0-Entry, 3.5" diskette 

Ordernumber273B MSR: $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $525.00 

Lan Server 4.0-Advanced, CD-ROM 
Ordernumber274A MSR· $2295.00 

OUR PRICE: $1,749.00 

Lan Server 4.0-Advanced, 3.5" diskette 

Ordernumber274B MSR: $2295.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,749.00 

LAN Server Upgrades 
Entry to Entry 
Upgrades LAN Server Entry version 2.0 & 
3.0 to LAN Server version 4.0 

Order number 275A (CD-ROM) 

MSR: $395.00 
OUR PRICE: $295.00 

Order number 275B (3.5 diskette) 

MSR- $395.00 
OUR PRICE: $295.00 

Entry to Advanced 
Upgrades LAN Server Versions 1.0, 1.2, 
1.3 and Entry 2.0 & 3.0 and 4.0 

Order number 307 A ( CD-ROM) 

Order number 307B (3.5 diskette) 

MSR: $1,570.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,050.00 

Advanced to Advanced 
Upgrades LAN Server Advanced Version 
2.0 and 3.0 to LAN Server 4.0 

Order number 308A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 308B (3.5 diskette) 
MSR$495.00 

OUR PRICE $325.00 
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HODstar Broadcaster 
(site-wide license) 
HODstar Support Services 
Provide your employees with a quick and con
venienent way to keep up-to-date with your 
company's activities! Employees can browse 
current and older messages, cut and paste criti
cal information such as phone numbers and 
schedules to their own applications, or print 
and save individual messages. Also available in 
'unlimited-use' license.Uses the same database 
as all HODstar products. 

O rder number 302 MSR: $225.00 
OUR PRICE: $210.00 

Unlimited site-license 

Order number 310 MSR: $375.00 
OUR PRICE: $365.00 

HODstar™ Monitor 
(100-user license) 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 
HODstar's base-line product, Monitor pro
vides your support staff complete profiles and 
assignments for all resources on any network 
without giving users access to the actual 
servers. Also available in single-user license, 
site-wide, or 'unlimited use' license. 

Order number 254 MSR- $285.00 
OUR PRICE: $269.00 

LANtastic for OS/2 
Artisoft, Inc. 
LANtastic for OS/2 brings easy to use net
working and peer-to-peer sharing to the OS/2 
platform. 

Order number287 MSR: $139.00 

TCP/1Pv2.0 
IBM 

OUR PRICE: $115.00 

This is a collection ofTCP/IP communication 
tools that allows you to establish an integrated 
computing environment between the most 
popular brands of workstations and hosts
IBM and non-IBM alike. 

Order number276 MSR: $230.00 
OUR PRICE: $165.00 

TCP/2-OS/2 Distribution System 
Essex Systems, Inc. 
This product provides TCP/IP connectivity 
for OS/2. It supports all released versions of 
OS/2 and NDIS, CM, and ODI drivers. 
TCP/2 provides network access from protect
ed, real, and WIN-OS2 sessions, and offers IP 
Gateway capability. 

Order number 125 MSR: $475.00 
OUR PRICE: $399.00 
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♦ MANUFACTURING 

ONSPEC32 
ONSPEC Automation Solutions 
Advanced supervisory control and monitoring 
solution designed to work in a lab or with 
plant-floor automation systems to provide real
time data acquisition, control, alarming and 
trending. Native 32 bit micro version takes full 
advantage of OS/2 power. 

Ordernumber185 MSR: $995.00 

♦ IMAGING 
I 

Unitelite 
Cirrus 

OUR PRICE: $695.00 

UniteLite is a workplace shell enabled imaging 
product for OS/2 2.1 and WARP. Advanced, 
yet easy-to-use features: scan, view, organize 
folders and print. 

Order number289 MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $245.00 

♦ RAID SOFTWARE 

EZRAID for OS/2 
PRO Engineering, Inc. 
This software RAID solution upports RAID 
Levels 0, 1, 4, and 5. It works with SCSI, 
ESDI, and IDE disk interfaces and includes 
powerful array management tools. 

Ordernumber127 MSR: $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $625.00 

♦ BOOKS 

Advanced OS/2 Presentation 
Manager Programming 
Thomas E. Burge and Joseph Celi 
Gohn Wiley & Sons) 
Written by two IBM insiders, this definitive 
reference clearly explains OS/2 and its graph
ical user-interface, the Presentation Manager, 
and provides the reader with tips, tricks, and 
techniques in clear, concise C code. 

Order number 237 MSR: $34. 9 5 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Application Development Using 
OS/2REXX 
Anthony Rudd 
Gohn Wiley & Sons) 
A concise and complete source of information 
necessary for developing applications using 
REXX in an OS/2 environment. Complete 
examples, devoid of superfluous details, make 
even the most complex concepts clear and easy 
to understand. 

Order number 220 MSR·$39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

C and C++ Programming in the 
OS/2 Environment 
by V. Mitra Gopaul 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number 202 

CLIENT/SERVER 
SURVIVAL GUIDE 

WITM 01 ,' 1 

It O L\ l:? f ORF At I 
DAN HAilKl:Y 

MSR:$39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34 .95 

Client Server 
Survival Guide 
for OS/2 
by Robert Orfali 
and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand 
Reinhold) 
Client/server is 
reinventing every 
aspect of computing 
from operating sys-
tems and communi

cations to application architectures. This book 
helps you separate the theory from reality. 

Ordernumber209 MSR· $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Client Server: 
The 10% You Need To Know 
by Randy Langel 
(IBM) 
The book or multimedia CD-ROM are 
in-house consultants that explain all 
the major business, organiza
tional, political, process and 
technology issues of Client/Server. 
Common success factors are detailed and 
Rules-of-Thumb are presented. 

Ordernumber323 MSR: $249.95 
OUR PRICE: $210.00 

Designing OS/2 Applications 
David E. Reich 
Gohn Wiley & Sons) 
The critical issue of basic OS/2 design 
applications are covered in full detail in this 
comprehensive book. OS/2 programmers 
will find coverage of programming and 
application design not documented any
where else. 

Ordernumber238 MSR: $34.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Instant OS/2! Porting C 
Applications to OS/2 
by Len Dorfman 
(McGraw-Hill) 
Instant OS/2! gives C programmers a way to 
create programs and interfaces for DOS and 
OS/2 using the exact same source code! With 
Len Dorfman's platform-tested techniques, 
software developers don't even have to know 
how to use OS/2, much less how to program 
for it. 

O rder number 227 MSR: $34.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 
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Mastering 
OS/2 REXX 
Gabriel F. 
Gargiulo 
(John Wiley & 
Sons) 
Gargiulo applies 
his considerable 
technical and 
teaching talents in 
this book with 
rewarding results. 
Empasizing real
world usage instead 

of theory, his approach guarantees a quick and 
absolute mastery of REXX programming. 

Order number 222 MSR: $39. 95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Maximizing OS/2 2.1 
by John Little, Toby Pennycuff, Marlene 
Semple & Stephen Gutknecht 
(Prentice Hall) 
The advanced guide to showing users how to 
take full advantage ofOS/2's powerful fea
tures. Includes a disk containing 
OS/2 applications; provides task-oriented 
examples and covers the subjects of OS/2 con
nectivity, optimization, and organization. 

Order number 196 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 2.1 Bible w/disk 
by Peter Franken 
(Abacus Books) 
The executive's guide to working 
with IBM's OS/2. Tells you 
everything you want to know about 
OS/2 2.1 and more. IBM accredited. 

Order number 258 MSR· $34. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

OS/2 WARP Bible with Disk 
by Peter Franken 
(Abacus Books) 
The executive's guide to working with IBM's 
WARP. Tells you everything you want to 
know about OS/2 WARP and more. IBM 
accredited. 

Order number 322 MSR· $34. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.00 

OS/2 Online Book Collection 
IBM 
This CD-ROM contains technical documen
tation for IBM programs including LAN 
Server, various development tools, communi
cations, and the OS/2 operating systems 2.0 
and 2.1 . All documentation files are in ASCII 
format and may be viewed using the IBM 
Library readers included on the disk. 

Ordernumber283 MSR· $49.00 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 
Programming for COBOL 
Programmers, Revised Edition 
by Robert B. Chapman 
(John Wiley & Sons) 
Learn all the techniques and basic skills you 
need to create applications using OS/2 2.1, in
cluding the new 32 bit compiler and Presen
tation Manager. 

Order number 223 
MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 Presentation Manager GPI: 
Graphics Programming Guide to 
the 32-bit Operating System 
by Graham C.E. Winn 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
Introduction to simple test and grahics output; 
presentation spaces and device contexts; draw
ing primitives and attributes; fonts; bitmaps; 
color tabels and palettes; coordinate spaces and 
transformation; clipping and regions; orders, 
elements and segments; correlation and 
boundry data accumulation; metafiles; presen
taion manager printing and plotting. 

Ordernumber310 MSR· $36.95 
OUR PRICE: 32.95 

OS/2 2.1 Rexx Handbook, Basics, 
Applications and Tips 
by Hallette German 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
The most thorough and useful guide yet pub
lished on the use of REXX interpreters and 
compilers. Includes a complete basic REXX 
tutorial, plus specific techniques for applica
tions development. 

Ordernumberl48 MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $25.95 

OS/2 V2++ Class Library: Power 
GUI Programming with CSet++ 
by Law, Leong, Love and Tsjui 
This one-stop reference and tutorial provides 
the best ways to use the IBM Class Library: 
User Interface that comes with the IBM C
Set/2 product. It covers functions, usage sce
narios, code examples, and design factors for 
library features ranging from basic to advanced. 
Software developers and power users at all lev
els will benefit from its hands-on guidance to 
using the class library. 

Ordernumber311 MSR: $36.95 
OUR PRICE: $32.95 

PC Users Guide to 
AS400 
by Henry W. Kliewer & 
Bradley D. Kliewer 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
Helps enterprising PC experts hone their skills 
on IBM's premiere mid-range system. 

Order number 244 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

REXX Reference Summary 
Handbook 
(CFS Nevada, Inc.) 
The second edition of the award-winning 
handbook is a 160- page, "keyboard-side" 
companion which details all of the instructions 
and functions in SAA REXX distributed with 
OS/2. 

Ordernumber253 MSR: $19.95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

Stepping Up to OS/2 2. 1 
by R.M Albrecht & M. Plura 
(Abacus Books) 
For users upgrading from DOS to IBM's 
OS/2 2.1. From installation and con
figuration tips to your first 
encounter with the Workplace 
Shell, this book shows you the easy 
way to get started. IBM accredited. 

Ordernumber259 MSR: $16.95 
OUR PRICE: $14.95 

Stepping Up to OS/2 WARP 
by R.M. Albrecht and M. Plura 
(Abacus Books) 
For users upgrading from DOS to IBM's 
OS/2 WARP. From installation and configu
ration tips to your first encounter with the 
Workplace Shell, this book shows you the easy 
ways to get started. IBM accredited. 

Order number 321 MSR: $16. 95 
OUR PRICE: $14.50 

The Ultimate OS/2 File 
Management Tool Kit 
by Len Dorfman and Mike Stegman 
(McGraw-Hill) 
This one-of-a-kind book/disk combination 
gives OS/2 users the information and file man
agement utility programs they need to organize 
their files quickly and easily. The bundled disk 
contains a complete version ofOS/2Tree 1.3. 

Order number 224 MSR· $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $24.95 

Using OS/2 2.1, Third Edition, 
Special Edition 
by Barry Nance 
(Prentice Hall) 
Using OS/2 2.1 delves into networking, securi
ty, client/server applications, and top-notch 
performance tuning. Power users will find in
depth coverage of optimization, configuration, 
and software integration with OS/2. 

Order number 193 MSR: $34. 99 
OUR PRICE: $29.99 

Writing OS/2 REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson 
(McGraw-Hill) 
Comprehensive and easy-to-follow, this much
needed guide gives readers-even those who 
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Client/Server Progra 
2.1, Third Edition 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
A 1000+ page virrual encyclopedia, now fully updated 
for 2.1. Helps programmers write better and faster 
applications that take advantage of the 32-bit environ
ment. All code has been fully retested. 

Ordernumber 150 MSR:$39.95 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $27.50 

Dvorak's Guide to O r~. \j ~i 
by John C. Dvorak, David B. Whlttlk 
McElroy 
(Random House) 

·~ 

Order number 173 MSR-145.00 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $27 .50 

GUI-OOUI War: Wind 
Designer's Guide to Hun\ ~' Interfaces IJ 
by Theo S. Mandel 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
The first comprehensive guide to user interfaces. 
Applying software logic and cognitive psychology, the 
book explores graphical and object oriented user 
interfaces. 

Ordernumber 149 MSR: $29.95 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $19.95 

The 0S/2 2. 1 Corporate Prtwtn111n1m 
Handbook 
by Nora Scholin, Martin Sullivan, and Robin 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
Ths complete guide teaches a modular approach to 

quick and efficient writing of software. Likely trouble 
spots are covered; the authors' suggestions on effective 
programming will save considerable time and 
frustration. 

Order number 147 MSR· 139. 95 

CLEARANCE PRICE: $29.95 

WIN FUNCTIONS: OS/2 (le 

Reference Library, Volume 
by Nora Scholin 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Ordernumber201 MSR-$19.95 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $14.95 

Writing OS/2 2.1 Dev 
Second Edition/Updated and 
by Steven J. Mastrianni, Foreword by John 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
The update of this popular guide provides program
mers and developers with the skills they need to write 
bug-free device drivers and get applications up and 
running. 

Order number 146 MSR $39. 95 
CLEARANCE PRICE: $27.50 
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are new to RE.XX-the tools to construct pro
grams of varying levels of sophis tication. 

O rder number 225 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Writing VX-REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson 
(McGraw-Hill) 
T his book/disk combination tells OS/2 pro
grammers and developers everything they need 
know to use the WatcomVX-REXX language 
to create RE.XX programs that have a visual 
interface. Written with the full support of 
W atcom, it's an essential guide for anybody 
who has purchased the VX-RE.XX program 
but needs more "how to use it" information 
than the manual provides. 

Ordernumber 230 MSR : $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Your OS/2 2.1 Consultant 
by H erb Tyson 
(Prentice Hall) 
T he ultimate end-user consultant. Tyson pro
vides tips, tricks, and troubleshooting tech
niques for IBM's popular operating system. 

Order number 191 MSR Price: $24. 95 

♦ GAMES 

OS/2 Poker 1.0 
Reed Software, Inc. 

OUR PRICE: $19.95 

OS/2 Poker is two games in one. The Video 
Poker game is just like playing a real casino 
video poker machine. The Interactive Poker 
game lets you play your cards against the 
Dealer's. A variety of options are available 
including selecting your favorite color scheme, 
and viewing statistics about your play. Sound 
effects can be rurned on and off. 

Order number 268 MSR: $49.95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

OS/2 Blackjack 1.0 
Reed Software 
Written by a former Las Vegas Casino Pit 
Boss, OS/2 Blackjack is easy for the beginner 
to play, yet challenging for the advanced play
er. Choose from a variety of options for the 
rules of the game to simulate the house rules of 
your favorite casino. 

Order number 242 MSR: $49. 95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

SimCity Classic 
for Unix and OS/2 
DUX 
A full native, 32 bit version of the award win
ning game that lets you become mayor of your 
own evolving, growing city. 

Order number 288 MSR- $49.00 
OUR PRICE: $39.00 

Trickle Down 
MultiGrain Solutions 
Trickle Down challenges the cre
ativity of children and adults 
alike to develop strategies that 
defeat its crafty artificial intelligence 
and still have plenty of fun. 

Ordernumber297 MSR $29.95 
OUR PRICE $1 2.50 

♦ OS/2 PRO MERCHANDISE 

OS/2 Professional T-Shirt 
White 50% blend, colorful OS/2 Professional 
logo. Adult size (XL) only. 

O rder number 130 
OUR PRICE: $1 2.00 

OS/2 Professional baseball cap 
White cotton twill with colorful OS/2 
Professional logo. 

Order number 131 
OUR PRICE: $7 .95 

OS/2 Professional Warp T-Shirt 
Warp yourselfl with the exclusive OS/2 
Professional Warp Launch T-Shirt. Gold 
100% pre-shrunk cotton. Adult size (XL) only. 

Order number 291 
OUR PRICE: $10.00 

♦ 05/2 PRO MEDIA 

OS/2 Professional Magazine 
Keep up with the latest 
developments 
in the ever-changing 
world of the multitask
ing, multipiping OS/2 
operating system, and 
save $17.40 off the new
stand price. Not good 
enough? We'll throw in 
a free Borg poster with 
any paid subscription. 
Price: $30 U.S.; $45 Canada and Mexico; $75 
Overseas air. 

Order number 134 

OS/2 Professional Magazine-
back issues 
Miss an important event in the OS/2 world? 
We've got a simple solution! April '94 thru cur
rent issue, $7.00 each. For issues prior to April 
'94-call for 
special price. 

O rder number 135 



♦ ORDERING 

PRICING 
OS/2 Express prices its items below man
ufacturers' suggested retail. Prices are sub
ject to change without notice. All prices 
expire February 15, 1995. 

HOW TO ORDER 
By phone: 
Call our kwik-order desk at 1-800-OS2-
KWIK (1-800-672-5945). 
Canada/Overseas (612) 823-6255. Please 
note new hours: 
M-F 8AM-8PM, SAT 9AM-5PM CENTRIIL. 
Please have the following information in 
front of you when you call: 
v' Qyantity, name, and order number of 
each product you want to order 
v' Your VISA or MasterCard number 
(including expiration date) 
v' A complete street address for delivery 

By fax: 
Fax your completed order form (be sure to 
include VISA or MasterCard number and 
expiration date) to: (612) 823-6267. 

By mail: 
Mail us your completed order form with 
check or money order ( or indicate your 
VISA or MasterCard number and expiration 
date). Mail to: OS/2 Express, 4604 Chicago 
Ave., So., Minneapolis, MN 55407. 

SHIPPING AND RETURNS 
OS/2 Express ships available stock on the 
same business day, but we cannot guaran
tee shipping or arrival dates. If we've made 
a shipping error, we'll fix it. If a product is 
defective, we will assist you in getting a 
replacement from the manufacturer. You 
can return any product to us for refund or 
replacement within 30 days of the date 
you ordered it, but all returns must first be 
authorized by our RMA number (return 
merchandise authorization number). All 
returned merchandise must be complete 
and in its original packaging. Shipping 
charges are not refundable. Return ship
ping charges are not reimbursable. $5.00 
restocking fee per returned item regardless 
of the reason. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
OS/2 Express makes no representations 
about the functionality of products 
offered, and offers no guarantees or war
ranties, or support availability expressed or 
implied. All product defects are the 
responsibility of the manufacturer. OS/2 
Express is a reader ordering service of 
0S/2 Professional Magazine. Unless other
wise notified in writing, all sales are for 
commercial purposes only. OS/2 is a reg
istered trademark of IBM. All other 
trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. Jurisdiction: 
Montgomery County, MD. 

SHIPPING 
Normal shipping is Priority Mail and will be 
charged to your order. 0-5 lbs. $7.00, 6-10 
lbs. $12.00. Continental U.S. only. 
Canada, international and rush 
orders-additional charges apply. 

♦ ORDER FORM 1 /95 

Qty. Item# Description Unit Price Total 

'lJid ~ Add Wa11p :Jo. ~ O'iae/1,? 

Subtotal 

.......... Sales Tax (MN deliveries add 6.5%, MD 5%, NY 7%) 

U.S. Shipping & Handling (0-5 lbs: $7 .00, 6-10 lbs: $12.00) 

Rush Delivery (call for Charges) 

TOTAL AMOUNT 

- I 

MAIL ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 
4604 Chicago Ave., So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 

FAX ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 
(612) 823-6267 

ORDERED BY: !please print clearly) 

PHONE ORDER TO: 
(800) OS2-KWIK 
(800) 672-5945 
International (612) 823-6255 
M-F 8AM-8PM CST 

SAT 9AM-5PM CST 

Name----------------------------------

Company ---------------------------------

Street Address ______________________________ _ 

City State Zip -------------------------------

Daytime Phone: ______________________________ _ 

SHIP TO: {if different than 'Ordered by'l 

Name _________________________________ _ 

Company ---------------------------------

Street Address ______________________________ _ 
(UPS cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) 

City State Zip ______________________________ _ 

Daytime Phone ______________________________ _ 

PAYMENT METHOD: Please do not send cash 
0 Enclosed a check or money order in U.S. Funds. Checks must have your name preprinted. Returned 

checks are subject to a service charge for the greater of $15 or maximum amount allowed by state law. 

□ VISA Card# ___________ _________ Exp. Date ___ _ 

0 MasterCard 

Print Name. ________________________________ _ 

Signature ---------------------------------
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OS/2 BakupWiz™ is the SCSI tape backup 
solution you have been looking for! Designed to 

exploit OS/2's multiple threading, BakupWiz 
gives you a quick and reliable method to com-

TM pletely back up your OS/2 system. HPFS and FAT 
file systems are supported and Extended Attributes, Long File Names, System files, and the Workplace Shell are 
backed up. You can even restore your entire OS/2 boot volume from tape! 
Ease of use is another of OS/2 BakupWiz's strong points. A simple, character oriented menu interface and com
mand line operation are provided. OS/2 BakupWiz comes with support for most 1/4", 4mm (DAT), and 8mm tape 
devices. BakupWiz can also backup to other hard drives, file servers, minis/mainframes via TCP/IP, and remov
able drives including Bernoulli, Syquest, diskette, and magneto optical. There is even a version of OS/2 BakupWiz 
that supports many of the automatic tape changer mechanisms. Any SCSI host 
adapter that has an ADD driver can be used with OS/2 BakupWiz. 

PCX also works hard to keep you satisfied alter the sale with outstanding customer sup
port. Being a small and aggressive company means that we can respond to your needs that much quicker. 

OS/2 BakupWiz is priced at $149 (autochanger version $399). PCX also has a competitive upgrade program 
where you can purchase OS/2 BakupWiz for just $49 by sending in an eligible competing product. We offer a 30 
day money back guarantee to protect you in case OS/2 BakupWiz does not work for you! Call our toll free number 
and order today! 

forOS/2 for LAN Server 

PortaTape™ is your complete 
portable tape backup solution for OS/2. 

Using high speed SCSI tape devices, the 
PortaTape line offers capacities ranging 

from 250 megabytes to 10 gigabytes. Offering backup speeds from 6 to over 18 megabytes per 
minute when using a high speed, bidirectional printer port, units in the PortaTape series are 
priced from $995. 
Members of the PortaTape series utilize a range ol SCSI tape drives including 1/4 inch, 4mm, 

and 8 mm mounted in low profile external enclosures. Connection to the host system is via the sys
tem's parallel printer port, which may be utilized concurrently with tape drive operation. A copy of OS/2 BakupWiz 

is included with each PortaTape. 
PCX also markets a complete line of standard SCSI tape backup units nmgiag ID capar:ilr 

and external models, these units are priced from $550. For very large backup needs, PCX alien 
loader mechanisms from 48gB lo over I lerabyte. 

258mB Iv ever IOgB. Available in both internal 

LinkWiz™ transfers files between OS/2 
and/or DOS/Windows systems, over parallel cable, 
at 5 megabytes per minute - several limes faster 
than any other file transfer utility. 

tape 

Now ... transfer files at up to 5 megabytes per minute between OS/2 and OS/2, or OS/2 and DOS/Windows, 
or DOS/Windows and DOS/Windows, or OS/2 and UNIX, or DOS/Windows and UNIX. 

If you have lots of lime on your hands, stay with your old transfer utility. But... if you want warp speed file 
transfers of large production size files and directories, then LinkWiz™ is for you! LinkWiz was developed to 
unleash the power of OS/2. 
■ Installs and runs in only minutes. ■ Intuitive operation allows anyone to make simple or massive 
warp speed data transfer between systems. ■ Special parallel and serial transfer cables are included. 
■ Supports Presentation Manager, long file names, extended attributes and blindingly fast 32 bit I/0. ■ Clone hundreds 
of other OS/2 systems from a single "seed" OS/2 system. 
■ DOS/Windows and OS/2 version list price is $149. 
Call about our competitive upgrade offer. 

FDR MORE INFORMATION DR TD ORDER CALL: 

1-800-800-4PCX If you are ready for a next generation warp speed 
performance file transfer utility ... try LinkWiz now! 
Call or fax your order today! ex 3525 Del Mar Heights Raad, Suite 313, San Diego, CA 92130 

(619) 259-9797 · Fax: (619) 481-6474 

Shipping Is non-rehmdable. No cancellations on special order items. 20% restocking lee an hardware rehmds within 30 days. Na rehmds or exchanges after 30 days. Prices subject ta change. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 
Circle #123 

E PHl ~S~ 
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Visual Programming Comes of Age 
In an increasingly OOUI-GUI world, IBM's VisualAge helps users 

and developers work together to build better applications. 

BY KELLEY SHADDRICK 

I t's long been said that a picture is worth a thousand words. 

VisualAge, IBM's Smalltalk-based visual development tool, 

lends new meaning to this old maxim. In the modern code 

generation sense, such development tools are worth at least a 

thousand lines of code. Like 

other visual platforms, Visu

alAge offers a fairly complete 

development environment. 

However, unlike most others, 

Smalltalk.gives IBM's product 

an object oriented edge. 

_JSIICky 

., ..... ~-

ible, accessible for use through the programmed interface. Non

visual parts include items like files, databases, and collections. 

For those parts not provided in the package, programmers have 

several options for developing new ones: You can incorporate 

existing C and COBOL 

code, write new code with 

Smalltalk, or combine the 

features of existing parts. 

VisualAge comes in two fla

vors, standalone and a team 

version. The optional team 

environment adds a central 

repository, located on a net

work file server, that allows 

programmers to share and 

maintain classes, while 

establishing ownership and 

With its strengths as a 

client/server development 

tool, VisualAge enables pro

grammers to develop mission 

critical business applications 

quickly. The programming 

environment consists of a 

graphical user interface, an 

application builder, and a 

Rgure1. A view of an already constructed application in Visual Age's 
Composition Editor mode. This photo shows the application's parts 
and their connections. 

version control so parts can 

be managed properly. In 

addition to shared parts, the 

library of parts. It supports multiple communications protocols 

and interfaces and multiple databases, has enhanced DLL sup

port, and supports a team programming environment. 

Parts of the Whole 
VisualAge provides a large collection of software objects that help 

you build applications immediately. The core of VisualAge is 

these parts-self-contained software objects that have a stan

dardized public interface, including a set of external features that 

allow the parts to interact with each other. 

Parts come in two major varieties: visual and nonvisual. Visu

al parts appear as visible objects at run time: pushbuttons, win

dows, data en try fields, and the like. N onvisual parts remain in vis-

team version loads most of the code onto a server, leaving your local 

disk largely uncluttered. 

Setup 
I tested the team version on a 486/50 server with 32mb of RAM 

running IBM LAN Server 3.0 Advanced. The client PC was a 

486/50 with 24mb of RAM and 500mb of hard drive space 

running OS/2 2.1. That substantial amount of RAM was essen

tial-when I stepped down to a client with 16mb, VisualAge 

was too slow for productive development use. However, the 

resulting applications could get by with 12mb. Memory was addi

tionally impacted by Lotus Notes, Communications Manager/2, 

and DB2/2, all of which were running at the same time (a fairly 
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Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #202 

Easy OS/2 Backup & Install Solutions. 
Tape & Rewritable Opticals. 

Our Software lets you Backup OS/2 HPFS, FAT, and Hidden Files. 
"Plug & Play" with Parallel and SCSI Port connections. 

Also DOS, Windows, Novell, Mac, Peer to Peer, Pick, and Unix 

TAPE BACKUP STORAGE REWRITABLE OPTICAL STORAGE 
• 600 Meg & 1.2, 2, 4, 8, & 10 Gig Capacity • 230 Meg & 1.3 Gig Rewritable Optical Disks 
• Tapes format "On the Fly" • Seek Time 28msec 
• One standard hard drive backup solution 

for every computer in your office! 
• Ideal for active memory, mass storage/ 

retrieval, archiving, backup, portable 

• One disk boot computing, etc.! 

Analog & Digital Peripherals Inc. 
P.O. Box 499 • Troy, Ohio 45373 
513-339-2241 • FAX 513-339-0070 

Call 7-800-758-7047 
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typical configuration in a client/server environment). The mem

ory bite may very well be the single largest disadvantage with 

VisualAge. 

Installation was easy and straightforward, requiring nothing 

more than following the install instructions. I discovered only 

very minor problems. In a few places the documentation incor

rectly specified a field name or screen name, but selection of the 

proper item was obvious. 

The VisualAge folder contains not only the VisualAge icon 

but also a host of on-line documentation including guides for 

multimedia, communications, SOM, and team development; a 

database reference; and a users' guide. The on-line manuals 

appear to be complete and easy to use. The sampling of tutorial 

and introductory information I used was very helpful. 

Developing an Application 
From VisualAge's initial System Transcript window you can 

establish the data environment you'll be working in by selecting 

Database from the Visual Tools pull-down menu. VisualAge 

supports several leading databases, including DB2/2, Oracle, 

Sybase, and the AS/400. For testing purposes I ran a local copy 

ofDB2/2. 

Once you've established the data environment, you can get to 

the real work at hand: developing the application. After selecting 

Launch from the same pull-down menu, you name your applica

tion from another menu. Your new project then appears in the list 

of applications. A quick double-click brings up the Application 

Browser window. From there, you create a visual part from the 

Classes pull-down menu and enter the composition editor, the 

workhorse ofVisualAge. 

Like other visual development tools, the VisualAge composi

tion editor has a pallet of parts, a free-form design area, and a tool

bar. To develop your application, you select the required parts and 

drop them on the design area. Visual parts go in the blank win

dow; you place nonvisual parts outside of the window on the 

design area. 

After arranging the parts, you establish the connections. This 

is one of the neatest parts of VisualAge. IBM's introductory 

example effectively demonstrates the process through the con

struction of a to-do list. This application has four visual parts: 

a data entry field, a list box, an add button, and a remove 

button. It also has one nonvisual part, an ordered collection. 

I'll use this example to give you an idea of the connection 
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process; note how few actions it requires. 

Since the visual list box corresponds to the data items in the 

ordered collection, the first connection establishes this relation

ship. Clicking the right mouse button over the ordered collection 

brings up the part's pop-up menu. You establish one end of the 

connection by selecting Connect followed by Self. Left clicking 

the mouse over the list object completes the connection. Visu

alAge draws a line between the objects to illustrate the relation

ship between the collection and the list. 

The basic click-and-connect theme repeats itself throughout 

the process, with minor variations. For example, when designat

ing a button action, you follow the Connect object menu selec

tion with Clicked (e.g., establish a connection when the user 

clicks the button). In the to-do list example, the target of this 

operation then becomes the list object and its associated Add 

action. Again, a line visually demonstrates the connection, but you 

must perform one more step to designate what gets added when 

you click the button. A Connect String from the text entry box 

to the line between the button and the list box completes the pic

ture. With a few more variations, you can establish a link between 

a Remove button and deleting an item from the list. 

The Real World 
I created several PIM-style database applications using the same 

process. More importantly, I never wrote a line of Smalltalk code. 

The appeal of VisualAge is that manual code grinding remains 

minimal so long as the parts to build your application exist. For

tunately, VisualAge provides plenty of useful parts. 

The shift from a written/procedural to a visual/object orient

ed programming medium establishes a new paradigm. With pro

cedural languages, the separation between developers and users 

remains wide. Developers analyze, design, and code the applica

tion.Users have some influence, but often remain acutely unaware 

of the process by which applications develop and unable to com

municate their requirements effectively. 

With VisualAge, though, you have fabricators, builders, and 

users. The fabricators, a relatively small group, build parts using 

the Smalltalk language (or existing code and parts). The largest 

group is the builders, who use those parts to build applications. 

Builders include not only programmers, but users. As the lines of 

demarcation between developers and users becomes less formi

dable, communications between them becomes easier, and appli

cations are more likely to meet the users' requirements. 

HP ScanJet II 
support 
Workplace 
Shell enabled 
File cabinet 
and folder 
management 

Desktop 
Imaging 
forOS/2 
Unitelite™is the exciting 
new desktop imaging 
solution from established 
imaging leader, Cirrus 
Technology. 
Scan, view and organize 
your documents right from 
your desktop. Exchange 
files with leading 0S/2 
fax software. Powerful 
drag-and-drop features. 
And, Unitelite is designed 
for 0S/2 Warp, Version 3. 
It's all here. 
User friendly yet full 
featured, Unitelite helps 
you manage your work 
your way. 

1-800-272-1135 
Cirrus Technology 

Fourth Floor, 5301 Buckeystown Pike, Frederick, Maryland 21701 

ORDER PRODUCT NUMBER "CIR-UTE-1" 
Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #4 
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Solve your OS/2 
Communications Needs. 

P~\IC0~1)1 
ti Supports terminal emulation, file transfers (including Xmodem, 
Ymodem, Zmodem, Kermit, and CISB protocols), internal script lan
guage. ti Uses the REXX that comes with 0S/2 for scripts, drag and 
drop, and many other features . ti Can be set up to use a modem pool 
with Lan Server. ti Allows total keyboard remapping. 

List price: $99. 95 plus shipping and handling 

1\1lJL1LI-NJET IBJB§ 
ti Designed to be very configuable, yet easy to install and maintain. 
ti External programs can be executed directly from the main menu as 
well as from displayed files. ti REXX programs can be used as exter
nal programs, allowing you to access SQJ., data bases, 0S/2 com
mands, as well as most BBS functions including file transfer protocols. 
ti LAN version allows 0S/2 workstations on the LAN to log onto the 
BBS (including E-mail). ti Ideal for product support. 

Prices start as tow as $195.00 

Multi-Net Communications 
15702 Black Bear Ct., Klamath Falls, OR 97601 

(503) 883-8099 BBS (503) 883-8197 

Circle #201 

Fc:>rms= , 040, V"V".2, .2, 06, 2.44-"1, 88.2.9 
Sc::l-.edt..11e-s: A., B,. C, C>, E, EiC, R, SE 

c:>irec-t: C>epe>sit by IRS A.ppre>va.l "I 040PC: 

Easy lo Use -Automatic Calculation - Final Review & 
Analysis - Comprehensive "WHAT-IF" - Direct Deposit 

with IRS Approved I 040PC - Tax Tips - ETC. 
The best OS/2. personal tax software Is better than 
ever because it is FR.EE to the first 250,000 orders. 

:;=~;n: ~~[;!o;;~!,7 95 
S&H) Send check to: 

Final Ver&lon ($7.95 S&H) Bl'&TC'onsu.rncrTechnoloey 
Ships in Late Jan95 30251 Golden Lantern - Stl.ite E 405 

!3~~ ~:~~~C:,"n!~~d;!
5
7 ~~~ Tax ~•_.._g_o_ru1_N_lg_u_c1_,_c.A_9_26_77 ___ __, 

Or get. your credit card ready and calJ (24 J1ours - 7 days): 

I-Nt)()-1)§2-T ,tJXIJ tJl/aa tJT l -~72-§2{}.J 
stripfing & Handfing (S&H) Chaige is no,Hefundable ftTust K•rit, or mention cod,: o.,;JP."tO I 

BT&T CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY 
Available free with any OS/2 EXPRESS order ($4 S&H) Circle #191 
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IBM's VisualAge offer both MIS staff and trained users a 

powerful development platform. Through its use of object ori

ented models, reuse of existing C and COBOL code, and 

reusable parts, VisualAge leverages the skills of both program

mers and users to produce business applications. It supports both 

the OS/2 and Windows environments, and supports a wide 

range of tools and databases. VisualAge ships with a large col

lection of parts, with the promise of many more to come from 

third-party developers. 

I found that although I could create applications in fairly short 

order, training in both object oriented fundamentals and in Visu

alAge itself is mandatory. MIS staff moving from a procedural 

language to VisualAge need to understand 00 design and devel

opment as well as programming in a visual environment. This can 

be a drawback in a busy environment, but the investment should 

yield a rapid payoff. 

Price remains the final hurdle. At $4,995 for a team license and 

$2,495 for a standalone license, the cost of entry is steep. Howev

er, these prices are in line with competitive products such as Dig

italk's PARTS Workbench v2.0, which is priced at $1,995 for a 

single user. Those companies that run OS/2 with at least 24mb of 

memory for developers and 12mb for users won't have a problem 

running VisualAge. Those with less will need to include the cost 

of memory upgrades as well. ♦ 

Kelley Shaddrick is director ef networking and technical support with 

EBP HealthPlans, a Minneapolis based managed healthcare compa

ny. He can be reached on CompuServe at 75671,110. 

AT A GLANCE 

Visual Age 2.0 
IBM Direct 

4111 Northside Parkway 

Atlnta, GA 303327 

(800) 426-2255 

List Price: single version $2,495 

team version: $4,995 
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Relish Cuts the 
BY MERRILL R. (RICK) CHAPMAN 

I f you're tired of scraping Post-it notes off your monitor screen 

and scrambling for that always buried Day-Timer, consider 

spreading Sundial Systems' Relish on your computer desktop. 

This 32bit OS/2-specific PIM integrates tightlywith the Work

place Shell. (Yes, taking my cue from Sundial, there will be sev

eral bad deli puns in this review.) 

The first thing you have a right to ask of any PIM is that it 

allow you to sit down and immediately do something useful. Rel

ish meets that test. Its inter-

face is logical, intuitive, and 

inviting. You will be entering 

names into its address book 

and getting yourself orga

nized five minutes after 

installing the product. 

and converting them into English. It was able to convert "w de 

14 94" into Wed Dec 14 1994 with no trouble, thank you. A time 

bar also simplifies time notation: just place your cursor on the slid

er and entries like 10:45 to 12:55 are typed for you. It would be 

even nicer if the program would allow me to bop over to the cal

endar, move to a date several weeks in advance, pick it, and have 

it link to the note. Right now, you must either type the date or 

click repeatedly on a next date button. 

Like any self-respecting 

Recently updated to ver

sion 2.20, Relish sports two 

interfaces, original and 

"trendy" (theirword). If you're 

a new user, go straight for the 

interface nouveau. Long time 

users should probably switch 

over as well. 

The primary metaphor of 

Relish is the Note. Relish 

Figure 1: A view of the Relish Desktop, including the Note Palette, 
Monthly Calendar, and the Add Phone Book entry screen. 

PIM, Relish sports a flashy 

icon bar. Right clicking on 

an icon displays a pop-up 

menu with the name of the 

icon; help on the icon; and 

delete, move, insert, and 

setup options. It's tasty, but 

I would still like to see 

explanatory text under each 

icon. Another nice touch is 

that when you minimize 

Relish, it displays a month

ly calendar that you can park 

in a handy spot on your 

desktop. (You can turn this 

offers seven different types of notes: appointments, meetings, 

notations (a general purpose note), run programs, phone calls, to 

dos, and phone book entries. Each is created separately. Notes are 

stored in lists and can be organized and viewed on a daily, week

ly, or monthly basis, or for any time period you choose. Your notes 

can also be organized into logical groups-allowing you, for 

instance, to organize family information separately from business. 

A key attraction of Relish is its flexibility. For example, notes 

of one type can easily be turned into another. Does a phone call 

need to be rescheduled as a meeting? No problem. Simply call 

up the note, enter new information if necessary, then pick a new 

note type. 

Relish is almost a genius at recognizing different date formats 

off if you like.) 

The product provides menu items for viewing your To Do list, 

Phone Book, Floating Notes, and Overdue items. Oddly enough, 

Relish does not provide an immediate view of meetings or phone 

calls. I think it should. However, you can develop such views by 

using the program's lookup features. 

Relish's time and task scheduling facilities are basic, but pow

erful enough for an individual's needs. The program allows you 

to schedule your time by day, week, or whatever period you'd like. 

Unlike some more dictatorial programs I've looked at, this PIM 

will let you overbook a time period. 

As befits an OS/2 product, Relish makes extensive use of drag 

and drop. If you need to change a meeting date, you can simply 

drag it to the calendar and drop it on the appropriate day for an 
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Take control of your 0S/2 scheduling needs with 
Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 

ATS 
Version 3.0 

Are you looking for a way to 
manage your production job 
streams? • Do you have pro
grams that need to run after the 
completion of one or more other 
programs? • Do you want to 
process files that have just been 
received from another system or 
modified locally? • Do you need 
to schedule around holidays and 
periods of heavy CPU load? 

With ATS you can run your pro
grams when YOU want them to 
run without you having to be 
there. 

Major Features of ATS for 0S/2: 

v Manage production job 
streams 

v Programs can be scheduled 
to run anytime 

v Programs can be dependent 
upon files, other programs, 
holiday schedules, and 
external signals 

v Integrated operators console 
v Logging-to file and console 
New Features: 
v Job queues-for managing 

your resources while 
managing your tasks 

v Periodic scheduling 
v Complete API and command 

line interface ~ 

MHR ~ 
Software and Consulting 

2227 U.S. Highway #1 • Suite 146 • North Brunswick, NJ 08902 
Voice: (908) 821-0359 • Fax: (908) 821-0350 • CompuServe 70312,627 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #92 

WHEN THE 
MEDIA 
TOUTS 
YOUR 
PRODUCT, 

PEOPLE 
WILL TALK. 

We produce effective public 
relations for high tech products. 

With over sixteen years of experience in 
positioning products in high profile reviews 
and feature articles, we know how to get 
results. 

Isn't it time you got wired to the media? 

1-800-287-2279 Steve Simon, Ext. 237. 

PUEJL..IC:: R£L..ATIC>NS 

Circle #278 
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automatic update. And of course you can print out your calen

dars and other information in several different formats, includ

ing some of the popular Avery layouts. However, if you need to 

do extensive departmental or enterprise scheduling, a dedicated 

product like IBM's Time and Place/2 is a better choice. 

In previous versions of Relish you could not have more than 

one view of your information displayed at a time. The latest ver

sion overcomes this problem with what Sundial calls "Buns." 

(Yes, I know, but that's what they call them.) A Bun is an object 

that spins off a separate Relish session. The new session then dis

plays the view you wish associated with theJ3ua-:---Ycmmay run as 

many, er, Buns as you wish, and they are all hot-linked, with rel

evant changes in one showing up in every other. Sundial provides 

you with a collection of standard Buns and you create new ones 

by simply tearing a new Bun off the Bun template. 

Buns are a very neat example of how a product can take advan

tage of OS/2's object orientation and SOM to quickly add new 

capability to a product without major recoding-developers, take 

note. 

The biggest fly in the Relish jar is the program's lack of a built

in backup feature. Most of us develop a very personal relationship 

with our data, and Relish needs to do a better job of assuring us 

that it is thinking of our welfare. 

Despite its lack of an organized backup procedure, Relish is a 

fine mix of power and ease of use and takes full advantage of 

OS/2. It has a permanent place on my desktop. ♦ 

Merrill R. (Rick) Chapman is president of Aegis Resources, a software 
marketing consultingjirm. He is also the author efThe Product Mar
keting Handbook, a marketing guide for software publishers, and the 
coauthor of the Software Publishers Association's U.S. Software Chan
nel Marketing. 

AT A GLANCE 

Relish 2.20 
Sundial Systems Corporation 

909 Electric Ave., Ste. 204 

Seal Beach, CA 907 40 

(310) 596-5121 

List price: $89.00 



VOTE NOW 
for the 1995 OS/2 Professional 

Update Awards 
Recognizing companies and products for excellence in optimizing 

and broadening the OS/2 environment. 

OS/2 Professional judges will evaluate products nominated by our readers and contrib
utors in 12 categories. That means we need you, our readers, to give us your input. 

Winners will be announced at the opening night reception of this year's OS/2 
Technical Update attached to NetWorld+Interop, March 27-30, in Las Vegas. 

So send in your nominations now! 

Best OS/2 Compatible System 
The best overall hardware platform for OS/2. 

Best OS/2 Laptop 
The best designed portable PC as an OS/2 platform. 

Best OS/2 Monitor 
The best display in an OS/2 environment. 

Best OS/2 Printer 
The best printer in an OS/2 environment. 

Best Backup System 
The best native OS/2 backup technology. 

Best Communications Tool 
The best available native OS/2 communications software. 

Best OS/2 Utility 
The most innovative and useful OS/2 utility. 

Best OS/2 Word Processor 
The best 32 bit OS/2 word processor. 

Best Compiler 
The most useful compiler within the 0S/2 environment. 

Best Visual Development Tool 
The best native OS/2 tool for creating GUI application 

components. 

Best REXX Tool 
The most innovative and useful REXX utility. 

Best OS/2 Book 
The best book for OS/2 users. 

Your name, title, address, and phone number: 

Judges: Edwin Black, Bradley D. Kliewer, Michael S. Kogan, Chris Wees. 

Photocopy this page and fax to 301-770-7062, or mail to OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD, 20852 
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0S/2 Vendor Council 
"Growing the market for OS/2 and related products ." 

Performance Plus Version 3 by 
Clear & Simple, Inc. 

Performance Plus, Version 3, a tuning and 
utility kit for OS/2 Warp and 2.1, is simple 
enough for an end-user yet powerful 
enough for a techie! A new simple interface 
(GUI) and fine tunes your system with con
text sensitive help that "teaches whi le you 
tune. " Includes a DOS/Win application 
optimizer and numerous other new fea
tures. Comes with extra diskette filled with 
spectacular OS/2 bitmaps. 

= 

' 
~ A KopyKat 

Y by Hilgraeve 
KopyKat is a graphical OS/2 remote control 
solution . You can display the entire desktop of 
a remote OS/2 system in a window on your 
OS/2 system. Do anything remotely, that you 
can do locally. KopyKat supports 200+ 
modems by name and any Netbios compati
ble network. 

SkyScraper™, Desktop 
Manager for OS/ 2 by Binar 

Now you can realize the full power of OS/2 with 
Skyscraper™, Desktop Manager for OS/2 . 
Switch between your open applications instantly, 
run all of your applications full screen at the same 
time, and launch programs and DOS or OS/2 
text sessions with our Program Launcher. With 
SkyScraper you can completely customize your 
OS/2 environment! 

A OnCmd xBase for OS/2 by 
Y On-Line Data 
OnCmd harnesses the power and the speed of 
OS/2, enabling you to create native 32 bit GUI 
applications in the familiar xBase language. 
OnCmd's user-friendly development environ
ment comes with screen painter, report genera
tor, and is client/server ready. Unlimited runtime 
licensing available. 

PowerPak by 

A LinkRight by Rightware 
Y LinkRight is a parallel port and serial 
port file transfer utility made especially for 
OS/2. The package includes a PM version, 
an OS/2 command line version, and a DOS 
version. Maintain EA's and long file names. 
Supports HPFS and FAT files. CRC check
ing to insure accurate transfers. Com
patible with Laplink cables. 

Arcadia Technologies, Inc. 
The PowerPak is an indispensible add-on 
tool for your IBM Works suite. It creates pro
grams for maintaining Works databases and 
schedules them according to your require
ments. Ask your dealers for special bundle 
price (only $15!) with Warp upgrade. 

A Relish by 
Y Sundial Systems Corp. 
Calender, to do's, and phone book-inte
grated for reliability, independent for flexi 
bility. Schedule easily; categorize com
mitments; repeat events; print schedules; 
run programs; dial calls; prioritize to do's. 
So convenient! Buns with hot- linked 
views; extensive drag-drop; LAN version, 
too. 

A Window Washer & Open Shutter 
Y by One Up Corporation 
Window Washer is a screen saver for OS/2 
which provides password protection and 
Full Screen keyboard monitoring. Version 
2.0 features many exciting effects, digital 
audio and video. Open Shutter is a screen 
capture utility that allows users to capture 
desktop images, modify, then output to a 
printer, clipboard or a variety of file for
mats. 

======== These products are certified for 0S/2 ======== 

Call (415) 491-1565 for more information on the Vendor Council. 
Available through 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

._._ EXPRESS 
1-800-OS2-KWIK 

PROVANTAGE 
1-800-336-1166 1-800-776-8284 
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MARKETLINE 
Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 
On-line Development Tool Nears Beta 

A small group of program
mers in Texas has developed 
an OS/2-based software 
architecture for building cus
tom on-line services. Influ
ence Online Systems, based in 
Houston, hopes to begin beta 
testing I-Online sometime 
next month. 

The company initially plans 
to utilize the software to 
design custom on-line services 
from the ground up for 
clients, and it is specifically 
targeting the cable industry. 

Put a rhino on 
your screen 
Rhintek, Inc. has released 
RhinoCom vl.0, a native 
OS/2 PM communications 
package geared toward the 
business and professional user. 
RhinoCom was built on an 
object oriented model, with 
object icons representing ses
sions, configurations, and dial
ing directory entries. It is fully 
multithreaded and designed to 
accommodate multiple ses
sions in multiple comm port 
environments. Transfer proto
col support includes XMO
DEM, YMODEM, ZMO
DEM, and VTl00 and ANSI 
terminal emulation. 

RhinoCom is now available 

1-0nline's software architecture encompasses true multitasking, multimedia, 
MPEG video, audio on demand, and Internet access supporting WWW. 

New Products 
for $199. Rhintek Incorporat
ed, 8835 Columbia 100 Park
way, Columbia, MD 21045. 
(800) 234-4546. 

Pile of compilers 
Microway is now shipping 
four compilers for OS/2: NDP 
Fortran-77, NDP Fortran-90, 
NDP CIC++, and NDP Pas
cal. Each language comes with 
IBM's Toolkit; the OS/2 
WorkFrame is an available 
option. These Pentium-opti
mized compilers include 
advanced numeric operations 
such as loop unrolling, numer
ic register caching, and numer
ic register coloring. They also 
utilize FXCH instructions to 
streamline x87 stack access and 

a new peepholer, which results 
in smaller code. The NDP 
OS/2 Pentium Developers 
Pack sells for $895 and 
includes one Pentium NDP 
Fortran, CIC++, or Pascal 
OS/2 compiler; the IBM 
OS/2 Toolkit, and the IBM 
WorkFrame. NDP Fortran-
90 is an additional $395. 
Microway, PO Box 79, 
Kingston, MA 02364. (508) 
746-7341. 

Power Tripp 
Tripp Lite is shipping Pow
erAlert Plus, UPS monitoring 
software designed for use with 
the company's SMART Series 
product line. This 32 bit appli
cation enables users to moni-

The product will consist of a 
framework that will include all 

necessary software for design
ing a front end for the service, 
the network operating system, 
and a predefined system for 
billing. 

While no contracts are yet 
in place, Influence Marketing 
Director Gary Olah says 
Influence is currently holding 
discussions with several cable 
companies interested in using 
I-Online to design front ends 
for the delivery of cable services. 

tor and print detailed infor
mation on UPS performance 
and utility voltage history. In 
the event of a power failure, 
PowerAlert Plus automatically 
shuts down all applications. 
The user can also customize 
shutdown procedures for 
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applications such as Lotus 
Notes as well as scheduled 
shutdowns. PowerAlert Plus 
lists for $99 and ships with 
serial port cables. Tripp Lite, 
500 N. Orleans, Chicago, IL 
60610-4188. (312) 755-5400, 
fax (312) 644-6505. 

SQL Noles Import Job Oefm1 hon Form 
Th11 tob 11 cun enU)I lnuchve 

Act ions 

1 To ct1.teilo9 Job daltabases clu:k hof8 

2 To run this job now. click here 

3. T o esta.bltsh Job schedule. chck horu 

j •~•"logDB, I 
L~Fl 

Zch,dul•J<:-~ 

Job Oefln1t1on Sechon 

1. Enter a unique NAME ten 1h1s 10b 

Disk control Job Name · Dn,lylmport·Trst 

Lntor an opttonol 10b doscr1phon 

Ooscnptmn 

Perceptive Solution, Inc. has 
released Pathfinder, a new line 
of non-caching SCSI -2 disk 
controllers. The products are 
available in several bus choices 
including ISA (2100 series), 
VESA (2300 &2500 series), 
and PCI (2700 series). This 
new line of controllers utilizes 
a RISC based SCSI I/O 
processor for improved perfor
mance, and supports drives up 
to 8gb. The line also features 
multithreaded I/O support, 
and is compatible with soft
ware for managing bad block 
remapping, caching, and for
matting. Pricing for the 
Pathfinder line ranges from 
$250 to $370. Perceptive Solu
tions, Inc., 2700 Flora Street, 
Dallas, Texas 75201. (214) 
954-1774,fax (214) 953-1774. 

Percussion Software's new releases for Sybase, Oracle7, and IBM 
0B212 offer users an easier way to transfer bulk, bi-directional infor
mation between Lotus Notes and enterprise data. 

l 

Percussion 
discussion 
Percussion Software, Inc. has 
released three new versions of 
Notrix Composer for OS/2 
Lotus Notes servers. This data 
integration software allows 
Notes users to view and 
manipulate information from 
Sybase, Oracle?, or IBM 
DB2/2 databases without 
complex programming. These 
new applications allow the 
bulk bi-directional transfer of 
information between Lotus 
Notes and enterprise databas
es. Notrix Composer for 

__ Lotus tlotes - funtitlt•dl -

l • ~ ._ r:, r i r • , , ii lalJ ;_1 . 1 i f 

------------- - ---- -· -·-----·----------

IF IBIS CONDITION EXISTS 
DATABASF STATBEP NSE 
FIELD SON12tI'IDP PwbfiDMlR 

BETWEEN AND OCCURRENCES 

O• -~ 0 ( 
Ore.ngci 
0 c:o111Gl!\1 
0 doot IIO\ c:o!111lln 

IBEN EXECUTE COMMAND(S) 

CJ 1 8~nd .--U l111nl!IWl l8 1\llllll!\'3 l!!'#OO MMI' 
CJ I '"nd -nlll" l\llffiMI al llPIII\ HUIOO lu p 
CJ U S1nd ! ~ii W FIM1!l~ 1188"1 1!11~~ 11 h dll 
CJ 66 S1nd E !t!U 1!11~11t ~ , k gpt1.ri& 

CJ 61 S1nd E !t!U1!11~11tn1m~ 

--

II 

• 

• 
CleverWatch 's "triggers" monitor Lotus Notes servers and detect compo
nent, application, and database problems, correcting them without human 
intervention. 
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Sybase and Microsoft SQJ., 
Server and Notrix Composer 
for IBM DB2/2 are available 
now. Notrix Composer for 
Oracle? is scheduled to ship in 
January. Each of the three ver
sions for OS/2 Notes servers is 
priced at $4,995 and can be 
purchased directly from Per
cussion Software. Percussion 
Software, Inc., 222 Berkeley 
St., Suite 1620, Boston, MA 
02116. (617) 267-6700, fax 
(617) 266-2810. 

Hear from aFAR 
FAR Systems, Inc. has 
released FAR Voice 3.0, a tool 
for developing OS/2-based 
voice and fax applications. The 
product uses the Btrieve data
base engine, allowing any pro
gram written for OS/2, Win
dows, DOS, or other Btrieve
supported systems to be 
incorporated into voice and fax 
applications. FAR Voice 3.0 
also exploits OS/2's multi
threading capability. All 
aspects of voice and fax pro
cessing are supported. The 
software is IBM LAN Server 
and Novell NetWare certified, 
and is compatible with all 
other major network operating 
systems. The basic software 
with support for four ports is 

available for $2,500; a number 
of application modules are 
available as well. FAR Sys
tems, Inc., 7898 High Ridge 
Road, Fort Atkinson, WI 
53538. (414) 563-2221, fax 
(414) 563-1865. 

Notes management 
CleverSoft is now shipping 
CleverWatch, an OS/2 based 
add-on product to help 
administrators and application 
developers manage Lotus 
Notes servers. CleverWatch is 
designed to lower the cost of 
Notes administration by 
adding devices that CleverSoft 
calls "triggers" to the Notes 
environment. These triggers 
detect component, application, 
and database problems and 
these notify administrators 
through alphanumeric paging 
or e-mail; they also can auto
matically correct these prob
lems. CleverWatch sells for 
$495 per server; volume dis
counts are available. Clever
Soft Inc., 27 Gorham Road, 
Suite 1, Scarborough, ME 
04074. (207) 883-3550. 

Write rather than roll 
Warp Speed Light Pens, Inc. 
has released Light Pen for 
Warp, a new fiber optic device. 
The Light Pen ships with 
device drivers that take advan
tage of Warp's latest mouse 
configurations. In addition to 
performing all mouse fimc
tions, including drag and drop 
and double click, the product 
has the ability to write, circle, 
and make handwritten marks 
directly on the display. The 
pen is compatible with all soft
ware that runs under OS/2. 
Cost: $199. Warp Speed 
Light Pens, Inc. 1086 
Mechem Drive, Ruidoso, NM 
88345. (800) 874-4315, fax 
(505) 258-3911. 



Satellite software 
IBM in November entered 

into a technical partnership 
with Hughes Network Sys
tems that could drastically 
alter the way in which com
puter software is obtained. 
"We are working with Hughes 
to beam software via satellite, 

and to redefine delivery of 
software into the next centu

ry," says Walt Price, IBM vice 
president of Software Manu
facturing Solutions. The goal 
of the partnership is to use 
Hughes' satellite technology to 
beam software to remote loca
tions, such as a public kiosk in 

MARKETLINE 

News 
a mall. "The idea," says IBM 
spokesman Rick Bause, "is that 
the consumer could walk into a 
mall, browse through a listing 
on a kiosk, and walk out with 
the software." For the moment, 
however, the plan is in the 
visionary stage, with pilot pro
grams still in development. 

Long-term plans center on 
a strategy that would target 
corporate customers and com
puter resellers and retailers. 

Warp gains 
momentum 
Separately, IBM also announced 
that it had reached an agree
ment with CD-ROM manu-

facturer Philips to develop 
device drivers that would 
enable Philips' Compact Disk 
Interactive (CD-I) system to 
run under OS/2. 

Philips, based in the 
Netherlands, is working with 
IBM to develop a joint world
wide marketing plan that 
would, among other things, 
seek to bundle CD-I and 
Warp with an as yet undis
closed number of OEM man
ufacturers and dealers. "The 
drivers are still under develop
ment," says Claire Wilkins, an 
IBM spokeswoman in Eng
land, "but we're currently look
ing to ship by the end ofQl ." 

Still holding out 
Corner Store President Paolo 
Pignatelli continues to resist 
selling OS/2 Warp, but denies 
that he has ceased selling 
OS/2 products altogether. 
Pignatelli acknowledges that 
the decision has had a nega
tive impact. "It has hurt us," 
he says, noting that he has 
received a large volume of 
calls from concerned cus
tomers. For the moment, Pig
natelli has no plans to carry 
the product, "although," he 
says, "when IBM releases the 
Full Pack of OS/2 sometime 
this year, I will reconsider my 
position." ♦ 

OS/2 Irainind Courses 
IBH OS/2 V2.tt 

This 3 day course is critical for new users of the 
Operating System /2. 
The course shows: 

• The many features of OS/2 
• Methods of installation 
• Navigating through the OS/2 desktop 
• Installing and maintaining the 

system and printing subsystems 
• System maintenance 
• Demystifying the CONFIG.SYS. 

Available in fhe 
tsf Quarfer ol '95 

•LAN Server 4.0 
•OS/2 3.0 
•Netware and IBM Co-existence 

IBH OS/2 LAN Server LAN 
Adminisfrafion Workshop t 

IBH OS/2 LAN Server LAN 
Adminisfrafion Workshop 2 

Learn how to manage your OS/2 LAN with this course. This 5 day course will help OS/2 administrators with 
This 3 day course will show: the many features of OS/2 LAN Server. 

Topics covered are: 

• How to add users 
• Add groups 
• Install and share LAN resources 
• Define public and private DOS and 
• OS/2 applications 
• Define and control access and permissions. 

This course is essential to new OS/2 administrators and 
an effective eye opener to current OS/2 administrators. 

Honeywell 
Allled Data Communlcauons 
Call Honeywell for your OS/2 and OS/2 LAN Server Needs 

(404) 923-4866 
(404) 923-0333 Fax 

• PEER to PEER 
• Alert Services 
• Replication of Account Databases 

and Critical Resources 
• File Systems 
• LAN Adapter Protocol Services. 
• DOS LAN Requesters 
• Virtual DOS Machines 
• Applications considerations and installations 
• Server Capacity Planning 
• Performance Tuning OS/2 LAN Server 
• Remote IPL 
• Fault Tolerance 
• Installing OS/2 Products from OS/2 LAN Server. 

Circle #267 
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Error Manager is a runtime API 
debugger and production code 
monitor. EM finds elusive API errors 
and enables testers and production 
managers to monitor software inreal 
user environments. EM works with 
fully optimized code and does not 
require symbol information of the 
debug kernel -- yet it will tell you which 
line in your source is causing the error! 

Traditional tools such as debuggers are 
of little use when your software is out 
in the field. Reproducing a problem is 
frequently a time consuming and 
frustrating process. Automated testers 
can tell you that something is wrong, 
but they can't tell you what, and they 
can tell you where. We can! 

Error Manager tracks the OS/2 Toolkit 
API functions. Errors can be ignored, 
logged to a file, pipe, or our PM viewer. 
Additionally, EM can notify your 
window handle or callback function, 
allowing even novice OS/2 
programmers to implement a 
sophisticated, event-driven error 

Error Manager simplifies all phases of 
the development cycle. Whether you 
use the logs to evaluate the 
performance of your beta, implement 
event-driven error handling or simply 
use the provided PM Viewer as an 
additional debugging tool, you will gain 
tangible benefits the first day you use 
Error Manager! 

And you won't be alone. Here's what 
some of our clients had to say: 

"I found 15 problems in a program 
thought was fine. I don't know whether 
to be happy or sad!" 

"Finding bugs was never this easy! 
Error Manager paid for itself the first 
time we used it." 

handling strategy. (800) SOFT-Olil (718) 769-8017 

(GO SOn'Glil) 
EM works with all 32-bit OS/2 CIC++ 
compilers. 

(718) 934-2133 FAX 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

f Error Manager is simple to use: 
- Include 1 header file 
- Link I DLL 
- Set I environment variable 

f Finds intermittent errors without the 
Debug Kernel. 

f Logs API errors and programmer 
messages to a file, pipe or our PM 
viewer. 

f Records the error number, description, 
location in your source and the 
number of consecutive occurrences. 

f Adds suspect functions to the log if the 
problem may have originated at a 
different call -- a unique feature! 

f Works with fully optimized code in 
realtime scenarios. 

'f Supports both PM and fullscreen 
programs. 

f Includes a free distribution license for 
the runtime DLL. 

'f Ideal for use during development, test 
and production cycles. 

$225 
American Express, VISA, Mastercard. Overnight 

Service Available. 30 day Money-back guarantee. 
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Managing OS/2 Programs and Sessions 
BY CAREY GREGORY 

J udging by the messages posted to the OS/2 developer sup

port forums on CompuServe, there are a surprising number 

of developers who need to launch one program from within 

another. Qyestions range from "How do I start this DOS appli-

cation from within my PM application?" to 'Tm trying to pass 

command line parameters to this program and it doesn't seem 

to work." 

For a programmer new to the OS/2 API, launching a program 

from within another can be a daunting task when all that's avail

able is the toolkit documentation and no working examples. The 

complexities present in OS/2 that allow it to run DOS, Windows, 

and several types of native applications compound the develop

er's problems. While you might think that starting a program 

would be as effortless for the programmer as it is for the user, it 

isn't the case. 

On the other hand, the task is reasonably manageable once you 

understand the two functions required, which particular function 

best suits your needs, and how you assemble the parameters for 

each one. 

The keys to understanding the two OS/2 API functions that 

launch a program inside another one are the concepts of OS/2 

sessions and program types. OS/2 recognizes two fundamental 

types of sessions: native OS/2 and DOS. Native sessions are the 

true OS/2 sessions in which native OS/2 applications execute. 

These are further subdivided into Presentation Manager, text

windowed, and full screen session types. DOS sessions are ses

sions in which DOS and Windows applications execute. These 

are also subdivided into text-windowed and full screen sessions. 

OS/2 does not allocate a separate session type to Windows 

because Windows applications are really just running in a shell on 

topofDOS. 

Although the Workplace Shell manages this plethora of ses

sion types so well that the user need not understand the differ

ences, the situation is more cumbersome for the developer. For

tunately, you need not memorize parameters for each session type 

and subtype. Rather, you must track which type of program the 

parent is calling, and which type of program gets called as a child. 

The general rule is that if you want to launch a child program 

of the same type as the parent using the same type of session, you 

can execute the program directly using the DosExecPgm() func

tion. However, if you want to launch a child program that is of a 

different type than the parent, or if you want it to execute in a dif

ferent type of session, you must create a new session using the 

DosStartSession() function. 

Using DosExecPgmO 
Just as executing a child program of the same type in a session of 

the same type is a far simpler task for OS/2 itself, DosExecPgm() 

is a far simpler function than DosStartSession(). Listing 1 shows 

an example of a native OS/2 child process being launched using 

DosExecPgm(). 

LISTING 1 

#define INCL_DOSPROCESS 

#include <os2 . h> 

char szFailName[CCHMAXPATH]; 

char *pszCmdLine = 
"child . exe\0argl\0arg2\0arg3\0"; 

RESULTCODES ResultCode; 

DosExecPgm(szFailName, //Name of failing module 

placed here 

sizeof(szFailName), //Length of failure name 

buffer 

EXEC_ASYNCRESULT, 

pszCmdLine , 

0, 

&ResultCode , 

"child.exe"); 

//Execution flags 

//Command line buffer 

//Environment buffer 

//Child program's return code 

//Name of child program name 

The firs t argument to DosExecPgm() in Listing 1, szFail

Name, is a character array used for problem determination. If the 

call fails, the name of the object contributing to the failure will be 

placed in szFailName. Typically, this would be the name of a 

required DLL that can't be found. The second argument is sim

ply the size of the szFailName argument. The third argument is 

a flag indicating how the child program will execute in relation to 

the parent. This is a crucially important parameter, and has major 

effects on the behavior of the DosExecPgm() function as well as 

the child process itself 

The third parameter allows too many options to list here 
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Build New Applications on 
Lotus Notes and OS/2 

Integrate Data Between Notes and 
Enterprise Databases 

Notrix: 
• Builds event-driven Notes app lications using 

the Notrix Event Manager 
• Uses REXX as its 4GL scripting language 
• Reduces development time by up to 80% 
• Works with all Notes Desktop Clients 

Notrix Composer: 
• Cost-effective bidirectional data access from Lotus 

Notes to single or multiple external data sources 
• Requires no programming 
• Uses a standard Notes form 
• Includes Notrix 

Call for information and a free 30-day Test Drive. After your 
evaluation, we'll send you the book Locus Notes V3.0 REVEALED! 

Notrix Server License $1,495 -
Norrix Application Developer License $199 If 
Norrix Composer $4,995 ,'1/4541/~\i. , , . 

800-283-0800 for US, Canada inquiries 
617-267-6700 for international inquiries 

PERCUSSION 
SOFTWARE 

.,,os,, 

222 Berkeley Street, Suite 1620, Boston, MA 02116 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #262 

Rexx 
Diagnostic 
Commander 

REXX Debugging Made EASY! 
RDC allows software developers, administrators, 
and ALL OS/2 professionals to quickly and efficiently 
code and test REXX command files in a fully 
interactive environment. 

+ Full Screen Display 

+ Breakpoints 

+ Single Step Review 

+ Dynamic Watch Windows 

+ Variable Display Service + Logic Alteration 

+ Variable Alteration + Deferred Debug Option 

And RDC supports multi-platforms 

Suitable 
Alternatives 

4655 Old Ironsides Dr. , Suite 220 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 

Call (408) 727-3142, or FAX (408) 727-3170 
Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle# 204 
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(including options intended solely for the development of debug

gers), but the typical choices include: 

EXEC_SYNC: The child process executes synchronously 

with respect to the parent. In synchronous operation, the call to 

DosExecPgm() will not return until the child process completes. 

The termination code and return code of the child process are 

available in the ResultCode argument on return. 

EXEC_ASYNC: The child process executes asynchronously 

with the parent. The call to DosExecPgm() will return immedi

ately without waiting for the child process to complete. The child 

process's termination and return codes are not available. Howev

er, the child's Process ID (PID) is stored in the first element of 

the ResultCode structure on return from DosExecPgm(). 

EXEC_ASYNCRESULT: This option is identical to 

EXEC_ASYNC except that instead of discarding the child 

process's termination and return codes, they are saved for later 

recall via the DosWaitChild() function. As with 

EXEC_ASYNC, the PID is stored in the first element of the 

ResultCode structure on return from the DosExecPgm() call. 

EXEC_BACKGROUND: This option is similar to 

EXEC_ASYNC except that the child process detaches from the 

parent process session. This means that the child is unaffected by 

termination of the parent process, and that it runs in the back

ground with no standard input or output device. It should not 

attempt to read from the keyboard, write to the console, or access 

the mouse. There is essentially no relationship between parent 

and child process when this option is used. This option would be 

useful, for example, for starting network daemons. 

The fourth argument to DosExecPgm() is a buffer contain

ing the command line for the child process. If no command line 

is necessary, a null pointer can be passed. However, if one is sup

plied, it is structured as a series of null terminated strings, each 

representing a separate parameter on the command line. The 

entire string is terminated by two null bytes. Since CIC++ com

pilers automatically null-terminate quoted strings, it is only nec

essary to add one additional null to the end of the string, as shown 

in the example. Note also that by convention the first parameter 

is the program name. When the child program executes, these 

parameters will be placed in argv[O], argv[l], ... argv[n] just as if 

the program had been executed from the command line. 

The fifth argument is also optional and contains a new set of 

environment variables for the child process. If this argument is a 

null pointer, the child process inherits the parent process's envi

ronment. Otherwise, it is constructed similarly to the command 

line argument with each environment variable represented as a 
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string in the form "variable=value". Again, each string is null-ter

minated, and the entire buffer is terminated by two null bytes. 

Although potentially useful for custom path settings and related 

settings, it is usually much easier to allow the child process to 

inherit the parent's environment by passing a null pointer. 

The sixth argument is the address of a RESULTCODES 

structure. This structure looks like this: 

typedef struct _RESULTCODES { 

ULONG code Terminate; 

ULONG codeResult; 

} RESULTCODES; 

The code Terminate element serves a dual purpose. When run 

asynchronously, the child's PID will be stored in this element. 

When run synchronously, the child's termination code will be 

stored here. OS/2 supplies the code that specifies how the process 

terminated (e.g., normal exit, exception, or trap). The codeRe

sult element is used to return the value returned by the child's call 

to DosExit(}. These values are not directly accessible for asyn

chronous calls. Instead, an asynchronous process must use the 

EXEC_ASYNCRESULT option and DosWaitChild(). 

The last argument to DosExecPgm() is simply the name of 

the program to execute. The file extension is required, but the nor

mal search path rules apply. If the program is not in the path or 

current directory, the parent must specify a fully qualified name. 

Using DosStartSessionO 
When using a native OS/2 application to start a DOS or Win

dows program (or another native OS/2 program in a different 

type of session), the DosExecPgm() function will not work. 

Instead, you must use the DosStartSession() function to create 

an entirely new session. 

First, the good news: DosStartSession() has far fewer para

meters than DosExecPgm(). The bad news is that its first para

meter has a fairly complex structure, resulting in an aggregate 

number of parameters far greater than DosExecPgm(). Listing 

2 shows an example of a full screen DOS application launched 

through DosStartSession(). 

LISTING 2 

#define INCL_DOSSESMGR 

#include <os2.h> 

iinclude <stdio.h> 

STARTDATA 

ULONG 

PID 

char 

StartData; 

SessionID; 

pid; 

szFailName[CCHMAXPATHJ; 
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rnernset(&StartData, 0, sizeof(StartData); 

StartData.Length = sizeof(STARTDATA); 

StartData.Related = SSF_RELATED_INDEPENDENT; 

StartData.FgBg = SSF_FGBG_FORE; 

StartData.TraceOpt = SSF_TRACEOPT_NONE; 

StartData.PgrnTitle = "My DOS Program"; 

StartData.PgrnNarne = "dospgrn.exe"; 

StartData.Pgrninputs = "argl arg2 arg3"; 

StartData.InheritOpt = SSF_INHERTOPT_SHELL; 

StartData.SessionType = SSF_TYPE_VDM; 

StartData.ObjectBuffer = szFailNarne; 

StartData.ObjectBuffLen = sizeof(szFailNarne); 

DosStartSession(&StartData, &SessionID, &pid); 

CODE 

As you can see, D osStartSession() has only three arguments, 

but the first contains a considerable amount of information. The 

SessionID and PID arguments are where OS/2 returns theses

sion ID and the PID of the program started within the session (if 

the session is related, as discussed below), but the most interest

ing parameters reside within the StartData argument. Notice 

that all bytes within StartData are initialized to O prior to the call. 

There are several fields within the structure that remain unused 
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in this particular example or have been reserved by IBM. In either 

case, the unused data should be set to 0, and Listing 2 demon

strates a simple and effective way to ensure proper initialization. 

Many OS/2 structures contain a length field that specifies the 

size of the structure. The StartData structure is one such struc

ture that makes effective use of the length field. For demonstra

tion purposes, we will use the maximum size of the structure, thus 

permitting access to every function provided through DosStart

Session(). However, specific smaller sizes may be useful for par

ticular tasks such as installation programs (see the OS/2 Toolkit 

documentation for a description of these options). The following 

paragraphs highlight the most interesting elements in the Start

Data structure.For clarity I have used the terms parent and child 

to refer to the calling program and called program in the follow

ing descriptions. 

Related: This field specifies whether the parent and child ses

sions are related. A related session allows the parent session to 

control the child session through the DosSelectSession(), 

DosStopSession(), and DosSetSession() functions. A related 
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parent may also specify a queue through which to notify the child 

upon the parent's termination. 

FgBg: Controls whether the session will be started in the fore

ground or background. Note, however, that DosStartSession() 

will only start a session in the foreground if the calling program 

(or another descendant session) is the current foreground ses

sion. If the parent is running in the background, DosStartSes

sion() ignores the request, starts the child session in the back

ground, and returns ERROR_SMG_START_IN_BACK

GROUND. This behavior is consistent with CUA guidelines, 

which hold that it's downright rude to commandeer the fore

ground focus away from the user (a bad habit present in many of 

today's applications). 

TraceOpt: Unless you're writing very specialized code such 

as a debugger, always set this field to 

SSF _ TRACEOPT_NONE. 

Pgm Title: This is a pointer to a string containing the program 

title. If set to zero, the program name will be used instead. 

PgmName: This is a pointer to a string containing the fully 
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applications to access cc:Mail, Lotus Notes, or any VIM 
E-Mail system, for message creation, addressbook 
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from a Rexx command file. This tool allows developers 
to ship Rexx programs with the source code secure from 
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qualified file name of the child program. You can, if necessary, 

supply a command processor name such as CMD.EXE, and then 

specify the /C or /K option along with the name of a program to 

execute in the Pgmlnputs field (required only if the child pro

gram depends on functions provided through the command 

processor). 

Pgmlnputs: This is a pointer to a string containing the com

mand line text to be passed to the program. If no command line 

arguments are required, this field can be null. 

lnheritOpt: Specifying SSF _INHERITOPT_SHELL for 

this field will provide the program in the new session a fresh envi

ronment from the shell, while SSF _INHERITOPT _SHELL 

will cause the child to inherit the parent's environment and open 

file handles. 

Session Type: This field specifies the type of session to be cre

ated. The available options are full screen, windowed, or PM for 

OS/2 sessions, and full screen or windowed for DOS sessions. 

ObjectBuffer and ObjectBuftLen: These fields serve the 

continued on page 68 
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WE'VE Jusr CHANGED THE 
FACE OF OS/2 BACKUP. 
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recovery, so you can recover 
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THE E BOOK 
Tips and Techniques far e OS/2 Professional 

Warning: Columnists Prognosticating 

I t's frightening what the start of a 
new year does to columnists. 
Normally reserved, measured, care

ful to state things clearly and precisely 
(the knowledge that your words will 
survive for years as ink on paper has an 
amazing effect!), we grow wild and 
visionary as the holidays and change of 
the calendar come upon us. So watch 
out! 

In the almost two years of this col
umn we have built a trail of ideas, 
hints, tricks, and procedures aimed at 
increasing your and your users' produc
tivity. We've been productive ourselves. 
So while other columnists get the 
prognostication flu about this time of 
year, the IS Notebook holds only one 
prediction for 1995: many of the ideas 
for using Warp that you'll find most 
useful in the new year have already 
been mentioned in this column. 

Here are a few more that are appro
priate right now, since current trends in 
personal computing will intensify the 
need for solutions like these in1995. 

Place the SWAPPER.DAT file 
on the partition with the 

most free space and keep 
at least 10 megabytes free 

on your hard drive. 

• Open your CONFIG.SYS file in an 

editor. 

• Make a directory reserved for the 

swap file (e.g. , MD {d}:\SWAP where {d} 

is the drive letter of the hard drive par
t it ion that has the most available 

space). 

• Edit the SWAPPATH variable to read: 

SWAPPATH={d}:\swap 10240 20480. 

• Make sure you have at least 1 0mb free 

BY GORDON SCOTT AND GENE STEELE 

on the drive where the new swap 

path is located. If you don 't , move or 

delete files as needed. 
• If you changed the location of 

the swap path, you can erase 

SWAPPER.DAT from the original 

directory after the next reboot. 

Tailoring the swap parameters to your 
system configuration will give you 
needed swap space for use when RAM 
gets tight. As a result, your system 
won't slow down as much to wait for 
your hard drive. Both Windows and 
OS/2 use a memory swap file, but only 
OS/2 gives you control over its loca
tion. 

When memory gets tight, OS/2 will 
often swap data from fast RAM to 
your relatively slow hard disk. The first 
numeric parameter in the SWAP
PATH command (10240 in the exam
ple) specifies the warning level when 
disk space gets low. OS/2 will pop up a 
warning window when only lOmb 
remain. If you're short on disk space, 
you can set it lower (the default is a 
meager 2mb). However, if you set the 
warning level too low, then by the time 
you see the error, you may very well 
crash the operating system without a 
chance to recover. 

If you set the level high enough, 
OS/2 will warn you soon enough that 
you can delete old files or reduce the 
number of active programs. 

The second SWAPPATH parameter 
sets the initial size of the SWAP
PER.DAT file . The more memory you 
have, the lower that amount can be. A 
reasonable size for a 16mb system is 
20mb. Adjust the size down lmb for 
each additional megabyte of RAM 
above 16 (or adjust up for less RAM). 

On balance, it's better to overestimate 
the swap file size: OS/2 can then 
attempt to allocate the entire swap file 
in contiguous disk space, which will 
improve performance when memory 
gets tight. 

Rather than allocating disk space, 
you may also consider increasing your 
RAM to 16mb or more. You will 
immediately notice the difference more 
RAM makes when using Windows 
programs. 

We would hasten to add that despite 
common perceptions, large swap files 
are not necessarily bad. A large but 
fairly inactive swap file can indicate 
that the operating system is allocating 
memory efficiently (clearing lots of 
deadwood out of the precious RAM 
resources). On the other hand, a very 
active swap file (small or large) 
degrades system performance. 

Run DOS from a DOS disk image. 

First, use these steps to create a 
DOS disk image: 

• Place a DOS disk in Drive A: . (This 
can be a from-the-box DOS disk, or a 
floppy formatted with the /s option 
switch-in the latter case, make sure it 
has a copy of COMMAND.COM.) 

• Open an OS/2 window. 
• At the command prompt enter: 

VMDISK A: C:\DOS\DOS62.IMG . 

Note: The path and file name of the 
target DOS image file can be any valid 
path name, so you can put the image 
anywhere you'd like. You can also cre
ate multiple image files with differing 
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versions of DOS to meet your specific 
needs. For more information about the 
process of creating an image file, type 
HELP VMDISK in an OS/2 window. 

ext, use these steps to create a pro
gram object that uses this image file: 

• Open the Command Prompts folder 

(located in the OS/2 System folder). 

• Select the DOS Window object. 

• Hold down the CTRL key while drag

ging the DOS Window object to the 

desktop. This creates a copy of the 

DOS window object. 

• Open the settings notebook of the 

new DOS window object. 

• Select the Session tab. 

• Select the DOS Settings pushbutton. 

• In the list of DOS Settings, locate and 

select the DOS_STARTUP _DRIVE 

entry. 
• In the entry field provided, enter the 

path and filename of the image file. 

OS/2"' is a great operating system -
except when it comes to delivering a 
consistent desktop time after time. It's so 
easy to drag and drop system files and 
utilities into the shredder. Anyone can 
do it. Now that's an administrative 
nightmare. 

Unless you have the Desktop 
Observatory"' from Pinnacle 
Technology. The Desktop Observatory 
silently takes control of your user 
desktops. 

THE IS NOTEBOOK 

Using the previous example, the entry 

would be C:\DOS\DOS62.IMG. 

No matter which version of OS/2 you 
use, there may come a time when you 
need a version of real DOS to run 
under OS/2. A handful of programs, 
for one reason or another, hook them
selves into features specific to particular 
versions of DOS. When you run such 
a program, OS/2's DOS emulation 
window won't fit the characteristics the 
application is looking for. Starting 
DOS from drive A or from an image 
file allows you to accommodate these 
programs and still run under OS/2. 

When you start DOS from an image 
file, OS/2 loads that image file into 
memory. At this point you have a vir
tual DOS A drive that resides in 
RAM, significantly improving perfor
mance over booting from a floppy. 

There is, however, one drawback to 

running DOS from a disk image: you 
can't write to the OS/2 file system 
(HPFS or FAT), which means you 
won't be able save anything to your 
hard disk. Two OS/2 commands are 
designed to help you remedy this prob
lem. For more information about 
them, enter HELP FSACCESS or 
HELP FSFILTER at an OS/2 com
mand prompt. 

Create a Boot Manager 
partition on your hard drive. 

• If you need to delete a partition to cre

ate room for Boot Manager, back up 
the partition you plan to delete. 

• Boot from the OS/2 installation 
diskette. 

• Insert diskette 1 when prompted. 
• When the "Welcome to OS/2" screen 

appears, press Enter to continue. 

Drag and Stop. 
Lock & Load ... Over a LAN! 
Drag the OS/2 System folder into the 
shredder? No problem. The Desktop 
Observatory can dynamically rebuild 
their desktop from a small configuration 
file you control, and everything is 
restored. Store the desktop 
configurations on your LAN, and you 
can instantly update hundreds of 
desktops from a central location. 

Security & Auditing 
But there is even more to the Desktop 
Observatory. Apply restriction settings to 
objects so that they cannot be moved, 
copied, deleted, renamed, or even seen. 
Password protect folders and programs, 
and restrict access to files, folders and 
directories. 

You can even start REXX or C utilities 
when folders or programs are opened or 
closed -great for backups, statistics 
collection, audit control , and copying 
files to or from a server. 

Now you've found the perfect solution 
for OS/2 security, management and 
control - the Desktop Observatory for 
OS/2. 

1-800-S2S-16S0 

Desktop Observatory is a trademark of Pinnacle Technology. OS/2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation. 1994 Pinnacle Technology · P.O. Box 128 • Kirklin, IN 46050 • 317.279.5157 
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• When "Installation Drive Selection" 

appears, Select option #2: Specify a 
different drive or partition. 

• If the entire disk has already been 

formatted into partitions, delete the 
backed-up partition, and reallocate it 

as a smaller partit ion. (You must keep 

1 mb free for the Boot Manager parti

tion.) 

• Highlight the unpartit ioned area on the 

disk where you want to add Boot 

Manager and then press Enter. 

• Select Install Boot Manager to create 

the Boot Manager partition. 

• Select Create at Start of Free 
Space if you are installing on an exist

ing system or select Create at End 
of Free Space if you are installing on 

a newly formatted partit ion. 

• From the Options Menu, select Add to 
Boot Manager menu. 

• Enter a name for each operating sys-

Workplace Shell'" Virtual Desklop 
M1n19cr M1n19cr 

Efficiently Manage Your Increase Your 
Workplace Shell! Productivity! 

• Easy to use drag & • Makes multitasking 
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access to features "virtual desktops" - like 

• Selectively save and having 81 monitors that 

recreate objects; even fit right on your desk! 

transport them between • Drag and drop objects 

desktops, computers & from WPS to virtual 

versions of OS/2 desktops, and between 

• Recover from or virtual desktops 

prevent accidental • "Layouts" record 

changes to your window position and 

desktop size for automatic 

• Much more - total 
management of the 
Workplace Shell 

Copyright 1994 Development Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. 
DeskMan. DeskMan/2. VUEMan, VUEMan/2 and DM2Image are trademarks of 
Development Technologies, Inc. CompuServe is a registered trademark of 
CompuServe. Inc. Workplace Shell is a trademark of International Business 
Machines Corporation. IBM. OS/2 and Talklink are registered trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corporation. 
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tern you want available when booting 
up your system. 

• Restore backed-up data to any parti-
tions you deleted and reallocated. 

If you are running any operating system 
in addition to OS/2, BootManager is 
a very effective way to maintain control 
of your system's setup. Just after startup 
BootManager will present a character 
based menu of your OS choices. This 
menu will list all of the operating sys
tems you added to the menu from the 
Boot Manager. Boot Manager is very 
useful when you need to do more than 
simply switch from OS/2 to a DOS 
session. 

Diminish communication 
problems caused by too 

many interrupts. 

• Edit your CONFIG.SYS file to add a 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

fourth parameter, I, to the COM.SYS 
Device statement. For example: 
DEVICE=C:\OS2\COM.SYS (1,3F8,4,I) 
(2,2F8,3,I) 

Having a smooth running communica
tions program is critical to exploring 
the ever-expanding world of the 
Internet. Unfortunately, OS/2 slows to 
a crawl when it encounters too many 
consecutive interrupts running a DOS 
or Windows program. This fourth "I" 
parameter in each set tells OS/2 to 
ignore indications that individual 
processes are overloading the interrupt 
channel. 

Position the LaunchPad 
vertically at the right edge 

the screen. 

• Open the Settings Notebook for the 

DM2/mage'" 
Conflguralion Snapshol Workplace Shell 

Faclllty Extensions 
Saves Your Working Configure the Workplace 

Environment! Shell to Work Your Way! 
• Save or restore an • Modify and enhance the 

unlimited number of runtime behavior of the 
complete system Workplace Shell 
configurations • Enjoy drag & drop 
{including active or without using special 
inactive WPS desktops) keys to shadow or copy 

• Terrific for disaster • Control, selectively or 
recovery; training & globally, all WPS 
demo machines: other defined object styles, 
uses menu items and 

• Extensible rules let you capabilities . the ability 
customize configuration to Arrange, Sort, Delete, 
definitions Rename, Settings, 

• Configuration Lockup, Shutdown, etc. 

snapshots are {even object visibility!) is 

compressed for completely definable 

maximum efficiency • Corporate Edition 

• Protects WPS desktop, available with password 
config.sys, startup.cmd. protection for objects, 
.!NI files, autoexec.bat, audit trailing for WPS 

WIN-OS/2 desktop & activities, and other 

system config. data custom enhancements 

DevTech 
l)e,·l'lo1nnent Tl'l·hnologil's. Int..·. 
S,~fi,rnre /Jndopmrut .._\: Ji:d11wlogv Fran.~fer 
308 Springwood Ro,:id Foresl Acres. SC 29206-2'1:l 

Voice (803) 790-9230 Fax (803) 738-0218 
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launchpad (you can right click on the Launchpad's back
ground to pop up its menu). 

• Select the Display vertical checkbox. 
• Drag the LaunchPad to the right side of the screen (don 't 

worry about the drawers-although the handles point to the 
right, they will open to the left). 

Since maximized windows align with the left edge of the 
screen, the right side of the desktop is clear more often than 
the left side. Also, OS/2 can automatically line up the icons 
on the left edge of a folder, but not the right edge. Placing the 
LaunchPad to the right provides a way for you to position 
icons on that side of your desktop. This will also allow you to 
keep the LaunchPad close at hand without having it float on 
top of all the other windows. (Thanks to Kenneth P. who sug
gested this LaunchPad tip via CompuServe.) ♦ 

Gordon Scott works for IBM's Electronic Information Publishing 
group; he can be reached via the Internet at gscott@vnet. ibm. com. 
Gene Steele is a certified OS/2 engineer and talented OS/2 evange

list reachable at steele@netcom.com. 

01,erion Software 
1405 East Main St. 

Mankato, MN 56001 

Phone 507-388-7001 
I Fax 507-388-7568 

Orders only, phone 1-800-242-4 775 
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CODE CACHE 

continued from page 63 

same purpose as their counterparts in the DosExecPgrn() func

tion. If the program fails to load, the name of the object con

tributing to the failure will be placed in the buffer pointed to by 

ObjectBuffer. 

The parameters outlined above are but a few of the many addi

tional fields contained in the STARTDATA structure. The 

breadth of functionality offered through this interface provides 

the programmer with a great deal of flexibility and power for cre

ating new sessions and running diverse types of programs. By 

mastering these techniques, you can write programs that take full 

advantage ofOS/2's integrating platform. I recommend that you 

start with these simple examples and begin discovering new fron

tiers of your own. ♦ 

Carey Gregory is the president of Gateway Technologies Corporation 
of Canton, Connecticut, a consulting and software development firm 

specializing in OS/2, Win32 (and Unix on alternate Tuesdays). He 
can be reached via the Internet at careyg@bix.com or on CompuServe 

at 71034,2205. 

The Absolute Solution to OS/2 
Telecommunications! 

TE/2 
Oberon Terminal Emulator/2 

✓ 32-bit subsystem for OS/2 2.1 

✓ Smooth, efficient background operation 

✓ X,Y,Zmodem, CIS™ 8-Plus file transfers 

✓ ANSI, Vl100, 3100 terminal emulations 

✓ Written specifically for OS/2 

✓ Built-in script language and/or use REXX 
scripting 

✓ New! Automatic script generation 

✓ New! Multimedia extensions 

✓ Free support via Oberon BBS (507-388-1154) 
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WRITING OS/2 REXX PROGRAMS 
by Ronny Richardson, IBM McGraw-Hill, $39.95, 390 pages 

REVIEWED BY ALAN JAY WEINER 

Inside your computer sits an assistant, patiently waiting to 

handle repetitive tasks and quickly provide answers to your 

problems. This assistant is called REXX. 

Provided with every OS/2 system, REXX is an easy to learn 

yet powerful programming language. In its simplest form, a 

REXX program is little more than a batch file-a series of com

mands performed in the sequence specified. Often this is sim

ply a list of other programs to be run one after another. As a com

plete programming language, however, 

REXX can be quite complex. (Sev

eral companies offer visual versions 

of REXX; these provide an easier 

environment for creating Presentation 

Manager-based programs.) 

But how do you learn to program 

REXX? OS/2 doesn't come with any 

printed documentation for REXX; it's all 

provided on-line. You could sit down and 

simply begin, consulting the help system for 

every question, learning slowly, step by step. 

You'd learn the language, but it would be slow 

and painful. 

It's far better to read enough to create a 

foundation of knowledge on which to build. I 

like having on-line documentation for reference 

while I'm sitting at the computer. When there's a lot to read, 

though, make it a book, please. 

Writing OS/2 REXX Programs provides a good introduction 

to programming REXX on OS/2 systems. Ronny Richardson 

leads you from installing REXX (for those who neglected to do 

so when first installing OS/2), through an overview of the lan

guage, into detailed use of REXX commands and functions . 

Along the way many descriptions and short examples show how 

the commands are used. 

Intended for REXX novices, the book begins with Richard

son's introduction to the OS/2 editor and tools. The early chap

ters describing REXX statements are easy reading, and provide 

sufficient information to begin writing REXX programs. 

It's not for rank beginners, though; Richardson assumes the 

reader has an understanding of programming concepts and how 

to use OS/2. If you're not familiar with loops, 

variables, and conditional expressions, you'd 

do better to read a beginner's book on pro

gramming first. Anyone who passed his or 

her high school course in BASIC will do 

fine with this book, and will be writing s 

imple REXX programs by the end of 

chapter two. 

After a few more chapters, however, there 

are questions that will remain unan

swered; the book is not complete. I 

occasionally found myself referring to 

the on-line documentation for fur

ther clarification. The commands 

NUMERIC FUZZ and 

NUMERIC DIGITS tell REXX 

how to handle arithmetic opera

tions. Richardson's descriptions of these commands 

left me quite confused. In fairness, the on-line help isn't much 

better. To be honest, I'm still confused about FUZZ. 

If you wanted to deal with amounts up to a million dollars, you 

mightsay"NUMERICDIGITS 9". This tells REXX to remem

ber all the digits of numbers up to 9,999,999.99 (or 999,999,999; 

NUMERIC DIGITS only says how many digits, not where the 

decimal point is). NUMERIC FUZZ says how closely numbers 

must match when they're compared. Richardson says, "If the pre

cision is set to nine digits and the fuzz value is set to one, then 

logical comparisons are made as though the setting was 9-1, or 
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8." This seems sensible enough, but with NUMERIC DIGITS 

9 and NUMERIC FUZZ 8, REXX says 13 equals 9, but 14 

doesn't. I dunno. (It looks to me as though REXX calculates 

"13=9" as (13-9)-4, then rounds the 4 down to zero so 13 and 9 

are equal; 14-9 equals 5, which rounds up to 1, so 14 and 9 aren't 

considered equal.) 

As programs become more complex, interacting with OS/2 

and the Workplace Shell, the descriptions and examples 

Richardson provides serve less well. That's because it's difficult 

to understand a complex function with a brief description. There 

are many external functions available to an OS/2 REXX pro

grammer; learning them is mostly a matter of using them. Read

ing descriptions of SysRegisterObjectClass, SysCreateObject, 

and SysSetObjectData doesn't really show how they're used to 

interact with the Workplace Shell. They need to be seen in con

text. 

Examining existing programs can provide these answers. 

Writing OS/2 RE.XX Programs shines here; almost 200 REXX 

programs, ranging from trivial to complex, are provided on disk. 

Twenty-two of them are examined line by line. Richardson 

explains the purpose of almost every line of these programs. 

Debugging is given its own chapter, but it's only five pages

a bit cursory, I think. Richardson introduces TRACE, REXX's 

built-in debugging assistance, but tracing tends to overpower a 

beginner with information. Showing how to find a bug in a large 

program without becoming overwhelmed would be useful to 

most readers. As the bookis targeted to novices, a few words on 

debugging techniques would also be valuable. 

In spite of occasional incompleteness, Writing OS/2 RE.XX 

Programs is worthwhile for novice REXX programmers. If 

you've written DOS or OS/2 batch files, or know another pro

gramming language, you shouldn't find REXX programming 

difficult, and this book provides a good foundation for a new 

skill-one you will frequently find useful. ♦ 

Alan fay Weiner develops systems software in Needham, Massachu

setts. He can be reached on the Internet at aweiner@bix.com. 
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You don't have to go out of your way to find cutting-edge 
solutions for today's most critical challenges in network 

computing. The solutions are here. At Networks Expo Boston. 
The network computing event that has no equal. Anywhere. 

Networks Expo Boston is a hands-on, roll-up-your-sleeves and 
make-it-work kind of show. Four days of non-stop solutions for 
virtually every networking need. With more than 300 national 
and regional exhibitors displaying and demonstrating their 
newest, most innovative products. And a Corporate Training 
Program of 12 tutorials and 57 seminars addressing issues 
ranging from network management to ATM and the Internet. 

Register for Networks Expo Boston today. Because nothing 
equals being there. 

For information, call 800.829.3976, ext. 330, 
201.346.1400 or fax 201.346.1602, attention Jay Gorga. 

Networks Expo is produced and managed by Bruno Blenheim, Inc. 
Fort Lee Executive Park • One Executive Drive • Fort Lee, NJ 07024 
800.829.3976 • 201.346.1400 • Fax 201.346.1602 

Networks Expow is a service mark of Bruno Blenheim, Inc. 
NetWor1d"' is a registered trademark of Novell, Inc., which was exclusively licensed to 
Brnno Blenheim, Inc. and was used by Bruno Blenheim, Inc. as the name of its network 
computing trade show. That show is now called Networks Expos.. 
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THE VIEW MANOR 

Of Curves and Clocks 
BY JERRY POURNELLE 

T 
here's a wonderful new world opening to independent 

software developers who haven't been eaten by 

Microsoft. There's also a catch. 

First consider the technology curve of the Pentium. In Strat

egy efTechnology (University Press, 1970), Stefan Possony and I 

showed that technology developments proceed in S curves: at 

first slow development, then breakthrough and rapid improve

ments, then leveling off again at the top right of the curve; then 

something else starts a new curve. 

The Pentium is at the top right of the development curve. 

The next step (which will not be called the 

Sexium) will take a lot of effort. The Pow

er PC chip, on the other hand, is at the 

lower left side of its development curve. 

This has serious implications for software 

developers. It's a fabulous opportunity

whole new worlds of computer capabili

ties making possible whole new worlds of 

software applications. But there are sever

al paths ISVs can take, and it's not clear 

which is best. 

It's not clear because the PowerPC 

chip's future is controlled by four bodies 

that don't have identical interests. First 

there's Motorola: clearly it wants to eat 

into Intel's market share. Then there's Apple: it has bet the com

pany on the PowerPC, and what it wants is a lot of Macintosh 

Power PC killer applications as quickly as possible. Third there's 

IBM Microelectronics, whose interests are similar to Motorola's. 

Finally, there's IBM Personal Software Products, which wants to 

make OS/2 a major player in the operating systems wars. While 

the people in Austin would rather get fat slicing into Microsoft's 

market share, they have to take what they can get from wherev

er they find it. 

IBM's conflicts were clearly illustrated at the big PowerPC 

exhibit at Comdex. There were mini-booths showing applica

tions running on experimental versions ofOS/2 for the Power

PC, including both a non-GUI beta and an alpha with GUI code 
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using Presentation Manager. It was a pretty good alpha, and did

n't crash very often, but it was an alpha. There were a lot of Apple 

Macintosh PowerPC applications, some running on the awe

some PowerPC 620 at 120mhz. 

There were also exhibits of Power PC apps running under 

NT -and there were more of them than there were apps running 

under OS/2. 

In addition to all this, there was a big central exhibit best 

described as "the Annoyatorium."This extolled the virtues of the 

PowerPC chip but did it content-free. 

Actually, that's not strictly true-if you 

already knew what the Annoyatorium 

was trying to say, you could get some 

information about CISC vs. RISC 

power curves and such. But you really 

had to know all about the subject before 

the exhibit meant much. There was 

nothing about OS/2. Instead, there was 

a steam engine train, and if you weren't 

looking closely you might think the Pow

er PC is coal-powered. 

They didn't have anything showing 

OS/2 and Macintosh apps running on 

the same machine and that's supposed to 

be the killer system of the future. 

ISVs now have to choose: write for NT, an operating system 

that's controlled bya major competitor; write for Windows; write 

for Apple; or write for OS/2. What's needed is a way to combine 

the last two. I can think of one such killer app instantly: a super 

REXX that operates across both OS/2 and Macintosh OS. 

While they're at it, a Visual Basic/REXX interface would make 

life easier for a lot of people. 

The people at IBM have come a long way since IBM tried to 

profit from OS/2 Developer Kits. The latest Warp has three disks 

of video drivers. They're making life easier for users. Now they 

need to think hard about developers. And the clock is ticking 

loudly. ♦ 
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